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Foreword
This is the 16th annual report on the agricultural situation in the Community and is
published in conjunction with the XXIVth General Report on the Activities of the
European Communities. It was completed in December 1990.
As in previous years, the first part of this report on the situation and the development
of Community agriculture outlines the main events of the agricultural year: the
continuing implementation of the common agricultural policy, trends on the principal
internal and external markets and trade relations with non-member countries.
Major developments in two areas of particular significance for Community agriculture
had still to run their course when the report was completed. The first was the Uruguay
Round of multilateral trade negotiations due to end in December and the second was
the unification of Germany. Both subjects are treated in separate chapters and it should
be noted that the report in general does not cover the situation in the former
Democratic Republic. This will be done in next year's report. However, the special
chapter on the former German Democratic Republic describes measures taken to ensure
a satisfactory integration of this country's agriculture with that of the rest of the
Community.
The second part of the report provides the more important statistics. The statistical
annex gives, in a form that has now become standard, updates of the tables produced in
previous reports and, for the first time, presents a full range of figures for the
Community of Twelve but, as noted above, does not include data for the former
German Democratic Republic.
The statistics are based mainly on data supplied by the Statistical Office of the
European Communities (Eurostat). The Directorate-General for Agriculture has
updated some of the figures and has also used this material as a basis for some
additional calculations. In certain cases it has only been possible to provide provisional
estimates because of the report's publication date.
As in earlier years, certain subjects covered by the report have also been dealt with in
other Commission documents. The reader will thus find references in this report to
various publications available either from the Commission, from the Office for Official
Publications of the European Communities or from Eurostat.
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|  - The agricultural year
1. For the second year running most regions of the European Community experienced
weather conditions which differed sharply from what continues to be regarded as
normal. As in 1988/89, the persistence of high pressure systems over western Europe
resulted in relatively high average temperatures and, particularly, in drier weather than usual.
The autumn of 1989, which will be remembered for high sunshine figures and lack of
rainfall, was followed by a mild winter with rain and snowfall much too light to fully
replenish depleted underground and surface water reserves. The early and mild spring of
1990 only partially alleviated these difliculties except in those traditionally damp
European regions such as the northern and western areas of the British Isles. The more
variable weather which followed, with alternating warm and cool spells but still with
below normal rainfall, allowed an early harvest to be completed in good conditions.
Not surprisingly, this untypical weather had its effect on farming activity and on plant
growth and led to diffrculties for autumn sowing, delayed germination but sustained
winter growth and intensified the lack of water for irrigation. Across such a widespread
and varied land-mass as the F.uropean Community, the repercussion of weather patterns
has, naturally, not been uniform and in many areas, despite the general lack of water,
conditions were eased by rain showers developing at opportune moments.
Nevertheless, it has to be said that many zones in Greece, Italy, Spain, central and
south-western France and central Germany were all seriously affected by exceptionally
dry weather which occasionally gave rise to concerns over water supplies for human
consumption. However, despite these difficulties, the area sown over the Community as
a whole has shown little change and average yields for autumn-sown crops are for the
most part higher than those achieved in 1989. On the other hand, spring-sown crops
and particularly maize have shown lower than average yields.
2. As regards area, only that for cereals has recorded an appreciable fall, of about
1400000ha (or -4.3%). This has been partially offset by an increase of some
700000ha (+14%) in the area under oilseeds; a change largely explained by some
substitution of maize, a thirsty water user, by sunflowers, a crop much more able to
withstand drv conditions.
3. Later chapters in this report dealing with the economic situation and with
agricultural markets give more detailed information as regards crops, yields and
developments on the major markets.
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THE AGRICULTURAL YEAR I i
However, it is worth noting at this point that, based on current estimates, production
totals for a number of crop products have reached the maximum guaranteed quantities
(MGQs) provided for under the stabilizer system. Estimates for the 1990 harvest
indicate cereal production at about 160 million tonnes. 1990 production totals for
oilseeds and proteins have been established as follows: rapeseed 5 876 million tonnes;
sunflower 3 958 million tonnes; peas and protein products 4 833 million tonnes
(production eligible for aid) and soya I 863 million tonnes.
Production of all livestock products increased in 1990. Wine output returned closer to
more nonnal levels following two below-average years. Quality also improved. Fruits
and vegetable crops were for the most part lower because of drought and olive-oil
production remained around the norm.
4. In general terms it could be said that, thanks to the steps taken over the past few
years to improve market balance, reasonably favourable conditions continued to exist
on the Community's internal market for a number of products in the first half of the
year. Conditions, however, deteriorated to some extent in the second half with the beef
and sheepmeat sectors in particular being seriously affected. Furthermore, based on
current forecasts of production and consumption, there are no grounds whatsoever for
complacency. On the contrary, the outlook gives rise for concern. Whilst to some extent
due to temporary phenomena such as the Gulf crisis and increased activity with Eastern
Europe and to consumer reticence towards certain products, developments in the
Community's livestock and cereals sectors are nevertheless ominous. The outlook on
world markets holds out little prospect of relief. Despite some run-down in stocks, there
is very little indication that world demand will increase to meet the growth in supply-a
record world grain harvest being a strong contributory factor here. Causing particular
anxiety for the Community are world wheat market prospects where, for example,
following continued reductions in set aside, a record US crop is combined with what are
expected to be reduced Soviet import requirements.

l l  - The common agricultural policy in 1990
5. 1990 was primarily a year which saw a consolidation of the substantial CAP reforms
achieved since 1984; a continuous process ofchange, but which had been intensified over
the two years previous to that covered by this report, when substantial alterations were
made to the legislation regulating common market arrangements, to agricultural structures
policy and to the use of structural Funds. This year also saw considerable effort being put
into seeking solutions to the problems likely to face agriculture and rural society in the
future following the changes made to price support arrangements.
6. The paragraphs which follow describe how in 1990 the Community stuck closely to
the policy lines laid down in previous years. The result was the continued application of
quotas and stabilizers with consequent reductions in aid where prescribed by legislation, a
severe policy towards prices and intervention and the strict observation of budgetary
discipline. As regards structures, the necessary legislation for the use of the funds was put
in place and important decisions taken regarding intervention and regional programmes.
7. Whilst much was done, particularly in the areas of structures and of the harmoni-
zation of Community legislation, it was achieved against a background of waiting,
uncertainty and anticipation more marked than at any time in recent years; waiting for
the completion of the single market, waiting for the conclusions of the Uruguay Round
negotiations, uncertainty over the effects on Community agriculture of events in Central
and Eastern Europe, not least of German unification, but all coupled with the
underlying commitment to encourage economic development in rural areas.
8. The Community had already started some years ago to encourage its farmers to be
more aware of and to respond to market signals. Producers were also being affected
more directly by events on world markets and to recognize increasingly that, as in other
sectors of the economy, agriculture had become highly internationalized.
9. A policy of increased market orientation was to be encouraged rather than rejected
but it did carry with it the risks of upsetting the economic balance in some rural areas.
There was thus clearly a need, more pressing than at any time in the past, for
accompanying measures which would stimulate rural development and which could be
applied on both sides of the farmgate. The initiatives undertaken during 1990, be they
through income aids, through more flexible application of generally restrictive pricing
and intervention policies or through development programmes, were largely inspired by
these preoccupations over the future of the Community's rural economy.
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Prices and market organization
10. On 27 April, the Council of Ministers reached agreement on agricultural prices
and connected measures for the l990l9I marketing year. This was the second year
running that agreement had been reached as early as April. As is required by the Treaty,
the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee had been consulted
on the Commission's proposals and they gave their respective opinions on 16 March
and 28 February.
The Council's agreement which was very largely based on the Commission's original
proposal was in line with a policy responsive to market signals and observant of
budgetary discipline. Very broadly the agreed package had three main themes:
(i) freezing in nominal terms of most institutional prices (except those for durum
wheat, some types of tobacco, lemons and red wine);
(ii) strict application of stabilizers and of intervention measures better adapted to
market conditions;
(iii) green rate adjustments and the progressive elimination of monetary compensatory
amounts so as to arrive at their total elimination by 1992.
As in previous years, a price freeze accompanied by inflation meant a small drop in real
terms for producers but which was compensated, to a larger or smaller extent,
depending on the currency involved, by agri-monetary changes. Additionally, for some
products, continued application of the stabilizer system resulted in the automatic price
decreases provided for in Community legislation.
A tight price policy of this sort, even against the generally favourable economic
background brought about by low inflation rates and only modest increases in
production costs, can create some problems particularly for small farms.
11. It was with such holdings in mind that the decisions to reinforce the various
measures designed to help small producers were taken:
(i) the introduction of a premium of ECU 50 per hectare for the production of certain
cereals (millet, canary-seed and buckwheat) subject to a re-examination after two
years;
(ii) the introduction of a per hectare premium for small arable farmers (i.e. l0 hectares
maximum). This premium could replace the current regime for small cereals
producers;
(iii) the extension of the suckler cow premium to holdings with a milk quota of less
than 60000kg and for a maximum of l0 cows;
(iv) the possibility for Member States to purchase milk quotas for redistribution to
small farmers in less-favoured areas:
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(v) the introduction of an aid of ECU 250 per hectare for the three marketing years
from 1989/90 to l99ll92 for small cotton producers;
(vi) the introduction of a special additional premium for sheep and goats in mountain-
ous and less-favoured areas.
12. Related measures adopted as part of the 1990 price-hxing exercise included those
mentioned above designed to assist small producers and those designed to improve the
efficiency of market measures in some sectors.
In September, the Commission proposed a two-year extension of the current market
arrangements in the sugar sector.
The Commission also made proposals to adapt the olive-oil regime including an
increase in consumption aid and a cut in the intervention price to take account of the
effects of Spanish and Portuguese accession.
Agri-monetary measures
13. The entry of the Italian lire into the group of currencies which are maintained
within a margin of 2.25 7o in relation to each other led, on I I January 1990, to the
application, for the first time, of the arrangements for the automatic dismantling of gaps
created by monetary realignments.
The new negative monetary gaps created, however, were only for those currencies not
complying with the 2.25yo differential. They were immediately reduced and a second
dismantling was carried out at the beginning of the l990l9l marketing year.
For Spain, a change in the value of the ecu (r) reduced the existing positive MCAs.
Overall, the arrangements enabled the elimination of 1.4 points for the United
Kingdom, 3.6 to 4.1 points for Italy, 6.7 points for Portugal and 9.6 to 18.9 points for
Greece. At the time of the second dismantling, the prices fixed in ecus by the Council
for the l990l9l marketing year were decreased by the Commission by 0.17 % to partly
offset the effect of converting positive monetary gaps into negative gaps.
14. The agri-monetary adjustments have had appreciable effects on prices expressed in
national currencies. They gave rise to increases in Greece (160Ä on average) and in
Portugal (6%o), rcduction in Germany and the Netherlands (both about 2Yo) but in the
case of the other Member States they have had a limited effect.
Council Decisions, adopted when the prices for the 1990/91 marketing year were fixed,
permitted the elimination of all monetary gaps for those Member States generally
(t) See paragraph 15.
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EAGGF expendi ture
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1 In real terms (GDP deflator).
2 At constant prices.
3 1987 budget: from 1 January to 31 October 1987.
4 1988 budget: from 1 November 1987 to 15 October 1988.
5 1989 budget: from 16 October 1988 to 15 October 1989.
Figure 4
complying with the EMS discipline except for the cereal sector in Germany and in the
Netherlands.
The gaps were considerably reduced for the other Member States (United Kingdom,
Spain, Greece and Portugal) but remain subject to exchange-rate fluctuations (see table
above).
15. Finally, as regards agricultural structures, as a result of the application of the
common rules for the structural Funds, amounts financed by the EAGGF Guidance
Section will henceforth be paid in ecus.
On 6 October 1990 the entry of the pound sterling into the exchange-rate mechanism
(ERM) of the European Monetary System with a fluctuation margin of 67o was
effected.
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The result of this decision was a 0.56% revaluation of the ecu, creating a negative
monetary gap for old narrow-band currencies, which triggered the application of the
automatic dismantlement system.
For the floating currencies, new monetary gaps have to be calculated based on the
evolution of their market rates following the realignment of 5 January 1990. On that
basis new negative gaps were created for Greece and Portugal, whereas for Spain the
existing positive monetary gaps were reduced. Due to an appreciation in sterling's
market rate after entry, negative monetary gaps for the United Kingdom were
reduced.
The new monetary gaps created were dismantled completely for the narrow-band
currencies as from 11 October 1990, whereas for the drachma and the escudo these gaps
are dismantled in three steps.
Rural development
16. 1990 saw the Council examining Commission proposals seeking to adjust, as part
of the reform of the structural Funds, the so-called Objective 5a measures (relating to
the adjustment of agricultural structures) which continue to be subject to Council
Decisions.
In December 1989 the Council adopted an initial series of provisions amending aid
measures designed to improve the efficiency of agricultural structures by encouraging
the following:
(i) diversification towards non-agricultural activities on holdings;
(ii) more emphasis on protection of the environment and animals;
(iii) increased start-up aid to young farmers;
(iv) concentration of Community aid on small and medium-sized businesses in less-
favoured zones:
(v) strengthening of Community co-financing for zones whose development is lagging
behind and which are covered by Objective I of the reform of the structural
Funds.
17. In March 1990, the Council adopted a new Community aid scheme for investments
in the processing and marketing of agricultural products. This new scheme replaced,
from I January 1990, that introduced by Regulation (EEC) No 355/77. It now applies
to agricultural products (Regulation (EEC) No 866/90) and forestry products (Regula-
tion (EEC) No 867/90). It provides for strengthened cooperation and partnership
between Member States and the Commission whereby the former submit sectoral plans
to the latter so that, after discussion, a Community support frameworks can be designed
which reflects both the priorities for intervention and available financial assistance.
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18. As regards the application of regional measures, the Commission approved in
October 1989 the Community support frameworks (1989-93) for the regions where
development is lagging behind as referred to in Objective I of the reform of the
structural Funds. These CSFs are the Community's response to the needs expressed by
the regions involved in seven Member States.
19. With regard to the rural zones
structural Funds, the Commission,
concerned to submit their plans for
r 989.
referred to in Objective 5b of the reform of the
in June 1989, asked the nine Member States
rural development in these zones by the end of
20. In June 1990, the Commission was able to formally adopt 44 Community support
frameworks in response to the various requests which had been lodged. After this first
stage, the Member States drew up their operational prograrnmes and submitted them to
the Commission for approval. This preparatory period is almost complete and
implementation of the regional development plans has now begun.
21. Reform of the structural Funds has led to a closer coordination of the activities of
the three Funds and, in certain cases, to an integration of their respective activities in
favour of rural development, diversification of agricultural production, development of
non-agricultural activities, training, promotion of small and medium-sized holdings and
the introduction of information technologies and new technologies in general.
22. In addition, in 1990 the Commission announced the adoption of a number of
Community initiatives which should have a significant impact on agriculture and the
rural economy in the various regions and zones. These are initiatives in favour of certain
peripheral zones or initiatives relating to more specific problems such as the environ-
ment or the transfer of technology in the agri-food sector. Special initiatives have also
been taken to inform the rural population, to stage events and activities and to provide
support to local management and development groups.
Agricultural income aid
23. Commission Regulations (EEC) Nos 3813/89 (1) and 1279190 (2) laying down the
detailed rules for the application of the agricultural income aid system were adopted in
December 1989 and May 1990, respectively. It was, however, necessary to introduce
transitional measures upon the basis of which the Commission authorized certain
income aid measures for pig farmers in Belgium as well as for farmers in two German
regions (Baden Württemberg and Rheinland Pfalz).
(t) OJ L 371, 20.12.1989, p. 17.
(') OJ L 126, 16.5.1990, p. 20.
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The first draft income aid programme to be notified, and subsequently approved by the
Commission under the provisions of the aid policy, was for arable farmers in The
Netherlands. Under this programme farmers dependent for their incomes on the main
arable crops (cereals, oilseeds, rapeseed, field peas and starch potatoes) are eligible for
payments which offset at least part of the earnings lost due to CAP reform. The overall
cost of the programme is estimated to be some ECU 30 million (HFL 75 million) of
which the Community contribution will be ECU 4 million. Some 3 200 holdings are
expected to benefit.
The second such programme to be approved concerned farmers in general in France.
The programme covers the whole of France and aid may be granted to farmers
irrespective of their production specialities.
The Commission welcomes these developments in Community policy. They enable
support to be focused on producers with the lowest incomes. Under the income aid
policy none of the resources granted are diverted outside the agricultural sector nor are
they passed to farmers on higher income levels. For years the Commission has sought to
channel a greater proportion of support towards lower income farmers: the Netherlands
and French prograrnmes of direct income aid boost progress in this direction. In the
autumn of 1990 the Commission was notified of two further draft income aid
prograrnmes; one concerns olive-oil producers in southern Italy, the other farmers in
general in Baden Württemberg.
Consumer interests
24. Having enjoyed for a considerable number of years the twin benefits of price
stability and assured food supply, the European consumer has more recently seen a fall
in the percentage of his income spent on food (see Table 3.7.1. of the statistical annex).
Furthermore, where there have been increases in food prices, these have been at a rate
considerably below that of inflation.
Whilst the percentage of household expenditure devoted to foodstuffs, beverages and
tobacco is still relatively high in some Member States, the average over the Community
as a whole is 2l.6Yo with Belgium, Germany, France, The Netherlands and the United
Kingdom all being below this figure. Denmark, Italy and Luxembourg join those below
the average when expenditure on foodstuffs only is compared.
25. The substantial and gradual progress achieved in the field of harmonization of
legislation since the entry into force of the Treaty of Rome has been greatly intensified
recently as realization of the single market approaches. Recent developments have paid
particular attention to improving the information available to the consumer regarding
the identification and quality of products. In fact, particular emphasis is being placed
currently on a quality programme, details of which are described below.
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26. Consumers' broader interests are also increasingly reflected in decisions touching
on the environment, on forests, preserving the countryside and on rural development
generally.
27. The progress achieved in recent years in returning to a healthier balance on
agricultural markets coupled with a reduction in intervention stocks has meant that
special sales measures to targeted recipients have declined. Nevertheless, the Commis-
sion has maintained its food aid programme for the most needy and during 1990 food
continued to be distributed through designated associations, as illustrated in the table
below.
Promotion and safeguarding of quality
28. The immense and growing diversity of food products available in the European
Community, their often incomplete description and the wide differences in national
legislation frequently give rise to considerable confusion and perplexity in the mind of
the consumer. It is sometimes difficult for the shopper to exercise an informed choice as
to the quality and ingredients of products, to have reassurances as to their safety and
wholesomeness or even to be enlightened as to their geographical origin.
29. With the threefold aim of improving the information available to the consumer, of
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growth in the value added to agricultural products, the Commission has for some years
favoured initiatives aimed at the quality of farm products. Amongst them, three types of
initiative merit particular attention :
(i) the establishment of rules governing claims made for various properties, such as
organic, natural, etc.;
(ii) the introduction of minimum standards guaranteeing the composition, grading and
description of food mixtures;
(iii) the respect of descriptions as to origin and certification of the identity of food
products.
30. During 1990 wide-ranging work and a number of studies were undertaken to find
the most suitable alternatives for implementing a policy of quality improvement. In
addition, legislation defining organic production methods for agricultural products and
foodstuffs and their presentation on the market was examined by both the Parliament
and Council. For its part, the Commission tabled proposals seeking to establish
Community-wide recognition of the geographic descriptions of products, in addition to
proposals regarding the description given to mixtures of oils and fats and for the
composition and description of meat-based products.
Action aimed at the improvement and recognition of quality in food and agricultural
products not only benefits the consumer but can often help maintain economic
activity-sometimes of a traditional nature-in many regions of the Community.
Indeed, in helping to maintain and stimulate economic activity in the countryside,
quality initiatives have a very positive role to play in the overall policy of rural
development.
Gomplet ion of the single market
31. The gradual process of harmonizing national legislation which was started some 30
years ago has seen a pronounced intensification and acceleration over the past few years
with the successful realization of a single market as its goal.
As far as the agricultural sector is concerned, every one of the proposals outlined in the
Commission's White Paper of 1985 has now been submitted to the Council and many
have been adopted. A list showing proposals made and decisions taken is to be found in
the Annex to this chapter. This covers the fields of veterinary, animal health, animal
feedingstuffs, zootechnical, plant protection products and plant health legislation and
measures for the quality improvement of seeds and other propagating materials of
plants as well as measures for the control of seed plants. The overriding objective
behind all these measures remains the greater freedom of movement of products within
a single market, but without risk to the consumer, largely achieved through the
substitution of frontier controls by those made at the place of origin.
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32. In the sensitive area of animal health policy and particularly that relating to the
movement of live animals and meat, the Community has enlarged the list of regions
recognized as free of swine fever (r) and of particular importance to the realization of
the single market, has adopted a directive on veterinary controls on intra-Community
trade in live animals. Action had to be taken against some outbreaks of classical swine
fever in Belgium (2) and bovine spongiform encephalopathy in the United King-
dom. (3)
With regard to animal feedingstuffs the Commission's services continued the manage-
ment of those elements nec€ssary to maintain or enhance animal productivity and the
quality of edible products. (a)
In the field of public health, standards for administering somatotrophin were estab-
lished. (5)
33. In addition, the Council adopted in October a resolution on measures to be taken
in the veterinary field with a view to the completion of the single market. This
resolution details the orientations which have emerged following the examination of a
memorandum presented to the Council in 1989 by the Italian Government concerning
the measures to be taken. It underlines the necessity to strengthen, by 1993, the
structures and staffrng of the veterinary services of the Community and the Member
States. It proposes the setting up of a Community veterinary structure aimed at
grouping together all the inspection tasks of the Commission and also the establishment
of 'crisis centres' at both Communitv and Member States level.
34. The Commission's veterinary inspection service continued to carry out inspections
of establishments both inside and outside the Community. Those inside the Community
were based on a sample, which it is recommended should be extended in the near future.
(t)  OJ L 43, 17.2.1990, p. 32.
(t) OJ L 39, 13.2.1990, p. 25.
OJ L 90, 5.4.1990, p. 26.
OJ L 101, 21.4.1990, p. 33.
OJ L 128, 18.5.1990, p. 17.
OJ L 143,6.6.1990, p. 10.
OJ L 160, 26.6.1990, p. 49.
OJ L 173, 6.7.1990, p. 50.
OJ L 215, 10.8.1990, p. 9.
OJ L 220, 15.8.1990, p. 43.
OJ L 244, 7.9.1990, p. 32.
(') OJ L 41, 15.2.1990, p. 23.
OJ L 76,22.3.1990,  p. 23.
OJ L 105, 25.4.1990, p. 24.
OJ L 146,9.6.1990,  p.  29.
(o) OJ L67, 15.3.1990, p. 44.
OJ L 106, 26.4.1990, p. 30.
OJ L l l3, 4.5.1990, p. 39.
OJ L 209,8.8.1990,  p.  25.
OJ L 227, 21.8.1990, p. 23.
( t )  OJ  L  l16 ,  8 .5 .1990,  p .27 .
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During 1990, the Commission's veterinary inspection services continued to closely
monitor the animal health situation in third countries. (1)
35. The Commission also continued to monitor observation of rules regarding residues
and of the ban on the use of hormones for fattening purposes both in third countries (2)
and Member States. An exhaustive enquiry has been mounted by the Commission in all
Member States. This inquiry should be completed by December 1991.
36. Further steps towards the completion of the single market in the areas of plant
health, seeds and propagating material, plant breeders' rights and animal feedingJtuffs
were taken by both the Commission and the Council during 1990. As can be seen from
the Annex, the Commission sent to the Council three proposals for Regulations on the
marketing of various seeds and plants, two proposals for Directives on protective
measures against the introduction into the Member States of organisms harmful to
plants or plant products and a further proposal for a Regulation on a Community
system of plant variety rights. The Council itself adopted amendments to Directive
77l93lEEC concerning harmful organisms through which it approved the principle of
the complete phasing out of plant health import checks and to Directive TglllTlF,EC
concerning the prohibition of plant protection products, as well as a Directive on
pesticide residues and another amending Directive 79l373lEEC concerning the market-
ing of compound feedingstuffs for animals.
37. Of no less importance to the realization of a single market than the harmonization
of rules is the problem of national State aids. (3) This is as true for agriculture as it is for
other sectors of economic activity.
The point made in last year's report regarding the double challenge facing the
Commission in this crucial area needs to be re-emphasized this year. The Commission
must aim to be both dynamic and rigorous in its implementation of Community
competition policy as regards aid schemes for agriculture. More specifically it must:
(i) ensure that the reform of the common agricultural policy, which has now been
under way for a number of years and which is an integral element in achieving the
single market, should be pursued to completion but with attention always being
paid to market conditions. As a result, the Commission cannot permit national aids
to impact negatively on this development;
(') Decision 90l90lEEC, OJ L6l, 10.3.1990, p. 21.
Decision 90/58/EEC, OJ L 40, 14.2.1990, p. 15.
Decision 90ll56lEEC, OJ L 89, 4.4.1990, p. 13.
Decision g0ll7llBBc, OJ L93, 10.4.1990, p. ,10.
Decision 901445IEF:C, OJ L228,22.8.1990, p. 28.(2) Decision 90ll52lEEC, OJ L81, 28.3.1990, p. ,{0.
Decision 90l338lEE,C, OJ L 162, 28.6.1990, p. 42.
Decision 90ll35lEEC, OJ L76,22.3.1990, p. 24.
Decision 90ll64lEEC, OJ L 91, 6.4.1990, p. 32.
Decision 90l262lEEC, OJ L149, 13.6.199o, p. 22.(3) See the chapter on agriculture in the Commission's annual report on competition policy.
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(ii) not slacken its efforts to protect farm incomes whilst at the same time ensuring that
agricultural production both satisfies market demand, as far as possible, and yet is
maintained in sympathy with its rural and natural environment.
38. It is clear that as this process of closer integration advances, competition between
Member States will intensify. This brings with it the very real risk that under the
increasing pressure of events some may find themselves unable to resist the temptation
to boost the volume of aid granted to certain types of farming where performance is
often satisfactory. It is the Commission's duty therefore to remain extremely vigilant
and to closely scrutinize activity in this area.
In the fields of markets, structure and the income of certain types of producers, the
Council has already achieved an impressive level of harmonization, and competition
policy is applied in these areas in conformity with adopted guidelines.
39. However, the Commission must also concentrate on two othdr important areas not
covered by Council regulations:
(i) first, an active competition policy in the agricultural processing and marketing
sectors; and
(ii) second, the progressive elimination of all national aid schemes which have an effect
equivalent to customs barriers or any other form of protectionism.
In following this policy, the Commission has approved aid schemes designed to protect
the environment but which are ineligible for Community funding, in addition to plant
health measures, research and compensation for natural disasters.
40. On the other hand the Commission commenced proceedings under Article 93(2) of
the Treaty in respect of 13 national aids in six Member States (one each in Belgium,
Germany and The Netherlands, three in Spain and France and four in Italy). (t)
It also took a final negative decision in respect of the sugar industry in Belgium.
ANNEX TO CHAPTER II
Proposals transmitted to the Council in 1990
l. Animal health
Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 74l63lEEC on the frxing of
maximum permitted levels for undesirable substances and products in feedingstuffs
OJ C 210, 23.8.1990, p. 5
(t) See also the 10th report of the Commission on competition policy.
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Proposal for a Council Regulation concerning the animal health conditions governing
the placing on the market of animals and aquaculture products
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. 42
Proposal for a Council Regulation laying down animal health requirements for the
placing on the market in the Community of animals and products of animal origin not
covered in this respect by specific Community rules
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. 102
2. Public health
Proposal for a Council Regulation laying down health rules for the production and
placing on the market of fresh meat
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. 8
Proposal for a Council Regulation laying down the health rules for the production and
placing on the market of meat products
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. 89
Proposal for a Council Regulation laying down the health rules for the production and
placing on the market of minced meat, meat preparations and comminuted meat for
industrial use
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. 120
Proposal for a Council Regulation laying down health rules for the production and
placing on the market of fresh poultrymeat
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p.7l
Proposal for a Council Regulation laying down the health conditions for the production
and the placing on the market of live bivalve molluscs
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. 29
Proposal for a Council Regulation laying down the health conditions for the production
and the placing on the market of fishery products
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. 58
Proposal for a Council Regulation laying down the health rules for the production and
placing on the market of raw milk, of milk for the manufacture of milk-based products
and of milk-based products
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. ll2
Proposal for a Council Regulation adopting health rules for the production and placing
on the market of heat-treated drinking milk
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. 130
Proposal for a Council Decision on the conditions for granting temporary and limited
derogations from specific Community health rules on the production and marketing of
products of animal origin
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. 100
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3. Plant health and seeds
Proposal for a Council Regulation on the marketing of young plants and propagating
material other than seeds, of vegetables
OJ C 46, 27.2.1990, p. 4
Proposal for a Council Regulation on the marketing of ornamental plant propagating
material and ornamental plants
OJ C 52,3.3.1990, p. 16
Proposal for a Council Regulation on the marketing of fruit plant propagating material
and fruit plants intended for fruit production
OJ C 54, 6.3.1990, p. 5
Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 77lg3lEEC on protective measures
against the introduction into the Member States of organisms harmful to plants or plant
products
OJ C 29,8.2.1990, p. l0
Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 77lg3lEF:C on protective measures
against the introduction into the Member States of organisms harmful to plants or plant
products
OJ C 31, 9.2.1990, p. 8
Proposal for a Council Regulation on Community plant variety rights
OJ C 244,28.9.1990, p. I
Measures taken by the Council in 1990
l. Veterinary field
Decision 90l2l7lEEC of 25 April 1990 on financial aid from the Community for the
eradication of African swine fever in Sardinia
OJ L 116, 8.5.1990, p.24
Decision 9Ol242lEEC of 2l May 1990 introducing a Community financial measure for
the eradication of brucellosis in sheep and goats
OJ L 140, 1.6.1990, p. 123
Decision 90l424lEEC of 26 June 1990 on expenditure in the veterinary field
OJ L 224, 18.8.1990, p. 19
Decision 90l63lEEC of 12 February 1990 amending, for the fourth time, Decision
SS/303/EEC recognizing certain parts of the territory of the Community as being either
officially swine-fever free or swine-fever free
OJ L 43, 17.2.1990, p. 32
Directive 90l423lEEC of 26 June 1990 amending Directive 85/511/EEC introducing
Community measures for the control of foot-and-mouth disease, Directive 64l432lEEC
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on animal health problems affecting intra-Community trade in bovine animals and
swine and Directive 72l462lEEC on health and veterinary inspection problems upon
importation of bovine animals and swine and fresh meat or meat products from third
countries
OJ L 224, 18.8.1990, p. 13
Directive 90l422lEEC of 26 June 1990 amending Directive 64l432lEEC as regards
enzootic bovine leukosis
OJ L 224, 18.8.1990, p. 9
Directive 90l426lEEC of 26 June 1990 on animal health conditions governing the
movement and import from third countries of equidae
OJ L 224, 18.8.90, p. 42
Directive 90l429lEEC of 26 June 1990 laying down the animal health requirements
applicable to intra-Community trade in and imports of semen of domestic inimals of
the porcine species
OJ L 224, 18.8.1990, p. 62
2. Zootechnical Jield
Directive 90/ 1 I 8/EEC of 5 March 1990 on the acceptance of pure-bred breeding pigs for
breeding
OJ L 71, 17.3.1990, p. 34
Directive g0lllglBBc of 5 March 1990 on the acceptance of hybrid breeding pigs for
breeding
OJ L 71, 17.3.1990, p. 36
Directive 901427|EF:C of 26 June 1990 on the zootechnical and genealogical conditions
governing intra-Community trade in equidae
OJ L 224, 18.8.1990, p. 55
Directive 90l428lEEC of 26 June 1990 on trade in equidae intended for competitions
and laying down the conditions for participation therein
OJ L 224, 18.8.90, p. 60
3. veterinary and zootechnical controls (completing the internal market)
Directive 90l425lEEC of 26 June 1990 concerning veterinary and zootechnical checks
applicable in intra-Community trade in certain live animals and products with a view to
the completion of the internal market
OJ L 224, 18.8.1990, p. 29
4. Public health
Decision 90l2l8lEEC of 25 April 1990 concerning the administration of Bovine
Somatotrophin (BST)
OJ L  l16 ,  8 .5 .1990,  p .27
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5. Plant health and seeds
Directive 90/168/EEC of 26 March 1990 amending Directive 77l93lEEC concerning
protective measures against the introduction into the Member States of organisms
harmful to vegetables or vegetable products
OJ L 92, 7.4.1990, p. 49
Directive 90l533lEEC of 15 October 1990 amending the Annex to Directive T9lllT |BEC
prohibiting the placing on the market and use of plant protection products containing
certain active substances
OJ L 296, 27.10.1990, p. 63
Council Directive 90l642lEEC of 27 November 1990 on the fixing of maximum levels
for pesticide residues in and on certain products of plant origin, including fruit and
vegetables
OJ L 350, 14.12.1990, p. 71
6. Animal feedingstuffs
Directive 90l44lEEC of 22 January 1990 amending Directive 79l373lEEC on the
marketing of compound feedingstuffs for animals
OJ L  27 ,31 .1 .1990,  p .  35
l l l  - Economic situation and farm incomes
The situation in 1990
41. Whilst climatic conditions in 1990, 1989 and 1988 possessed strong similarities in
that all were marked by a lack of rainfall, they also showed some differences,
particularly as regards rainfall distribution.
The effect on yields per hectare varied considerably depending on the crop involved.
For example, the average sugar yield from those areas producing beets was the highest
ever known in the Community, and vines recorded normal yields after two years of
being lower than normal. Maize yields on the other hand, whether harvested as grain or
for forage, were much lower than those experienced in previous years.
42. The general trend in the reduction of cultivated acreage and substitutions between
crops, evident in recent years, continued. Particularly noticeable was an increase in the
areas under sugar beet and oilseeds, especially sunflower and a matching decrease in
total cereals acreage which included a small drop for wheat. However, in 1990, after two
years of the set-aside programme, arable land withdrawn from production represented
only 2%o of acreage under cereals.
43. In the animal sector there was a marked slowing in the rate of reduction of the
dairy herd and an increase in the number of all animals raised for meat production.
Health concerns caused serious worries in the animal sector. Salmonella was the cause
in the poultry sector and an outbreak of bovine spongiform encephalopathy----or 'mad
cow'disease-in the United Kingdom created serious problems on the beef market. The
threat was met by slaughtering and by the destruction of animals on a wide scale and by
the strict application of Comrnunity rules to trade. Swine fever in Belgium caused
similar measures to be taken in the pig sector.
44. 1990 was also a year which witnessed a deterioration in the situation on world
markets. Large harvests were recorded in most of the world's temperate zones with total
wheat production increasing by an estimated 8.5Vo. This Fnäed to depress world
markets; a development that was amplified by a fall in the value of the US dollar and
which- was further aggravated by the Gulf crisis. The value of the dollar, expressed in
ecus fell by 20% between the summer of 1989, when USD 100 traded at ECU 95 to
around ECU 75 during the last quarter of 1990. It thus became more difficult and,
because of larger refunds, more expensive to export community farm products.
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Production and institutional prices
45. Chapter IV gives detailed information on the various markets. This section of the
report attempts to describe the major production trends in 1990 as far as was possible at
the time at which it was completed.
With the exception of cereals, crop production in 1990 showed an increase in volume
terms over 1989. A drop in maize production brought about by a reduction in both
acreage and yields was the major cause for the cereals decline. Harvested quantities for
other grains were close to those for the preceding marketing year with some small
increases. For wheat there was a higher yield on a smaller acreage. Estimates of total
production are very close to the MGQ of 160 million tonnes.
Oilseed production expanded substantially due almost entirely to an increase in acreage.
Rapeseed production in particular rose and is expected to reach 5.9 million tonnes.
Sunflower and soya production also expanded to around 4 and 1.9 million tonnes
respectively. This means that once again MGQs have been breached.
Sugar production is expected to reach its highest level since l98ll82 at around
14.8 million tonnes whilst wine production in 1990 returned to a figure closer to the
average.
46. On the animal product side, production was also up. Milk deliveries exceeded
quotas by about 500 000 tonnes which, bearing in mind the increase in quotas of
I million tonnes decided in December 1989, demonstrates that production is on the
increase once again. In the beef sector, production increased by 3% in 1990 to reach
abolt 7.7 million tonnes which led to sales into intervention and to a worrying rise in
stocks. Sheepmeat production continued its upward trend to exceed 1.1 million tonnes
and that of pigmeat also rose to reach 13.2 million tonnes.
47. Institutional prices in 1990 were the result of both the Council's decision taken in
April and, equally important, the automatic application of stabilizers. Compared with
1989/90, the prices fixed by the Council represented a freeze in ecus for most products
but an increase of 1.560Ä in national currency terms. However, the automatic
application of the stabilizer mechanism led to a 3%o cut in the cereals intervention price
following the overshooting of the maximum guaranteed quantity in 1989/90. It also led
to substantial reductions in the oilseed sector.
Farmgate prices
48. In general, prices received by producers in 1990 tended to reflect market
conditions. The two previous years had seen an improvement in the general level of
prices received,, of 2o/o in 1988 and 7.3oÄ in 1989. The livestock sector was largely
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responsible for these improvements, and in particular pigmeat, which registered
+21.80Ä in 1989. A substantial increase of 18.57o was also noted in the wine sector.
In 1990, however, the forecast trend for producer prices appears to be below that for the
consumer price index. Prices have weakened particularly in the second half of the year
due to the effect of several phenomena.
For cereals, the marketingyear started on I July with the buying-in price automatically
cut by 3 % following the previous year's overshoot of the MGQ and a heavy carry-over
stock (26 million tonnes) hanging over the market.
Oilseed protein prices weakened as a result of increased supplies and of the automatic
reduction in institutional prices following the MGQ overrun. Compared with 1989 the
intervention purchase price and/or minimum price fell by 14 to 18% for rapeseed, peas
and field beans, sunflower seed and soya. The price of C sugar, in other words the
world market price, fell substantially after holding up well in 1989, resulting in a
reduction in the value of production beyond quota.
49. As for animal production, prices to farmers were, in general, lower than those
obtaining in 1989. In the milk sector production rose following the allocation of
supplementary quotas which in its turn led to increases in butter output (+ 4%) and of
milk powder (+20%). The milk price was lower than in 1989 but with some variations
as between Member States. In the meat sector sheepmeat prices fell as did those for
beef, with stocks rising rapidly and depressing the market.
The differences in farmgate prices are shown by Member State in the table below. 1990
figures are estimates.
Changes in (nominal) farmgate prices
of agricultural products in 1989 and 1990
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Deflated (t) index of farmgate prices
for agricultural products (all products)
(Base 1985 : 100)

































































































50. Production costs tended downwards following a fall in real terms in the price index
for inputs. This was particularly so in the case of feedingstuffs with favourable producer
price/feed price ratios resulting, particularly for pigmeat. However, the general decline
in costs was reversed in the second half of the year firstly by the much greater need for
irrigation and other measures taken to counter drought and secondly by the effects of
the rise in oil prices which had an immediate and inflationary effect on energy costs and
a delayed one on fertilizers.
The following tables show the changes in input prices.
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Deflated index (t) of input prices
Total intermediate consumption
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Net value ad.ded t per person employed
in  agr icu l tu re  2





Source; Eurostat - Sectoral income index analysis.
t  At factor cost in real terms (deflated using the GDP implici t  pr ice index).
2 Measured in work units.
3  )1985(  _  average fo r  1984,  1985,  1986.
Figure 5
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Danmark
Net value added 1 per person employed in agriculture 2
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Source.' Eurostat - Sectoral income index analysis.
t  At factor cost in real terms (deflated using the GDP
2 Measured in work units.
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Trends in farm incomes
Short-term trends in farm incomes
51. Relative changes in farmgate prices and intermediate producer prices largely
determine movements in gross margins. The improvement noted in 1989 was not
maintained in 1990. The unitary return defined as the net value added per hectare or per
head of livestock worsened in almost all sectors in real terms. First estimates based on
SPEL model (I) suggest that the unitary return for sugar beet dropped in real terms by
about 5 o/o as compared with 1989. Elsewhere the decline for cereals continued (- lloÄ),
and oilseeds experienced a substantial fall ofabout 20oÄ after the increase recorded in 1989.
As for animal products, substantial falls were recorded in all sectors. Particularly
marked were beef (-23%), sheepmeat (- ll%) and milk production (- l2%).
Consequently, although precise details are not yet available, earned income from
farming tended to decrease in 1990, compared to 1989. As mentioned above, the level of
farmgate prices is the main cause of this decline. Nevertheless, this situation must be
seen in the light of the marked increase in 1989 (+9.5o/o as against 1988). A
multiannual analysis is therefore a better basis for the appreciation of income trends.
On such a basis, the three-year average for 1988 to 1990 shows estimated incomes to be
well above the preceding period, 1985 to 1987, by 70Ä in real terms.
52. When considering farmers' incomes it is perhaps useful to emphasize the limita-
tions of the factors taken into consideration. They cover income from agriculture only
and exclude all other sources of revenue such as return on capital, salaries, etc. despite
the fact that these can considerably increase the purchasing power of farm households.
In this regard, it should be borne in mind that almost a third of farmers have off-farm
employment. Moreover, the indicator normally used-that of net value added at factor
cost per work unit-is more by way of being a measurement of productivity rather than
of income. It differs from the concept of income available from farming in a number of
ways in that it takes account of various costs (e.g. depreciation) some of which are
difficult to evaluate (e.g. taxation).
Farrn incomes over the past 10 years
53. Bearing in mind the observations made above, it is possible to draw some
conclusions on the changes in farm incomes during the 1980s by using what remains-in
statistical terms-the most reliable macro-economic indicator-that of net value added
at factor cost per annual work unit. Ignoring both annual variations and those between
(t) Sectoral production and income model for the European agriculture sector.
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Member States (see figure on p. 37) the general trend over the decade started with a
pronounced improvement (+15Yo inreal terms between 1980 and 1982) followed by a
standstill for several years to finish with an improvement.
Overall, the indicator rose by 11oÄ in real terms over l0 years. For this exercise
comparisons are based on three-year averages (centred on 1978 and 1988 for EUR 1l).
It is broadly equivalent to * I .l oÄ per year. This result should be Seen in the context of
major events during the period.
Internationally, there were wide variations both in the value of the dollar and on world
markets for farm products. Any repercussion of these movements on farm incomes was
minimal. Inside the Community, the imbalance on agricultural markets worsened and
substantial reforms of the CAP were put in place. Furthennore, the Community was
expanded by the accession of three new Mediterranean Member States.
Finally, the pace of decline in the numbers employed in agriculture (as measured in
annual labour units) slowed down.
54. These general observations, however, should not be allowed to hide the fact that
the Community's agricultural sector is made up of a very large number of individual
farms-about 8 million in 1990-nor of the very wide variations between them. Over
the Community as a whole, the 20oÄ most efficient farms produce a value added per
annual work unit which is twice the average GDP per head, but for the least efficient
20%o the same measure shows output less than the average GDP. This wide variation
can be explained by a number of factors, amongst which size and location of farm and
type of crops grown are generally considered to be amongst the most important.
Regional differences
55. The accompanying maps clearly illustrate the wide variations across the Commun-
ity as regards two different measures of productivity-that derived from the net value
added per annual work unit and that derived from the net value added per hectare of
utilized agricultural area. In both cases, calculations are based on three-year averages
centred on 1987.
The striking differences observed on both maps are not entirely due to geographical
differences but also to such factors as size of holdings, type of production and the
degree of intensity. This latter conception is a measure of the degree to which the land,
capital, family and paid labour are utilized. At the same time, the description 'intensive
holding' is generally taken to mean those holdings which use little land but make much
use of other factors such as fertilizers, etc. Consequently, it is those regions where such
crops as vegetables or flowers are grown and where there is the possibility of more than
one crop per year, or where intensive husbandry is practised that appear on the map as
having a higher net value added per hectare. On the other hand, southern regions and
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Ireland use less by way of inputs but tend to be labour intensive. As a result, they show
up on the map with rather low net value added utilized agricultural area ratios.
Overall, it is the central areas of the Community-particularly Belgium and the
Netherlands which tend to have a combination of relatively high productivity rates
under both measures and the periphery which has few regions with high rates in one or
other category and none in both.
Incomes by type of farming
56. Article 39 of the Treaty of Rome refers to the objectives of 'ensuring a fair
standard of living' and 'increasing the individual earnings of persons engaged in
agriculture'. To monitor farm incomes, the Commission established the farm accoun-
tancy data network (FADN) which contains detailed information on the output, costs
and incomes of about 57 000 farms throughout the Community.
The FADN field of observation consists of commercial farms, which are defined as
agricultural holdings exceeding a certain size threshold measured in European size units
(ESU). This threshold differs among Member States in order to reflect their different
economic situations.
Commercial agricultural holdings are not, however, a homogeneous group of farms.
There are large differences among them, in particular regarding type of farming. Each
type has its own technical characteristics which are reflected in the FADN data.
Figure 9 gives data for 1988/89 for total output and costs for all farms in the
Community and for the nine main types of farming. The types of farming have been
ranked according to farm net value added per annual work unit (FIWA/AWU), which
is an indicator of agricultural income. It remunerates family and hired labour, own and
borrowed capital and the management of the holding.
In terms of total output/AWU, pig and poultry farms rank highest. Total outpuVAWU
of this type of farming is more than three times that of all types of farming. It is more
than twice that of dairy farms which rank second.
Compared to the relatively high variation in total output/AWU among farm types, the
variation in FNVA/AWU is less. The range is from ECU 7 000 for farms growing
permanent crops to about ECU 18 000 for pig and poultry farms. The average
Ff\fVA/AWU for all types of farming is about ECU l0 500. Thus, the types of farming
'Pigs and poultry', 'Dairying', 'Horticulture', 'Vineyards', and'Mixed'have a level of
FIIVA/AWU higher than the average, whereas the types'Cereals','GraÄng livestock',
'General cropping', and 'Other permanent crops' have a level below the average.
lncome differences, however, are only partly explained by the technical characteristics of
the different types of farming. Figure 9 shows that specific costs depend on the volume
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ECONOMIC SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES 43
of output (almost 70Yo of the total output of pig and poultry farms comprises specific
costs, compared to only 15oÄ for'permanent crops'). Correspondingly, FNVA/AWU
as a proportion of total output/Awu ranges from 18 oÄ for pig and poultry farmers to
59oÄ for farms growing permanent crops.
Incomes, therefore, are not affected to the same extent by variations in input and/or
output prices. Those types of farming that rely heavily on purchased inputs are much
more sensitive to price variations than those types in which the proportion of costs is
lower. Ceteris paribus, a lYo increase in output prices will result in an increase of 5.5Yo
in the incomes of pig and poultry producers. The same percentage increase in the price
of permanent crops will result in an increase of 1.7 oÄ in the incomes of farmers growing
these products.
The bottom two rows of Figure 9 show, for each type of farming, firstly, the share of
total FNVA (i.e. that of all farms in the Community) that is generated by the various
farm types, and secondly the share of the total labour force that is employed. It can be
seen that the first three farm types, in which farm incomes are highest (i.e. pigs and
poultry, dairying and horticulture) generate 33Yo of FNVA, but employ only 22oÄ of
the labour force. In contrast, the last three farm types (grazing livestock, general
cropping and other permanent crops) generate 42Yo of the FNVA but employ more
than half (54%) of the labour force.
Agricultural income distribution by Member State
57. Figure l0 analyses the range of income in each Member State. For this analysis,
the total annual labour force has been divided, by FNVA/AWU, into five income
groups, each of which is the same size. Thus one income group, or quintile, represents
20oÄ of the annual labour force of a Member State.
It is clear from Figure l0 that the income of the highest quintile, relative to the Member
States' median income, is very high in Spain, Ireland, Italy and Portugal. In these
countries, the top 20%o achieve about three to four times the median income. In the
other Member States this ratio is between two and three.
In three Member States (Denmark, Spain and Portugal), the lowest income group
receives a negative income. In the other Member States, the incomes of this group are
positive but normally do not exceed 30%o of the national median.
Despite the differences in income distribution among Member States, one can generally
state that, as a rule of thumb, the bottom 2O%o of the labour force usually has an
income less than one/third of the national average whereas the top 20 7o usually earns
twice the national average, or more.
Figure 11 shows the agricultural income distribution in each Member State and in the
Communitv as a whole. The income indicator used in this case is familv farm income
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Source: FADN, 1988/89 results.
1 For brief descriptions of the terms used in the farm accountancy data network results,
Table 3.2.1 of the statistical annex to this report.2 Mainly maintenance of buildings and machinery, energy and contract work costs.3 Costs directly related to production: seeds, fertilizers, sprays, animal feed and energy.
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ECONOMIC SITUATION AND FARM INCOMES 45
per unit of unpaid (i.e. family) labour. This represents the return to the labour of the
farmers and his/her family, to own capital and to the management of the holding.
It is clear from this figure that income from agricultural activity is distributed unequally
among farm families. The distribution is most skewed to the left in those Member States
where agricultural incomes are generally low. Incomes are fairly evenly distributed
among all income classes in Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg. (In Figure ll,
the distribution for these three Member States appears skewed to the right, but this
effect arises because the last size class has no upper limit.)
lncome range by Member State
FNVA/AWU in ecus
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1 The median income is defined as the level of income which results in half the labour force having
an income above this level and the other half having an income below it.
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lV Agricultural m arkets
58. This chapter reviews the situation on both the world market and the Community
market for the main agricultural products, covering price trends and the main market
management measures proposed or decided at Community level. It replaces both the
shorter section which formerly appeared in the agricultural situation report and the old
market situation report which the Commission used to publish at the beginning of each
year. For the sake of convenience, the products and sectors are dealt with in the same
order as in the market situation report.
Most of the sections which follow conclude with a brief mid-term forecast. The forecasts
refer to the 1996197 marketing year for crop product consumption, to calendar year
1997 for livestock product consumption and production and to calendar year 1996 for
crop product output. They are based on the assumption-a rather large one-that
current policies will continue and ignore the possible impacts of such factors as the
Uruguay Round, developments in Central and Eastern Europe, including German
unification and the Gulf crisis. Consequently, they should be used with caution.
Cereals
59. The 1989/90 marketing year saw a continuation of the situation prevailing in the
preceding year, characteized by drought in the United States of America, which
affected production of common wheat more than maize. This situation kept world
prices at levels close to those recorded during 1988/89. World production totalled
I 342 million tonnes, compared with 1228 million in 1988/89.
Over the last three years, world consumption of cereals has exceeded production.
Community exports reached about 32 million tonnes in 1989/90, including 18.8 million
tonnes of common wheat, 9.9 million tonnes of barley and 1.7 million tonnes of durum
wheat. In 1989/90 maize exports totalled 1.6 million tonnes, which was less than the
previous year.
In 1989/90 Community imports of cereals were of the order of 5 million tonnes,
including those into Spain provided for in the agreement with the USA. Imports have
been relatively stable in recent years and mainly involve, apart from those into Spain,
specific qualities not available in the Community and Portuguese imports under the
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current national market organization. For 1990/91 the quantity of common wheat
available for export remains large, given the increase in production. Exports of other
cereals, on the other hand, are likely to be split differently compared with the previous
year: less barley and more durum wheat. There will be no need for maize exports since
less is available following the drought in summer 1990 (maize production down by 3.0
to 3.5 million tonnes). Rye remains a problem because of intervention stocks.
In 1990/91, for the first time in three years, total world grain production will exceed
consumption. The area under cereals has increased substantially over the last two
marketing years in the main exporting countries, not least due to the relaxation of US
set-aside requirements. Given increased cereals output in the USSR and China, stocks
are expected to build up again in the main producer/exporter countries, particularly in
the Community.
60. On the Community market 1989/90 production, at a drought-affected 162 million
tonnes, was regarded as being below the long-term trend. The crop area (34.9
million ha) remained relatively high, only 2.1 million ha less than the maximum for the
decade (1980). The decrease in output was due in particular to the decline of barley,
oats and rye. Durum wheat and maize yields were affected by drought.
Current estimates put 1990/91 production at around 160 million tonnes. This figure is
the result of two contradictory trends: a significant decline in area of 1.5 millionha
offset by an increase in yields, mainly as a result of the preference on the part of farmers
for winter crops with higher yields. The sowing of spring cereals has been replaced by
oilseed crops, particularly sunflowers. Maize production will, as mentioned above, be
affected by the persistence of drought since spring 1990.
Consumption has been declining steadily over the last five years, due to decreased use in
animal feed, which fell from its peak level of 90.7 million tonnes in 1984/85 to
79.1 million tonnes in 1989/90. It is expected to be about 78 million tonnes in l990l9l
(subject to revision of requirements resulting from the fodder deficit). In the longer
term, if the present downward trend in usage continues, this is likely to be the result of
increasing production of oilseeds and protein plants in the Community and interna-
tional commitments regarding cereal substitutes and proteins.
During the early months of the 1989/90 marketingyear producer prices were around the
intervention buying-in price in the main surplus regions and well above this level in
deficit regions, particularly that of wheat in ltaly. From January 1990 cereals prices fell
sharply, leading to substantial quantities entering intervention.
Intervention stocks (at the end of the marketing year) had risen from 9.2 million tonnes
to 11.8 million tonnes.
61. As regards Community rules, a substantial change has been made to the additional
co-responsibility levy system. Until 1989/90, this was reimbursed in whole or in part
depending on the amount by which production exceeded the maximum guaranteed
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quantity (MGQ during the marketing year in question. This arrangement led to
numerous administrative difficulties. As a result, the Council decided to amend the rules
as follows:
(i) the additional co-responsibility levy is fixed provisionally at l,5oÄ of the interven-
tion price for common wheat; it is collected throughout the marketing year;
(ii) Community cereals production is fixed during February of the relevant marketing year;
(iii) the additional co-responsibility levy for the following marketing year is adjusted in
the light of the amount by which cereal production during the previous year
exceeded the MGQ; it is equal to the exact percentage of the overrun recorded, up
to a maximum of 30Ä.
62. In 1989/90 the Council held institutional prices at their lgSS/S9 level, except for
durum wheat, whose intervention price moved closer toward that of common wheat,
with a 5.8 7o reduction. The consequent loss of income for durum wheat producers was
partially offset by a l6Yo increase in production aid. Production in 1988/89 having
exceeded the MGQ by l.60Ä, the Commission cut the prices fixed by the Council for
1989/90 by 3%.
The 1989/90 production figure was fixed by the Commission in October 1989 at
160.5 million tonnes, slightly more than the MGQ. The overrun having been judged as
minimal, and given the income situation of cereal growers affected by the drought over
a large area of the Community, it was decided not to collect the additional co-
responsibility levy and to reimburse it in full. On the other hand, the overrun of the
MGQ involved a cut of 30Ä in intervention prices for the 1990/91 marketing year,
except for durum wheat where the intervention price was cut by 6.8 7o so as to move it
closer to that for cornmon wheat. Under the 1990/91 prices package, the Council also
adopted a new aid scheme for small cereal producers, in addition to aid for the
production of canary seed, millet and buckwheat.
Yield increases are expected to ofßet the effects of a decline in land use and of
stabilizers, so that total cereal production is forecast to reach 173 million tonnes by
1996. Wheat is expected to expand its market share from a current 46 to 51 oÄ largely at
the expense of barley. If the present trend continues, any growth in human and
industrial consumption will be offset by the continuing decline in animal feed use.
Domestic supply will exceed demand by about 40 million tonnes or 23oÄ of total
production.
Rice
63' World production of rice totalled 503.6 million tonnes in 1989, an increase of 30Ä
on 1988 (480.5 million tonnes). World prices rose sharply between April and July as a
result of heavy purchases by the large importing countries (China and India). But from
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August onwards the emergence of Vietnam as a major exporter of mediocre quality rice
at very low prices led to a general decline in price levels of around 30olo.
Community rice production in 1989 is estimated at about 1.84 million tonnes of paddy,
i.e. about the same as in 1988, from a crop area of 298 000 ha (some 5 o/o less tttuo io
1988). The reduction in area occurred mainly in Spain (droughi in Andalusia), while
there was actually an increase in France (+21%) and in Italy (+3.4%).
During 1989 varietal conversion promoted by the production aid for Indica rice was
hampered by drought in Andalusia (the main region converting to Indica rice); this year
water shortage again led to a marked reduction in the crop area, from around 22 500ha
in 1988 to 13 000 ha in 1989.
Community trade with third countries remains active: this year the Community
exported 375 000 tonnes to non-member countries and imported 600 000 tonnes.
Intra-Community movements total around 530 000 tonnes (all figures in milled equivalent).
During the first few months of the 1989/90 marketingyear, intra-Community trade was
very brisk with, in particular, deliveries from Italy to Spain making up for the poor
harvest in that country. This trade activity helped maintain the priCe lövel during the
last months of 1989, but during the early months of 1990 the loss of certain eiport
markets, the abundance of the Italian harvest and diffrculties faced by exporters c.eated
a situation in which producers began to offer rice for intervention.
The main features of the l990l9I marketing year are as follows:
O production is estimated at 2.3 million tonnes (15% up on the l9g9 harvest);
(ii) the year began with intervention stocks of 94 g54 tonnes;
(iii) the area under Indica rice will increase to around 40000ha (11oÄ of the total);
(iv) spanish prices will be aligned with those in the rest of the community.
Stable consumption combined with a small increase in production due to slightly higher
yields should raise self-sufficiency to about 100%.
Sugar
94 The world sugar market in 1989/90 was marked by a halt in the widening deficitbetween production and consumption which had considerably reduced world stocks
over the previous four years.
During 1989190 world production reached 109.2 million tonnes (raw sugar equivalent),
about one milion tonnes in excess of consumption, which is provisionatiy put ui
108.4 million tonnes. A similar situation of surplus is forecast foi teeO/et.
The steady fall in the amount of sugar available as a result of low stocks, particularly in
the main exporting countries up to 1988/89 was fully reflected in sugar priies on the iree
market. The latter rose considerably and had a substantial impact on l9g9/90.
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World market situation
(in millions of tonnes of raw sugar)
By mid-March 1990 prices had reached their highest level since August 1981 (16.25
cents/pound). The market then noted that world consumption was at best increasing
only slightly and prices began to fall slowly; a trend which continues at the time of
writing.
Furthermore, the large purchases of sugar, principally by China, the USSR and India,
expected at the beginning of 1990 did not materialize. This pushed world prices still
lower.
Average spot price:
Paris Stock Exchange (white sugar):
New York Stock Exchange (raw sugar):
ECU 28.031r00 kg in 1988/89
ECU 37.6s1r00 ke in 198e le} (+34.4%)
ECU 22.701100 kg in 1988/89
ECU 27.721100 kg in 1989/90 (+22.r%)
The increase in wodd production and consumption of sucrose substitutes-mainly
isoglucose, cyclamates, aspartame and recently acetosulfam---continued. In the USA,
consumption of isoglucose rose from 2.05 million short tons(1) in 1980 to 6.13 million
short tons in l99G-a spectacular increase of 230%o in nine years. It now accounts for
360Ä of the sweetener market.
65. As regards the Community market, manufacturers have, since the beginning of the
COM in 1968169, been allocated production quotas with different levels of guarantee
(t) American unit of measurement corresponding to a little less than one tonne.
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according to the type of sugar-A or B. The quotas are accompanied by a self-financing
surplus disposal system, the cost of which is borne entirely by producärs (growers and
processors). These arrangements are due to end at the close of the 1990/91 marketing
year and the Commission has proposed that the quota system together with the
self-financing mechanism should be continued for marketing years l99ll92 and,
1992193.
Although the area under sugarbeet in 1989 was relatively stable at 1855000 ha,1.5%o
more than in 1988, sugar production increased substantially thanks to favourable
climatic conditions. However, the area accounted for only about l.4Yo of the
Community's total utilized agricultural area (UAA). After faliing steadily since 1970,
the number of beet farms has steadied at around 367 000.
The average sugar yield in the Community in 1989/90 reached an all-time record of 7.57
tonnes per hectare. This was higher than the figure of 7.41 tonnes per hectare recorded
the previous year, itself regarded as highly satisfactory, and well ubou. the average for
the last five years of 6.96 tonnes/hectare.
Community production was 14 272000 tonnes (357000 tonnes higher than in l98S/89)
broken down as follows:
(i) beet sugar : L4041 000 tonnes
(ii) cane sugar : 211 000 tonnes
(iii) molasses sugar : 20 000 tonnes
Estimated overall consumption of sugar in the Community in 1989/90 was 11 085 000
tonnes, including an increase in human consumption (particularly in processed prod-
ucts). The Community's self-sufficiency rate was 128.8 W i" 1-9Alfi0 asägainst 12i.8%
in 1988/89.
In 1988/89 community sugar prices in ecus fell by 2o/o after a long period of
stability.
Imports, principally of preferential sugar and sugar for Portuguese refineries, remained
within normal limits at I 590 000 tonnes. Exports amounted to around 4.98 million
tonnes overall, of which 2.27 million tonnes was C sugar, most of it awarded by tender
for export under Community guarantee. Exports oisogat in the form of piocessed
products (580 000 tonnes in all) rose sharply in 1989/90 as compared with previous
years.
Moderate increases in yields offset by a decrease in acreage should, combined with the
effects of the quota system, maintain production at curren-t levels. Total consumption is
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Ol ive  o i l
66. World production is about I 800 000 tonnes, of which the Community accounts
for 80% (about 1450000 tonnes). The other main producers are Turkey and Tunisia(80.000 tonnes each), Syria (55 000 tonnes) and Moiocco (35 000 tonnes). Production
varies considerably from one year to another but generally the world market closely
mirrors that of the Community.
Estimated Community production in 1989/90 was 1.55 million tonnes as against
1.14 million tonnes in 1988/89 from a virtually unchanged area. Figures currently
avajlable suggest an area of 4.4 millionha (1.9 millionhaln Spain, l.l7 millionha in
Italy, 700 000 ha in Greece and 500 000 ha in Portugal), equivalänt b 660Ä of the total
area under cultivation in the world and 3.3%o of the Community's UAA. Some
estimates put the number of cultivated and abandoned olive trees at 422 million(177 millio:r in Spain, 99 million in Italy, 120 million in Greece, 22 million in portugal
and 4 million in France). Some two million families are engaged in olive cultivatioi.
In 1988/89 Community consumption was 1420000 tonnes (75% of world consump-
tion) and estimates at the end of September 1990 suggest thai it should have remained
at about this level in 1989190. Particularly as a result of the introduction of consump-
tion aid in April 1979, the bulk of Community uptake (650 000 tonnes in the
Community of Ten) is in the form of small containerJ although consumption on the
farm remains considerable. At the beginning of the 1989/90 marketing y.ur, irrt..vention
stocks stood at 84 000 tonnes and are expected to fall to about 65 000 ionn", by the end
of the year.
Greece and Spain are the main suppliers and, although Italy both produces and exports,
it remains the main purchaser. Apart from exceptional caies, imports are restrictid to
the Tunisian quota of 46 000 tonnes. However, this year about 24000 tonnes were also
imported from Morocco. Exports, which have been increasing since 1981, reached about
150 000 tonnes in 1989/90 as against 120 000 tonnes in tq8A/gg. Some verv smallquantities were supplied by the Community as food aid to certain traditional consumer
countries.
67. Developments in Community policy: A stabilizer was introduced from the 1987/88
marketing year with an MGQ of 1.35 million tonnes. when output exceeds the Mde,plus, where applicable, the carryover from the previous yrur, prodrr"tion aid is reduceäprop-ortionately. Although the co-responsibility mechaniim came into operation during
the first year, reducing aid by 3loÄ,(t) the Ivtce was not reached in lggg/g9 and thä
latest figures suggest that this will also be the casi in l9g9/90. The effect oi th" end of
the transitional period for lpain arrd Portugal on 3l December 1990 with the resultingcomplete liberalization of the market for seed oil has led the Commission to propose tö
(t) Small_p-roducers receive a l5Yio increase in production aid and are not subject to the impact ofstaDillzers.
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the Council measures to maintain the balance on the olive-oil market, which is
threatened both by the serious risk of fall in consumption in Spain and Portugal with
the expiry of 'standstill' and a rise in Community production. Special measures are also
proposed for small producers.
The Commission has decided to step up efforts to promote the consumption of oliv-e oil
through special financial measures in Spain and Portugal and by an extension of the
promotion campaign to the entire Community.
Climatic factors lead to sharp variations in annual yield but production is expected to
top the MGQ and to reach I 450 million tonnes in 1996. Consumption will continue to
be primarily influenced by changes in consumers' incomes and by price competition
from other vegetable oils.
Oilseeds
68. Oilseeds are used for the production of cake for animal feed and of oil. This means
that the economics of the sector is determined by developments in the prices of seeds,







Average supply balance for the Community
in million tonnes oil equivalent (1986-SS)
(YoJta production: about 40 million tonnes.)(r) Rapeseed, sunflower' soya, olive oil, cotton, linseed, groundnut, sesame, palm, palmkernel and coconut.


















































fverlg-e supply balance for the Communityin million tonnes cake equivalent (19g6-SS)
flYoJtO production: about I l0 million tonnes.)(r) Rapeseed, sunflower, soya, cotton, linseed,'groundnut, sesame, palmkernel.
and fats syctr a9 margarine. They may be used as animal feed, for human consumption
or for technical purposes.
The European Community is a substantial net importer of oilseeds, vegetable oils and
cake. The annual volume of such imports is largely determined by the ,ilutive prices of
seeds, cake and competing products (cereals, corn gluten feed, etc.) for animal ieed andthe opportunities for exporting oils and cake outJde the community.
Durin-s the 1989/90 marketing year, the crushing of oilseeds in the Community returnedto its highest level, of 24.5 million tonnes, previously reached in 1987/8g. This figure was
made up of 14 million tonnes of soya beäns, 3.9 million tonnes of sunflower s=eed and5.5 million tonnes of rapeseed. However, unlike 1987/88, this increase in crushing was
made possible by a sharp increase in soya bean imports estimated at 13 million töno.,(up 2 million tonnes). This increase mainly benefited the most competitive suppliers(Argentina and Brazil), who continue to gain market share, in boih absoluie anO
relative terms, at the expense of the United States.




































Community demand for cake in 1989/90 is estimated at 27 million tonnes and that for
vegetable oils other than olive oil at 6.3 million tonnes. This is explained by the Frger
quäntities of soya available from the USA, the maintenance of production in South
America and increased production of sunflower seed in Argentina and of rapeseed in
Poland. These increases have resulted in oilseed products becoming more competitive
again.
69. The improved quality of rapeseed, which means that cake meets the needs of the
compound feedingstuffs industry better, has made a significant contribution towards
consolidating demand in the Community for this type of seed and cake. The
Commission is retaining until the end of the l99ll92 marketing year the maximum
glucosinolate (r) content of rapeseed qualifying for the double low premium at
35 -i"romoles per gram. It has noted the sustained efforts of farmers, research workers
and seed producers to keep the glucosinolate content to a minimum: the percentage of
productioh which achieved the 35 micromoles/gram level was 68 % in 1988/89,92oÄ in
1989/90 and is expected to reach 99Vo in 1990/91.
70. The reduction in Community production of oilseeds noted in 1988i89 continued in
1989/90, with output falling from 10.9 million tonnes in 1938/89 to 10.5 million tonnes
in 1989/90, an amount disposed of to industry without difficulty.
Production of oilseeds in 1990/91 is estimated to have risen again to ll.7 million tonnes,
although it is clear that the stabilizer mechanism, which was strengthened following the
Europöan Council in 1988, has checked the steady upward trend in production.
(l) Sulphur-based compounds which, as they break down, affect the digestive process ofcertain animal species,
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This mechanism has led to the following automatic and substantial cuts in institutional
prices for l990l9l, compared with 1989/90:
(i) l4oÄ of the intervention price for rapeseed;
(ii) 175% of the intervention price for sunflower seed;
(iii) 16% of the minimum price for soya.
The effect of yield improvements will be diminished somewhat by stabilizers and should
result in an irrcrease-in the overall production of rapeseed, sunflower seed and soya
beans from less than 12 million tonnäs in 1990 to 14 million tonnes in 1996. Whilst the
acreage devoted to rapeseed is expected to remain fairly constant, yield improvements
wil äse production io about e.S mittion tonnes by 1996. Sunflower production will
also be boosted by yield increases to 5 million tonnes well above the 1987 record
crop.
Dried fodder, peas, f ield beans and sweet lupins
71. These products, whose principal market is the animal feed industry, are in
competition *ittr u wide range-of other raw materials. However, despite the fall i1 lhe
pricä of such competing proäucts throughout the l9S9/90 marketing year, demand for
äri"d rodd.r, p"u., broäd beans, field beans and sweet lupins remained firm.
Peas, field beans and sweet luPim










The bulk of 1989/90 production was sold without difliculty, at a price very slightly
above the minimum Price.
For the lgg0lgl marketing year, the Council decision to change the definition^ of
standard qnuiity from l4oÄ'humidity *37o impurities to 14% humidity +zoh
impurities, should improve marketing possibilities.
The implementation, for the lgg0lgl marketing year, of the stabilizers system (guaral-
teed mäximum quantity of 3.5 million tonnJs) was responsible for a sharp fall in
operative institutional Prices :
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re89/e0 1990l9r Relative difference
Adjustment of the guide price
Adjustment of the minimum price
(peas)





















The increase in the cultivation of green fodder intended for dehydration or theproduction of sun-dried fodder is primarily the result of the incräsing impact of
environmental concerns in agriculture :
(i) permanent crops, providing soil cover in winter and protection against leaching and
erosion;
(ii) saving on nitrogen fertilizers;
(iii) importance as first crop in the rotation.
To date, marketing has proceeded without diffrcultv.
Fresh fruit and vegetables
72- In the 1988/89 marketing year, world production of citrus fruit, which had shown
constant increases over recent years, reached a record level of 64.4 million tonnes. The
chief producers are Brazil (22.2oÄ), the usA (17.3 v") and the community (13.5%).
About 35%o of all production was used for processin g and trade on the world market is
mainly in processed products. The earliest figures foi the 1989/90 marketing year show
a drop in world production, mainly because of a poor harvest in the USA laused byfrost damage in Florida.
World apple production is about 4l million tonnes, of which l0oÄ are traded
internationally. The Community accounts for about 20o/o of world production.
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73. The increase in Community production of fresh vegetables harvested for sale noted
in 1988/89 continued in 1989/90. the most recent figures, although incomplete, indicate
that production is likely to reach 44 million tonnes for the Comrnunity of Twelve, which
represents an increase of 4.57o in relation to 1988/89 and 5.2oÄ in relation to the
uu".ug. for 1983-1987. This increase involves all the Member States except for France
(-2.8%) and the United Kingdom (-8.6%). No overall figures are yet available for
199019r.
The share attributable to tomatoes in the total production of fresh vegetables fell from
33oh in 1984 to 27oÄ in 1988, but rose again in 1989 to 30oÄ, or 13.4 million tonnes
(+lg% in relation to 1988 and *7.3oÄ in relation to the average for 1983-88)r Tl"
most recent estimate for 1990 is 14 million tonnes (+4.5%o in telation to 1989).
withdrawals during 1989 amounted to 47 500 tonnes, or 0.4oÄ of production. More
than half of the tomatoes produced are intended for the processing industry'
Production of cauliflowers reached 2.3 million tonnes in 1989/90 (+ 4.7 7o in relation to
lgSS/S9). Withdrawals, which have been dropping steadily since 1986/87, totalled 95 800
tonnes (4.3% of production).
74. The production of fresh fruit harvested for sale in the Community of Twelve,
which is siable at around 30.5 million tonnes in the medium term, is expected to reach
about 31 million tonnes in the 1989/90 marketingyear,(t) slightly less than in 1988/89
(31.7 million tonnes).
Apple production reached 7.9 million tonnes for the 1989/90 marketing year (-9'2oÄ-in
r"iutio" to the very large harvest of 1988/89), but which is the average for 1982-88'
Withdrawals were u.ry io*, at no more than 300 000 tonnes (4.4% of production)' The
earliest estimates for l990l9l forecast a poor harvest of some 7.2 million tonnes'
Citrus fruit production in 1989/90 (28% of fruit production for EUR 12) is ttp 2.4o/o o:
1988/89 and^exceeded S.9 million ionn", for thJfirst time. The increase is particularly
large in the case of oranges (+3.57o in relation to 1988/89) and clementines (+5'4%)'
production of mandarins was stable whilst that of satsumas and lemons fell (-3.3 and
-2.2% respectively).
The area under peach (and nectarine) trees has been increasing steadily for a number of
years (*48000 hectares between 1981 and 1939). It reached 241100 hectares in 1989
änd is'expected to continue to grow in coming years. The growing number of lrees has
resulted in a large increase in tf,e overall production of these two products, which rose
from 3.2 million tonnes in 1983 to 3.6 miäion tonnes in 1989 (+12.5%)- However, this
overall trend conceals an under$ing reduction in peach production (-8% between
(t) No figures are available for Portugal.
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198-3 and 1988) and a massive increase in nectarine production (+g3% between 19g3
and 1988)' Between 1983 and 1988, the share of nectarines in overall production has
risen from l0 to 19 Yo. Peach production recovered in 1989 (2.9 mill^ion tonnes, or
+l3oÄ in relation to 1988), and remained high in 1990 (2.8 miliion tonnes). Nectarineproduction continues to'climb:692600 tonnes in 1989 i+t+"t compared with lggg)and 764000 tonnes in 1990. Withdrawals of these two products-"."ii"".-," u"
considerable. In 1989 they amounted to l7.g% of total production (EUR 11, i.e.
excluding Portugal). In the context of the intervention tirreshold methanism, this
worrying state of affairs has led to a20o/o drop in the basic and buying-in prices for
nectarines for 1990.
Pear production continues_t_o fall. The poor harvest in 1989 (2.4 million tonnes) was7.9Yo down on that of 1988 and, l2oÄ1ower than the uurrug" for l9g3-gg. The area
under pear trees producing pears for direct consumption is sirinking steadily (-l3o/obetween 1978 and 1987). The slight increases in 1987 (+0.6 yo) and ress 1+b.i %) donot appear to herald any reversal in this trend.
7L. 
. lommunity imports of fresh fruit remained high in 1989, at 3.05 million tonnes,
:tigltt]_less (-0.8%o) than in 1988 but more than-lg % higher than the average for1985-87. However, imports of oranges were down by 4.5%.
The fall in exports, already considerable in l9gg, continued in l9g9 (-14.7%o) for allproducts: -20.9oÄ for citrus fruit, -7.3% for other fruit and - l5.g yo for apples.
76' The volume of trade in vegetables is low in comparison to trade in fruit. However,
the negative balance improved slightly, from 208 000 tonnes i" rqsg t" i+eoöo i"i"",in 1989. Tomatoes alone account for 35vo of imports.
The- Council kept the basic and buying-in prices for most products at their previous
levels for the 1989/90 marketing year. Hbwevir, it decided to ieduce the price of^I.-onr,
satsumas and clementines by 30Ä and the price of oranges and mandaiinsby 7.5oÄ.
The prices adopted by the Council were subsequently reduced by 40Ä for cauliflowers,
6%o for peaches, 20oÄ for nectarines, 3vo for i.-oor, l0yo for oranges and 20% foi
satsumas when the intervention thresholds for l9g9/90 were exceeded.
The- marketing premiums for mandarins and certain varieties of oranges were reduced
by 25% as required by legislation. These premiums will be reduced fuither over future
marketing years, since they are due to be abolished in 1993194.
The method for calculating the withdrawal price for lemons is now the same as that
used for other citrus fruit. There is now a single withdrawal price for all sizes and types
of packaging.
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From the lgg0lgl marketing year, Portugal has been included in the intervention
threshold system.
As part of the next step in the reform of the aid scheme for the processing of citrus fruit,
the Council has decided to link the minimum price which processors must pay to
producers for lemons intended for processing directly to the new, single withdrawal
price for lemons. For 1990/91, this minimum price is fixed at l20Yo of the average
withdrawal price. It will be reduced to 105 Yo from 1991192. A three-year transitio_nal
period has bien introduced for Spain: l55oÄ for 1990/91, 130% for l99ll92 and 1057o
irom 1992193. The intervention threshold mechanism for lemons has been adapted
accordingly.
77. The Commission's report on the Community market in citrus fruit(t) brought to
light the structural differences and weaknesses in producer Membgr States, the gaps and
distortions discovered in the application of current rules and the outlook as regards
market imbalances. On the basiJof this document, the Council has adopted a package
of measures:
(i) to improve knowledge of the sector by introducing a register of citrus growers;
(il) to return the activities of producers' organizations to their main role of concentrat-
ing the supply and marieting of their produce, by making the conditions for
recognition more stringent;
(iii) to restore the market regulatory function of withdrawals, by limiting the volume of
withdrawals attracting frnanciäl compensation which can be made by each pro-
ducer organization;
(iv) to promote the distribution by charitable organizations of withdrawn products;
(v) to find a structural solution to the diffrculties in the mandarin sector by introducing
a grubbing-up measure over three marketing years'
To facilitate the disposal of apples and citrus fruit on the market for fresh produce'
Community financial support ai the rate of 600Ä has been introduced for measures to
promote the consumption and improve the quality of these products'
Special aid will also be granted to producers' organizations in the apple sector t9 
"-"ubl"
them to find ways of diversifying ih"it outlets through processing. Thjs aid, which will
cover 507o of costs, -uy tt-increased to 60%o for measures which involve the
conclusion of contracts between producers' organizations and processors.
A programme to grub up entire orchards of less than 20 years old has been introduced
foi ttriee marketing yeais. In addition a special aid will be granted to encourage the
distribution by chariiable organizations of apples withdrawn from the market'
(t) SEC(S9) 1925 fltnal, 27.11.1989.
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Apple.production and consumption exhibit relative stability but pears show a falling
trend. In contrast, peaches, nectarines and citrus fruit all demonstrate strong growth.
Processed fruit and vegetables
78. The sector covers an extremely wide range of products which are of increasing
importance in developing economies.
ln 1977, the community, as a major producer of such products, introduced a
production aid scheme for some of these products with a view to developing the
economy of the Mediterranean region.
















The Community is the world's second largest producer of processed tomato products,
after the USA (8 603). Estimates for the new marketing yeai show an increase in world
production of about 60Ä, except in the Community, where production is expected to fall
slightly (2%).
Production of processed tomato products in the Community increasedby 28% during
the current marketing year with the shares of Italy and Fiance being siightly smallei
than they were for the previous year. All the producer Member States äxceeded the
quota fixed by the Council for payment of the aid and as a result processed some
tomatoes without this assistance.
Gteece is still the largest Community producer of peaches in syrup, accounting for 52oÄ
of production as compared to 55oÄ during the previous märketing year. Italian









Williams' pears in syrup are produced mainly in France and Italy. Production increased
slightly over the previous year (+2o/o).
Production of dried grapes, almost exclusively Greek, fell slightly compared with the
previous marketing year. Estimates for the new marketing year have been sharply
reduced to take account of the serious drought.
Greece is still the Community's largest producer of dried figs, but Spanish production
accounted for approximately one third of Community production.
Consumption of products processed from fruit and vegetables is increasing. No precise
figures on Community consumption are available.
The Community is more than self-suffrcient in processed tomato products and peaches
in syrup, but a net importer, in some cases to a considerable degree, of other products
covered by aid schemes.
With the exception of dried grapes, there are no public intervention stocks of these
products in thi Community. Any stocks which do exist are quantities carried over from
öne marketing year to the next because of an exceptionally good harvest of those
products intended for processing.
In the case of dried grapes, stocks vary greatly from one marketing year to the next.
This year stocks of sultanas amount to about 24 000 tonnes and there are no stocks of
currants (in 1989 there were 599 tonnes of currants and 24 687 tonnes of sultanas).
79. As in previous years, Community trade is on the increase.
This is particularly evident in the case of intra-Community trade, which increased by
87o between 1988 and 1989 for all categories of products. Imports from non-member
countries are increasing at a slightly higher rate (* lloh), but are much smaller in
volume terms than the quantities traded within the Community.
Imports from non-member countries of dried grapes other than currants dropped by
3oÄ, excreptin the case of Turkey, from which imports into the Community increased by
5 % .
The minimum prices paid to producers remained the same as for previous marketing
years, except in the case of peaches and pears. The minimum price for peaches was
ieduced by 5% to take account of prices on the market for fresh products. The
minimum price for pears was increased by 5% to reduce the pressure on the market,
since there is a shortage of raw materials in the Community.
Rates of aid have risen for almost all products except for processed tomato products
and peaches in syrup which were reduced slightly.
A market stabilizer mechanism was introduced for all products eligible for production
aid, with the exception of dried figs, prunes and pineapple in syrup.
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(i) Guarantee threshold: where the threshold quantity is exceeded, production aid for
the following marketing year is reduced proportionally. Threshoids are applied for
peaches and pears in syrup and dried grapes;
(ii) production quota: payment of the aid is restricted to a certain quantity (for
processed tomato products).
80. In addition, the following major amendments have been made to Communitv rules
for the l990l9l marketing year:
(i) the system for calculating production aid has been changed fundamentally to
ensure that the rate of aid does not exceed the difference between the cost oi the
raw material for Community processors and processors in competing non-member
countries. As a result the processing process itself is not subsiäized in any way;
(ii) a new support system has been introduced for dried grapes: production aid will
gradually be replaced, over a transitional period of 1oür yeirs, by an aid per
hectare payable to producers; intervention arrangements will continue to exist for
limited quantities.
The new situation in Eastern Europe will have a considerable impact on this sector
within the Community. Since the countries in question are laige producers and
exporters of processed fruit and vegetables, larger quantities of these products will find
their way onto the Community market, whiCh witt be more accessible to them. A
considerable effort will have to be made by Community producers to adapt to the new
situation.
Wine
81. Despite the existence of international trade in wine, there is no world market as
such since consumer countries tend to be producers as well and more than 100%
self-sufficient. Moreover, since there is no one standard product, wine quotations are
not recorded at world level and there is consequently no international eichange.
The table below shows the figures of the International Vine and Wine Office on worldproduction and consumption:
Average for 1981-85 1987 1000 ht1988
Production: Total world
Europe
EUR 11 (Portugal not included)
Consumption: Total world
Europe


















13 l  133
(1) The Iwo figurm for EUR ll are not the sm€ as those of Eurostat but are usd as a meaß of omparison with thos of other countries.
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The provisions relating to the organization of the table wine market will not apply to
Portugal until 1991, although the wine legislation has been applied in Spain since
I March 1986. The figures given here are therefore for the integrated market of
EUR ll. They relate to the 1989/90 wine year (1 September 1989 to 3l August 1990)
and include estimated figures for that year.
82. The latest production data (t) in respect of the 1989 harvest suggest output will be
167 million hl, i.e. an increase of 10.8 million hl on the previous year. Due to climatic
conditions, the 1989/90 harvest was rather low compared with the last 10 years,
particularly in Spain.
The 1990 haryest, on the other hand, should be up on that of the previous year and for
EUR ll is estimated at about 180 million hl, an increase of around 70Ä on1989.
Total internal consumption, including distillation, should be 157.5 million hl:
(i) Human consumption: direct human consumption should be about the same as the
previous year, 128.8 million hl or thereabouts;
(ii) Processing: quantities processed should amount to around 31.7 million hl as
against 36.7 million hl in the previous year.
Quantities distilled in the course of the year under Community intervention measures
were very low (18 million hl as against 25.7 million hl in 1988/89).
Trade was adversely affected by US measures, curbing imports of Community table
wines containing procymidone (a widely used fungicide against grey rot).
Imports totalled 2.6 million hl and exports 10.7 (provisional figure).
At the beginning of the 1939/90 marketing year, stocks with producers and the trade
amounted to 107 million hl, as against 127 million hl at the beginning of the 1988i89
marketing year. Under the conditions described above, stocks at the end of the wine
year arc expected to be virtually unchanged from the previous year at 106 million hl.
Table wine prices in the Community of Ten maintained their gradual improvement. The
movement of average prices during the wine year was as follows in relation to guide
prices:
(i) for RI table wines, between 84 and l04oÄ;
(ii) for RII table wines, between 77 and llSoÄ;
(iii) for AI table wines, between 83 and ll5oÄ.
(t) Forward estimate established in December 1989.
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In Spain there was an even more marked improvement: especially for RI and RII red
wines (between 80 and l04oÄ and between 95 and l22o/o respectively) and for white
wines (between 71 and 87oÄ), albeit to a lesser degree. (r)
83. The Commission, in accordance with its declaration of intent made in the context
of the application of agricultural stabilizers, pursued its policy for the progressive
reduction of distillation with the special guarantee for long-term storage contract
holders and the non-application of the re-storage of table wines.
The volume to be compulsorily distilled to restore balance on the wine market was small
as a result of production having been reduced. As a result, the compulsory distillation
price was fixed at the highest level (50% of the guide price) which meant that producers
with high table wine yields escaped fairly lightly.
The intensification of grubbing arrangements in 1988 produced encouraging initial
results in France, Italy and Greece where abott 27 000ha, l5000ha and l000ha
respectively were abandoned against Community premiums. In Spain, grubbing(1 000 ha) did not cause a sharp drop in production potential as yields per hectare arä
low.
In 1989, the Commission implemented a prograrnme for the disposal of stocks of
alcohol distilled from wine obtained from compulsory distillationi. Under this pro-
gramme' the stocks in question are sold by tender both outside the Community and on
the internal market for uses which do not disturb the market in alcohol and spirits.
84. During 1989190, all forms of intervention were applied:
(a) a total of 4.62 million hl of table wine was withdrawn for compulsory distilla-
tion;
(b) the figures available suggest that withdrawals of table wine for other forms of
distillation were as follows:
(i) distillation with the special price guarantee for long-term storage contract
holders: around 2 million hl;
(iD support distillation: 3 million hl, a limit imposed because of the expected
effects of compulsory distillation;
(iii) distillation of wine made from dual-purpose grapes: less than 0.4 million hl of
alcohol at 1007o vol.;
(iv) distillation of the by-products of wine making: 1.85 million hl of alcohol at
100% vol.
(t) The prices in Spain were multiplied
alignment of the price level in Spain
of Accession.
by the coefficient 1 .24 for the I 989190 marketing year because of the
to the common price to be applied in accordance with the Spanish Act
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As in previous wine years, aids were granted for:
(l) the long-term storage of wines and grape must;
(2) the use of must for increasing the alcoholic content of wine, for the production of
grape juice and for the preparation of British and Irish wines and home-made
wines.
85. In the 1989/90 marketing year the gap was closed between the institutional prices
for AI white table wines and those for RI and RII red table wines. The Council is
applying a single price for wines for the l990l9l wine year. In Spain, these prices were
brought closer to the level applying in the Community of Ten; in accordance with the
provisions of the Treaty of Accession.
During the second half of 1990, the Commission will submit a set of proposals on
enrichment, the demarcation of wine zones, the functioning of compulsory distillation
and the setting of the maximum content of sulphurous anhydride (sulphur dioxide) in
wines. The purpose of these proposals is to improve the present system and to introduce
new measures to guarantee market equilibrium.
Because of measures taken to control production, output is expected to decline slightly
to about 170 millionhl compared with average production for EUR 12 between 1983
and 1987 of about 200 millionhl. Consumption should range between 116 and
130 million hl. It is essential, however, to draw a distinction between table wine and
quality wine (VQPRD). Price and production of VQPRD have followed demand and
consumption will be increasingly oriented towards these quality wines thus creating the
danger of over-production of table wine.
Cotton
86. The area sown to cotton worldwide is around 33 million hectares, with production
amounting to around 17 million tonnes (80 million bales (t) in 1989/90. This figure is
expected to increase by around 1.5 million tonnes (6 million bales) in the new marketing
year; consumption will also increase. Prices, which reached the relatively high level of
82.75 cents/pound at the beginning of the 1989/90 marketing year, fell between
November and March, but rose again to 82.125 cents/pound at the end of the 1989/90
marketing year. Unginned cotton is not traded internationally. Since the Community's
spinning capacity is much greater than its fibre production, large quantities are
imported (1027 000 tonnes in 1989). The USA (166000 tonnes), the USSR (158000
tonnes), Pakistan (88 000 tonnes), Turkey (82 000 tonnes), Argentina (50 000 tonnes)
and China, in certain periods, are its main suppliers. lntra-Community trade, however,
remains limited but is increasing.













Prod uction I consu m ption
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Production estimates excluding stabil izers
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1989/90 marketing year, estimated level of production and consumption.
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Figure 15
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For the Comrnunity, cotton is a minor crop in terms of area and number of producers;
however, it does play an important socio-economic role in the relatively less-favoured
areas of Greece and Spain where production is concentrated. In 1989 the Community
had 348 000 ha under cotton (280 000 ha in Greece and 68 000 ha in Spain), producing
I 100 000 tonnes ofunginned cotton, about 352 000 tonnes of ginned cotton (fibre) and
594 000 tonnes of seed. In 1990, plantings covered 352 000 ha,268 000 ha of which were
in Greece, 84 000 ha in Spain and a few dozen hectares in Italy, for an estimated total
production of I 035 000 tonnes of unginned cotton (750 000 tonnes in Greece and
285 000 tonnes in Spain). The Community produced 30% of its cotton fibre require-
ments in 1989 with consumption amounting to I 300 000 tonnes.
The Community aid scheme involves an annual guide price and aid which is equal to the
difference between this price and the world price; the aid is paid to ginneries which pay
a minimum price to the producer. If the production of unginned cotton exceeds the
maximum guaranteed quantity (752 000 tonnes), the guide price and the amount of the
aid are reduced proportionately. However, for the period 1987/88 to 1990191, an upper
limit was placed on such reduction. There is no such restriction for subsequent years.
Production has exceeded the maximum guaranteed quantity each year since 1986i87
resulting in reductions in the guide price and aid. These reductions ranged from
ECU 57.flltonnes for 1987/88 to ECU 239.65ltonnes for 1990/91. These measures have
checked the steady increase in the total areas sown to cotton, with Spain registering a
sharp fall and Greece a smaller reduction.
Fibre flax and hemp
87. Around 1.2 millionha are sown to fibre flax worldwide with annual fibre
production amounting to between 500 000 and 550 000 tonnes. There is no trade in
straw flax between the Community and third countries. Fibre imports, however,
amounted to 18 500 tonnes in 1989. The Community has a deficit of medium- and
low-quality fibre and is obliged to import from Eastern Europe, Egypt and China. On
the other hand, it exports long fibres worldwide, especially the good and superior
qualities not produced elsewhere.
In the Community, cultivation of fibre flax has increased steadily over recent years. The
area sown in 1990 has increased to 79 300 ha (79 000 ha in 1989 and 59 200 ha in 1986),
with France accounting for 59 500 ha, Belgium l1 600 ha, The Netherlands 5 700 ha and
Germany I 700 ha. The quality is markedly superior than that of fibre produced
elsewhere. Apart from the straw from 2 000 ha which goes to paper mills, straw flax is
mostly processed into fibre by some 180 retting and scutching firms in North-West
France (30), Belgium (140), The Netherlands (10) and Germany (3). Yields in 1989/90
were in general below average, as also are the estimated yields for 1990/91. The
Community harvest normally yields about 110 000 tonnes of flax fibre.
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The total area sown to hemp worldwide is around 400 000 ha. Hemp is an extremely
marginal crop within the Community and is concentrated mainly in France (and, to a
very limited extent, in Spain). In 1989, the area harvested was 4 000 ha. Communitv
trade in hemp fibre with third countries is very limited.
Community consumption of good-quality flax fibres was less steady during the 1989/90
marketing year than in previous years. Furthennore, the poor situation for low-quality
flax fibres over the previous few years saw a further deterioration. In lgg0lgl, despite
lower yields for the last two years, the market for flax fibre bundles is expected to be
diflicult. Although stocks of short flax fibres and hemp fibres are not likely to fall
sharply, a decline in stocks of long flax flrbres can be expected in the 1990/91 marketing year.
Both of these crops receive aid on a per hectare basis. Although the area under fibre
flax and fibre hemp accounts for less than 0.1oÄ of the Community UAA, these crops
are of considerable economic importance in the areas where they are concentrated.
Moreover, flax fibre is processed into yarn and fabrics or finished products in virtually
every Member State. Aid for fibre flax in 1990/91 has remained at ECU 375lha, and the
deduction at l0Yo of the aid (to finance measures ro promore the use of flax). In
1990191, as in 1989/90, aid for hemp was fixed at ECU 340/ha.
Si lkworms
88. silkworms are reared in Greece, Italy and, to a limited extent, in France, for
research purposes. The activity accounts for only a minute portion of the Community's
agricultural production and of world silk production. In söme areas, however, it does
have a certain importance (e.g. Thrace, veneto and Marche). According to the FAo,
world production of raw silk (including waste) amounted to 72000 tonnes in 1989(68 000 tonnes on average from 1979 to 1981). The main producers (accounting for
66 000 tonnes) are all in Asia: china (42 000 tonnes), Japan (7 000 tonnes), india(l I 000 tonnes) and Korea (4 000 tonnes) being together responsible for rnore thin 89 %
of world production.
Production in the Community has stabilized somewhat following a marked fall over
several years, with market prices moving to offset the increase in production costs; some
4 800 boxes were used in 1989 (3200 in Italy and 1500 in Greece). lnl989l90 cocoon
production fell sharply because of an epidemic. Aid for 1990/91 was fixed af.BCll ll2
per box (the same as for 1989/90).
Tobacco
89' World production of tobacco reached 7.1 million tonnes in 1989, 60Ä more than in
the previous year, with the Community continuing to account for 5.8 oÄ of the total.
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Production is expected to reach 7.2 million tonnes in
harvest in China, the world's largest producer.
The trend towards flue-cured and light air-cured
continuing.
1990 as a result of an excellent
for use in American blends is
Wortd production by type of tobacco
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Sources: DG Yl; Tobacco Quarterly.
Consumption, estimated as being slightly lower than production, is rising sharply as a
result ofthe increase in population and incomes particularly in Asia, Africa and Eastern
Europe. This trend is confirmed by the 20Ä increase in world production of cigarettes in
tggglo 5400 billion units. However, cigarette sales are continuing to fall in the USA
$y a%) and in Europe as a result of anti-smoking campaigns and price increases.
The recent liberalization of some south-east Asian markets enabled world exports to
grow by 40Ä to 1.,14 million tonnes in 1989. Auction prices in the main producer
iountries resulted in increases of I to 40Ä for flue-cured and light air-cured tobacco.
In 1989 the Community produced 411001 tonnes of leaf tobacco, 40Ä mote than in
1988 and 6.7Yo more than the maximum guaranteed quantity (MGQ) of 385000
tonnes.
90. There are some 200 000 holdings producing tobacco in the Community, mainly in
the less-favoured areas of Italy and Greece and dependent principally on the income
from this crop. The shift in taste among smokers towards light tobaccos, a move
encouraged by Community policy, has led growers to adjust their production accord-
ingly. Over the last six to seven years, considerable efforts have been made to move
towards varieties which require new techniques of cultivation and drying. In Greece, for
example, production of Virginia (light tobacco) increased from I 000 tonnes in 1986 to
9 500 tonnes in 1989. This trend continued in 1989, when Community production of
flue-cured tobacco was 160Ä higher than in 1988.
The popularity of the Badischer Geudertheimer variety in Italy has caused serious
problems in the sector. Production increased spectacularly from 3 600 tonnes in 1986 to
67 000 tonnes in 1988 and 85 000 tonnes in 1989 as a result of the high level of
premium. Furthermore, it is not a variety the Community tobacco industry requires.
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Production of Tsebelia and Mavra varieties in Greece, for which there are no sizeable
outlets either, remained at 43 236 tonnes in 1989, which demonstrated the substantial
amount of conversion work remaining to be done.
Sales of tobacco into intervention increased in 1989 and Community stocks stand at
76000 tonnes. Sales of the 1988 crop into intervention totalled 146/o of production,
double the normal level, mainly because almost 600Ä of the Tsebelia and Mavra harvest
was disposed of in this way.
Community tobacco exports reached 186 000 tonnes in 1989, consisting mainly of the
oriental varieties prtzed for their aromatic characteristics and the dark air-cured
varieties which find a market in certain low-income countries. The Community cigarette
industry produced 624.5 billion units in 1989, an increase of 0.020Ä, and used about
700 000 tonnes of baled tobacco, including 435 000 tonnes of imported tobacco required
because of the overall shortfall of Community production (which meets only SO"t ot
needs) and the need to use certain qualities which cannot be produced in the
Community because of soil and climatic conditions. There is, however, scope for supply
in the Community to match the needs of industry more closely and market muoug.rnäni
measures are helping to achieve this objective.
91. During 1989 Community policy to encourage conversion towards more sought
after varieties relied principally on the application of MGes imposing a penalty of up-to
l5oÄ of the intervention price and the premium. As regaräs td lOsg härvest, to
varieties were affected by this measure. In order to influence production, MGQs for the
va_rieties required by the market were increased for 1990 and l99l (Group l: eyo and,
7.5%) while those for the varieties causing problems were reduced (Groufs IV and V:
- 0:3o/o and - 6%\In view of the unacceptable spread of the Badischer Gludertheimer
variety, the Council decided to reclassify it in Gioup V in 1990 and reduce both the
price level and the premium. To encourage produceis to switch to the light air-cured
varieties more sought after by the market, the premium for Burley was increased by
22oÄ and that for Kentucky by 8%. Prices and premiums for Tsebälia and Mavra feil
by 15% and remained unchanged for all other varieties.
In order to strengthen the role of the European cultivation contract introduced in 1989
to help improve quality and control production, the Council decided that, from the 1991
harvest, it would be an essential condition for obtaining the premium.
The main reason why spending exceeded budget estimates was the development of the
Badischer Geudertheimer variety, which raises the question of whether the äxisting rules
enable production to be guided effectively. Following the undertakings given ln the
latest prices package, all aspects of the common organization of the market are under
consideration and appropriate proposals will be made.
92. As part of the Europe against cancer prograrnme, in May 1990 the council
adopted a Directive under which the maximum tai content of cigarettes will be limited
to 15 mg at the end of 1992 and 12 mg at the end of 1997, although Greece will have an
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extra nine years in which to reach the 12 mg target. This measure puts additional
pressure on producers, to switch to those varieties capable of reaching these objec-
tives.
Hops
93. Hops are grown only in a limited number of countries across the world, of which
the Community, the United States, the USSR and Czechoslovakia are the dominant
producers. tn iqgq the world area under hops totalled about 90 500 hectares of which
some 29 oÄ were within the Community. The upturn in the area under hops in the
Community which began in 1987 was maintained in 1989. The level now reached could,
given favourable natural conditions, lead to a considerable surplus within a short period
of time. Although there was only a modest harvest in 1989, prices remained under
pressure.
The world harvest in 1989 totalled 118260 tonnes, which was slightly down on 1988.
Given that the 1988 harvest was already comparatively low' the 1989 crop was a
disappointment. However, the relatively low quantity harvested permitted a further run
down of stocks which had been too high in recent years.
Within the Community hops are grown in seven Member States (Federal Republic of
Germany, United Kingdom, Spain, France, Belgium, Portugal and Ireland), Germany
accounts for 75% of the Community's area under hops, which totals 26218ha. At
40 600 tonnes, the total for the 1989 harvest was significantly up on the low 1988
harvest (+7.7o/o),but still fell short of the average for the past decade. Although there
was a decrease in prices for hops both on the contract and the spot markets, growers'
returns improved slightly due to the larger harvest.
Within the framework of the common market organization of the hops sector the
Community is financially engaged in two ways.
Firstly aid is granted to hop producers to enable them to attain a reasonable level of
income. For the 1989 harvest the Council adopted the Commission's proposal which
provides for aid of ECU 340 per hectare for aromatic varieties, ECU 390 for bitter
varieties and ECU 400 for other varieties. The Council has until 30 June 1991 to fix the
aid for the 1990 harvest.
Secondly, a special aid is payable under Regulation (EEC) No 2997/87 to encourage
hop growers to convert part of their bitter varieties to those more suited to market
requirements. So far, the Commission has approved conversion plans covering 1400
heitares. This varietal conversion programme is a temporary measure which will end in
1992.
As a result of unfavourable growing conditions during the summer, estimates for the
1990 crop indicate a lqwer Community harvest than for the previous year.
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Seeds
94. The area devoted to seed production and the harvest in 1989 for each group of
species, compared with the corresponding figures for the 1988 harvest-was as
follows:
(i) Fodder grass seed:
Area: 142313 ha : -17.5oÄ
Estimated production: | 529 422 Qx. : + lsyo
(iD Fodder legume seed:
Area: 131 857ha :  -14.60Ä
Estimated production:2171890 Qx : -2loÄ
(iii) Hybrid maize seed:
Area:52795ha :  +27oÄ
Estimated production: 1352845 Qx : *1.2%o
(iv) Rice seed:
Area: 17 650ha : -ll.8oÄ
Estimated production : 796 600 Qx : * ll.7 %
The figures for the 1989 harvest indicate a contradictory trend for fodder species.
Production of grass seed increased whereas that of legumäs fell sharply compaied to
1988.
The production of maize seed in 1989 remained at the same level as the previous year in
spite of the large increase in the area sown.
Animal feedingstuffs
95. Large quantities of agricultural produce are used for animal feed including much
of the Community's output of cereals and oilseeds and virtually all of its peÄanent
grassland-nearly three quarters of the UAA is devoted primarily to this purpose. Since
1985, aggregate demand(t) has been stagnant or declining: the fall in ttri cattte sector(milk and meat) has not been offset by increases in ihe pig and poultry sectors.
Aggtegate supply (2) is chiefly composed (55%) of non-marketid feedingstuifs (grass,
hay, silage). The remainder (45 7o) consists of feedstuffs which are marfeted (ceieals,
substitutes, oilcakes, etc.) where competition (price, fodder value) is more intinse. In
recent years, the share of cereals compared to that of substitutes and oilcakes used in
animal feed has shown a steadv decline.
(t) Thir it"l,rdes all marketable and non-marketable animal feed.(2) According to the EUR 10 feed balance sheet. Source: Eurostat.
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Animal consumption of the key marketable products (t) in the Community of Twelve
was estimated at 163 million tonnes in 1989/90 (much the same as in 1988/89), with
home-produced products accounting for around ll4 million tonnes (-1.0 million
tonnes-mainly clreals and oilcakes) and with imports estimated at 51 million tonnes
(+ 1.2 million tonnes-mainly soya).
As regards substitutes (those products referred to in Annex D to Regulation (EEC)
No 2727175) and subject to import quotas:
(D the quota utilization rates for manioc and sweet potato from Thailand and
Indonesia were once again close to 100% in 1989, as in 1988, but those from other
countries (mainly China), declined;
(ii) the agreement with Thailand concerning manioc expires in December 1990 and has
beenixtended for a further period of four years (1991-94) with the volume of the
quota being maintained over that period at 2l million tonnes.
Industrial production of compound feedstuffs (2) in the Community in 1989 reaghed
100.3 million tonnes, an increase of 0.60Ä over 1988. The output of pig feed fell a little
but was offset by a slight increase for cattle and poultry feed and a large increase
(+12%) for other compound feedstuffs (rabbit, sheep, goats, etc.). The highest grgwlh
rates were recorded in ireland, Belgium and France whilst in The Netherlands and the
Federal Republic of Germany cut-backs were observed.
The factors determining the composition of feed are the prices of raw materials ano
relative movements between them. The price of soya cakes (3) CIF Rotterdam fell below
ECU 200/tonne at the end of 1989 after having climbed to ECU 273ltonne in September
1988 due to a drought in the USA. Raw material price differences tended to benefit
oilcakes and proteins and discourage consumption of cereals.
The average price of animal feed (a) remained practically the same, in real terms, in 1989
(+0.2% on 1988) whilst in 1988 it had increased by 1.0% on 1987'
In 1990/91, animal consumption of cereals in the Community is expected to decline still
further following the continued recovery of oilcake imports caused by the relatively low
level of world piices and by the rise forecast in imports of cereal substitutes (Annex D
to Regulation (EEC) No 2727175).
(r) Covering most of the feedingstuffs used by the animal feed industry-and by farmers (1t1.:1",TlTt!:1Tl' ' 
raw -atirial purchases) and estimated in the table 'Balance sheet of aninal consumption ot'key marKetable
products: EUR 12' (see p. 79). Source: DG VI estimate.
(2) i.Iot including Greecä anä Luxembourg, Table 4.13.7.3,Part 2. Source.' European Feed Manufacturers'
Association - Fefac.
(3) See Table 4.13.7.12,Part2. Source: Eurostat.
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Due to an expected reduction of the bovine herd, and to overcompensating increases,in
pig and pouliry sectors, it is estimated that the need for concentrated feed will rise by
:.5X U"t*.en 1990/91 and,1996197. Cereals are expected to lose ground (as they have
done since 1984), which will benefit competitive energy rich ingredients, such as grain
substitutes. However, protein-rich ingredients are also expected to expand.
Milk and mi lk produ"a",
96. Deliveries of cow's milk in OECD countries, after dropping significantly for two
years in 1987 and 1988 (-7 million tonnes from the 1986 record level), owing to
reduced Community deliveries, recovered in 1989 (+0.5 million tonnes) and to T:Y91
greater extent in 19-90 (up around 2.6 million tonnes). A further rise is expected in l99l
ihanks to the continuing increase in production in the USA (+ 1.0 million tonnes per
year), Canada (+150000 tonnes per year), New Zealand (+100000 tonnes per year)
and Australia (+50000 tonnes per year).
(million t)
Milk deliveries 1983 1984 1985 1986 t987 1988 1989 1990
OECD (24 countries)



































Eastern European production has been growing at between 1.5%o and 2o/o per year, a
trend which should continue if political developments allow and if supplies of fodder
and feed are maintained. The reitructuring of agriculture in those countries could lead
to certain shortages in the short term, an overall drop in consumption, a fall in imports
and a rise in the quantities available for export.
Elsewhere in the world, demand far exceeds local production, although production is
generally on the increase.
The disposal of Community stocks in 1988, combined with the Community's policy of
curbing supply, had a positive effect on the world market. Trade reached record levels
(in milk equivalent, lO.5 miltion tonnes in 1988) with the Community again playing a
dominant role.
The improvement in the world market was not maintained in 1989. World trade
dropped- by l0oÄ to a level below that of 1987 but the EEC, without a stock disposal
ptogiu--ä and in a market where prices were high, consolidated its dominant world
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O El"gpt for casein and fresh products on the basis of Community coeflicients.(2) EUR l0 unti l 1986; EUR 12 from 1987.
World market in milk equivalent (t)
In 1990 the world market situation deteriorated under the combined effect of a
downturn in world demand in Eastern Europe and the Middle East especially and
falling consumption in almost all the OECD countries.
The improvement in the world market in 1988 was accompanied by a sharp rise in
world market prices followed by the repeated rise of the minimum prices fixed by
GATT in 1988 and 1989. These levels were maintained durine 1990.
International prices and GATT minimum prices
(USDlt)
Butter GATT Butteroil GATT Cheese GATT SMP GATT
1983 I 800-1 850I 500-1 700 1 200
l 900-2 100
I 800-1 950 | 440
r 600-1 700
I 000-1 450 1 000
780-850
650-730 600
1984 l 300-1 400I 200-1 400 l 200
1 400-1 700
I 500-1 700 | 440
I 000-1 450
1 050- | 250 I 000 640-740600-700 600
1985 950-1 050I 000-1 050 I 000
L 200-1 400
I 200-1 400 L 200
1 100-t 250
1 150- | 275 1 000
600-680
600-650 600
1986 I 050-1 150800-1 100 1 000
| 250-1 350
800-t 300 | 200
1 100-1 200
I 000-1 100 I 000
680-720
680-720 600
1,987 7 50-l 100900-1 150 1 000
950- r 250
I 100-1 300 1 200
900- | 200





1988 1 150-1 350 l  1001 350-1 500 | 2s0
1 200-1 400 | 325





I 150-1 550 900
| 7 50-2 050 r 050
1 989 I 800-2 000r 650-1 900
| 250
l 350
2 000-2 300 I 500





I 800-2 100 I 050
I 350-1 650 l 200
ß94 I 450-t 550 I 350 l 500-1 600 l 625 r 700-2 000 I 500 I 000-1 300 r 200
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World prices have fallen sharply since the beginning of the year and remain low. Some
business is now being transacted at prices far below the minimum prices, particularly by
those countries which are not members of the International Dairy Arrangement.
These sales at below minimum prices have a serious effect on the world market, which is
being aggravated by the renewed build-up of stocks in the main producer countries.
Given the early prospect of further su4rluses, owing to the increase in production in the
OECD countries and the sometimes considerable fall in consumption (of milk fats) and
in the absence of an international agreement curbing production, the world market is
expected to remain very fragile.
The fall in Community prices, which is in keeping with the general pattern of
international markets, and the accumulation of butter and skimmed-milk powder stocks
reflect the deterioration of the sector in 1990.
97. Dairy cattle numbers continued to fall in 1990 and by the end of the year the total
herd is likely to consist of 22.9 million head, as against 23.2million at the end of 1989
(-1.2%). Milk production for 1990 is estimated at 109.1 million tonnes, the same level
as 1989. Average yield per cow was 4720kglyear, an increase of l.4oÄ. Deliveries to
dairies, estimated at 98.7 million tonnes compared to 98.6 million tonnes in 1989
(+0.1oÄ), mirrored the rise in production. The collection rate remained at 90.5Vo.
More fresh products were manufactured, despite the milk production quotas. Increases
of 2.4Vo in 1988, 1.5oÄ i.n 1989 and 0.8 % in 1990 show output is continuing to expand.
It is estimated that more than 30Vo of the milk collected is now marketed in this form.
This recent development clearly reflects the underlying trend in consumption, and
illustrates the need for the processing industry to adapt to market changes.
Butter production which reached 2.2 million tonnes in 1986, before falling back to
1.9 million tonnes in 1987 (-14.5%) has remained stable at 1.7 million tonnes since
1e88 (- rr%).
This has had a direct influence on market prices which were stable or almost stable in
1987, but rose throughout the EEC, until October 1989, by l0 to 15%o on the main
markets, accelerating the drop in butter consumption (- 1.1% in 1988 and -7.8oÄ in
1989). The collapse of prices in November 1989 quickly brought the price of butter to
92Yo of the intervention price, where it has remained because of buying-in by the
intervention agencies. The market therefore remains heavily dependent on intervention
and on the customary disposal measures.
Production of skimmed-milk powder was more than 2.2 million tonnes in 1986 but fell
by nearly 25oÄ in 1987 and by more than 20% in 1988 to 1.3 million tonnes. The
recovery of production in 1989 (+ 8 % to reach 1.4 million tonnes) continued into 1990
(+l0oÄ, to reach an estimated 1.55 million tonnes).
98. This contraction, accompanied by the running down of public stocks, had a
considerable impact on the market with prices rising in consequence. Prices stabilized in
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1989 at an average of around 110% of the intervention price, having first caught up
with it and then exceeded it (sometimes by as much as 30%). The aid programmes for
utilization in feedingstuffs were of course modified as and when market conditions
changed.
The recovery of production, together with a fall in prices in 1989, continued into 1990,
bringing the price below the intervention price, in spite of renewed buying-in by the
intervention agencies starting on 1 March 1990.
While the price-cut encouraged the increased use of skimmed-milk powder in feeding-
stuffs, the fall in the number of calves and the adjustments made to fattening techniques
restricted its use for that purpose. Since annual demand at the market price (human
consumption) is running at less than 300 000 tonnes, unless world demand picks up very
considerably the Community market will continue to be dependent on buying in by the
intervention agencies, with the inevitable accelerated build-up of stocks.
99. Community cheese production has been rising in the long term by l.60Ä a year, in
keeping with underlying consumption trends. After increasing in 1987 by 2.3Vo, in 1988
by 1.4% and in 1989 by l.4o/o, the rise in 1990 was 2.9%o (reaching 4.9 million tonnes)
to which should be added imports of 100 000 tonnes.
Consumption, sensitive to price trends, rose by similar amounts: +2.9o/o in 1987,
+1.5oÄ in 1988, +3.1oÄ in 1989 and * l .4oÄ in 1990.
Community production of whole-milk powder is directly linked to developments on the
international market. After a spectacular recovery in 1987 (+24o/o), which continued in
1988 (+6%), production fell back slightly (-2.3%) in 1989 and again in 1990( -  s%\
100. Condensed milk production, like that of whole-milk powder, is guided by the
international market which itself depends on a few large fragile markets. Community
production has been dropping, mirroring the decline in international outlets, since 1985.
Despite a slight recovery in 1988 (1.33 million tonnes, +3.60/0), production dropped to
1.3 million tonnes in 1989 and to 1.25 million tonnes in 1990 confirming the
downturn.
Community casein production is only possible thanks to aid. Encouraged by world
prices, it rose steadily between 1984 and 1988 from 130 000 to 174 000 tonnes. However,
following a drop in the amount of aid and greater end-use control, it fell back by 17 oÄ
in 1989 to 146 000 tonnes and by 160Ä in 1990 to 123 000 tonnes.
The long-term trend is for overall Community consumption of dairy products to grow
by 0.5 oÄ per year. However, the short-term trend is much less regular and recent signs
are that consumption has stabilized, or dropped back, rather than maintained its steady
rise.
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101. The general trend of butter consumption in the Community is a fall approaching
IoÄ per year, which would probably increase to 2.5oÄ if special disposal measures were
not taken. The fall was considerably greater, however, in 1989 (-7.7oÄ) and 1990
( -4 .e%) .
Over the long term the consumption trend for all other milk products is +1.8oÄ Wr
year, representing approximately another 800000 tonnes of milk ayear.
If this figure is compared with the 'natural' drop in butter consumption which
corresponds to around 750 000 tonnes of milk a year, the importance of supporting
butter consumption to balance the market can be seen.
The renewed build-up of public stocks clearly illustrates the reversal of the situation in
the sector and points to the role played by intervention in regularizing the market in
1990.
The substantial rise in prices which followed the market improvements in 1988 did not
continue after 1989. From spring 1990 the prices paid to producers tended to
consolidate.
102. Following the Commission's report on the operation of the quota system in the
milk sector, (t) the Council decided to increase the Community reserve by l% of the
global quantity guaranteed to Member States, (2) in order to allocate additional quotas
to certain producers whose situation continued to give cause for concern because it had
not been adequately addressed in all Member States. Confirming the general aim of
curbing production and in order to keep milk deliveries at their present level, the
Council also decided to transform lYo of the 5.5oÄ suspended quantities into a
definitive reduction of the guaranteed total quantity, (3) to raise the level of the
additional levy from 100 to ll5Yo of the target price (a) and to lower the intervention
price for butter by 2.5oÄ and for skimmed-milk powder by 0.75 oÄ, with effect from 1
March 1990. o
When fixing the agricultural prices, the Council passed on the drop in the intervention
prices that had already occurred to the target price for milk, reducing it by 3.5Vo in
1990191, and to the intervention price for Italian cheese. (6) The threshold prices were
reduced accordingly. (7) The Council also decided, in connection with the policy for
rural society, to alter the quota arrangements by providing for Community financing, in
respect of up to 500 000 tonnes, for a programme to buy back quotas for redistribution
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Lastly, the Council, taking as
Council, (t) decided to regulate
manufacture of cheese which
respect. (2)
a basis the findings of the Commission report to the
comprehensively the use of casein and caseinates in the
is regarded as the most vulnerable product in this
103. Milk deliveries in the European Community in 1990 are expected to be the same
as in 1989, 98.7 million tonnes. As foreseen, the decision to increase the Community
reserve to accommodate SLOM (3) producers and the decision to further increase the
Community reserye by l% in order to allocate additional quotas to certain producers
whose individual situations had not been adequately dealt with did not lead to any
increase in deliveries.
The Community and world milk markets were relatively buoyant during 1988 and
during most of 1989 following the decrease in Community production of over 8 million
tonnes in the period 1986 to 1989. Total OECD milk production in that period fell by
9.5 million tonnes of which 1.5 million tonnes by countries other than the European
Community
Milk production in a number of OECD countries is expected to increase in 1990 notably
in the USA and in New Zealand.
The substantial decline in the prices received by producers for their milk in 1990 in the
Member States as well as in other countries is due to an increase in milk deliveries in
countries without production controls, a decrease in demand particularly for butter, the
developments in Eastern Europe and the Gulf and the decline in the value of the US
dollar.
In the Community production will continue to be bound by the milk quota. Milk yield
per cow is expected to increase by 1.5 Yo p.a. to about 5 300 kg in 1997 . As a result, the
dairy cow herd will need to decrease by 2 milllion by 1996 to about 20.8 million dairy
cows in order to compensate for yield increases, resulting in milk production of
I l0 million tonnes. Consumption of drinking milk and fresh products is expected to
increase to more than 96kg per head in 1997, and that of cheese to about 15kg per
head. Butter consumption, however, seems to decrease to a level around 4.4kg per
head. The human consumption of margarine, which may be considered as a substitute
for butter, seems to be very stable at a level of about 4.7 kg per head, whereas
consumption of spreads appears to increase.
(t) COM (90) ll0Iinal, 26.3.1990.(2) Regulation 22M190 published in OJ L 201, 31.7.199f., p. 7.
f) Following a judgment of the European Court in the matter, producers who had temporarily given up milkproduction received a special reference quantity on the basis of an increase of 0OO OOO tonnes in the
Community reserve (see Regulations (EEC) Nos 764189 afi 766159, OJ L84,29.3.199:9).
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104. After a year (1988) of rising prices in the Community, followed by a period
during which average prices remained at their high 1988 levels, prices began in the
second half of 1989 to fall and by mid-1990 had reached a fairly low level comparable to
those which obtained in 1986 and 1987.
This was despite the fact that world market conditions remained relatively favourable,
with confirmation in 1989/90 of the general trend towards improved international trade
in beef and veal. This favourable market outlook has been sustained by buoyant
producer prices in certain exporting countries and, in particular, by the substantial
import requirements of certain major importers such as Japan.
However, owing to the weakness of the dollar, animal health considerations and
competition from other types of meat, export conditions on certain markets, including
the Middle East. have become more difficult.
Beef and veal production
105. Total world production of beef and veal, which had grown over the past decade,
dropped back slightly in 1989. The peaking of production is due to reduced slaughter-
ings of breeding cows with a view to the re-stocking of herds. Buoyant market prices in
many producer countries have encouraged a return to a cyclical rise in production
potential, particularly in Australia.
Demand for beef and veal has peaked in a large number of countries, including certain
producer countries, as a result of strong export demand and the sometimes spectacular
growth in the consumption of other types of meat, in particular poultrymeat.
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1989 also saw an increase in the volume of world trade in beef and veal and an even
greater increase in the value of the quantities traded as a result of the rise in
international trade prices.
The buoyancy of the international market in beef and veal may well result sooner or
later in alarge build-up of products available for export and thus, in the longer run, to
a downward pressure on international prices. Recent international problems (Gulf
crisis) are likely to accelerate this process.
106. Cattle rearing accounts for about a third of total farm production in the
Community (beef/veal: l5oÄ; milk: lTYo) and involves one out of every two farm
holdings.
The Community accounts for some l5%o of world production of beef and veal and,
together with the USSR, is the world's second largest producer, a long way, however,
behind the USA.
1989 was the bottom of the cyclical trough as far as the Community was concerned,
with production some 8 o/o lower than in the mid-1980s and intervention stocks down to
around 136 000 tonnes at the end of the year. 1990 saw Community production of beef
and veal pick up again (*3%o) to its 1988 level. On the other hand, consumption is
suffering from the effects of a lack of confidence on the part of consumers in the quality
of beef and veal (illicit use of hormones and othei growth promoters, 'mad cow'
disease). The net result is seen in the current downward trend of prices in the
Community, which has been further accentuated by the exclusion from certain third
countries of meat from particular regions of the Community where there have been
occurrences of 'mad cow' disease and by the halting of exports to Iraq.
107. Intervention purchases of beef (about 178 000 tonnes) during the 1989/90
marketing year, which saw the new price support arrangements come into effect with
buying-in prices being set by tender, were more than 50%o down on the previous
marketing year. On the other hand, the decline in prices in spring 1990, which was
followed by a sharp drop as from August, not only meant that large quantities (225 000
tonnes) had to be bought in under the normal 'tender' arrangements, but that beef also
had to be bought in under the'safety net'arrangements (347000).
Moreover, the premium arrangements have been harmonized across the Community
and now place greater emphasis on encouraging the production of high-quality beef/veal
in the Community.
On the basis, on the one hand, of the demographic progression in cattle numbers and,
on the other, of general, long-term market trends, it would look as if a cyclical upturn
of production has already begun. What happens as regards consumption will determine




108. In recent years, the Community has consolidated its position as the world's
leading producer and consumer of sheepmeat. Community production now stands at
l.l million tonnes, aboü L6oÄ of the world total from a flock of 100 million head, just
8Vo of the total. World trade accounts for about 160Ä of production, a figure
substantially higher than that for other meats and on the export side is dominated by
New Zealand which exports up to 400 000 tonnes annually and Australia whose live
exports reach approximately 7 million head. The Community and the Middle East are
the principal importers. With the exception of the Community, wool production is often
the more important element in sheep production worldwide as evidenced by flock size in
both Australia (175 million) and the USSR (142 million). However, diffrculties on the
world wool market this year and rising stocks notably in Australia and New Zealand,
may result in a decrease in sheep numbers in coming years. In 1990 imports into the
Community should be slightty above the levels of 1989 reaching approximately 260 000
tonnes. Imports from New Z,ealand and Australia should reach 200 000 tonnes and
17 000 tonnes respectively but imports from Eastern Europe may rise to over 30 000
tonnes as a result of increased Community access for Poland, Hungary and Bulgaria
this year. Community exports will reach approximately 5 000 toon"..
109- On the Community market, production is forecast to rise by 3.6% in 1990 to
I 132 000 tonnes due mainly to increases of 17 000, 9 000 tonnes and 5 000 tonnes in
Irish, Spanish and UK production respectively. Sheep numbers are set to rise to
102 million head (+ 1.4%) the major increases coming in Ireland (12%), The Nether-
lands (5 oÄ) and Germany. Danish sheep numbers are likely to increase by 17 oÄ but
total numbers there are, in any event, very low. Consumption is set to rise iy 2.4% to
I 358 000 tonnes with Irish, French and Spanish consumption increasing by 10, 6
and_4.5olo respectively. UK consumption is expected to decreaseby 20Ä. Ägainst this
background self-suffrciency is expected to rise to 83oÄ confirming the recenitrend.
Intra-Community trade has more than doubled since 1981, the first full year of the
cornmon organization of the market. In 1990, it is expected to exceed 200 000 tonnes for
the first time as a result of further strong growth in UK and Irish exports to France.
Market prices to date, in 1990, have been generally weak, particularly in the northern
part of the Community, against a background of increasedproduction and poor wool
and offal prices. The Community average price for 1990 is forecast at 306 eöU7tOO tg
to be l0% less than in 1989.
1!9. Although the sheepmeat regime was reformed in September 1989, it did not take
effect until the beginning of 1990 so that throughout 1989ihe old arrangements were in
place. The main support mechanisms in 1989, the ewe premium ihroughout the
Community and the variable slaughter premium in Great gritain alone, weie both in
use, although public intervention purchasing and private storage aid schemes were not
used. The total amount paid under the variable premium scheme was ECU 215 million
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which, at a fate of ECU 69.15 per l00kg, represented 25.2% of the market price in
Great Britain. Ewe premiums were set for all regions for 1989 and the total budgetary
cost of the sector in 1989 was ECU 1453 million, up almost ECU 160 million on
1988.
The level of the basic price was subject to a 5 7o reduction under the stabilizer
mechanism.
The main aim of the reform of the sector (Council Regulation (EEC) No 3013/89) is to
achieve a unified regime by the end of 1992 with a premium common throughout the
Community and differentiated only with respOct to ewes and for lambs for milk
production. To this end, the variable slaughter premium in Great Britain is being
phased out and the regional structure of the old regime is being replaced, over a
three-year period, by a single region with a Community average market price for
standard quality lamb. Market support in the form of public intervention purchasing
has been eliminated and replaced by a tendering system for private storage aid since the
beginning of 1990. Although in almost constant use, this mechanism has, to date,
attracted less than I 500 tonnes of lamb, mainly in Spain and France. The new regime
has provision for the fixing of two advances on the ewe premium throughout the
Community and the first of these, 30 oÄ of the estimated premium, was fixed in July
with a second advance in September.
tlt. In addition to internal reform the Community has agreed to certain adaptations
of its external trade arrangements under a series of voluntary restraint agreements with
13 supplier countries. These adaptations came into force from the beginning of 1989 for
meat and the beginning of 1990 for live animals for a fixed period up to the end of 1992
The major elements in the adaptations are a reduction in the total imports of
approximately 45 000 tonnes and a reduction of the duty on imports from l0 % to zero
together with the introduction of a price surveillance system. The total import
possibility under the various adapted agreements is 278.660 tonnes.
The outlook for the sector in 1991 is for a further increase in production of
approximately 2.8Yo, somewhat down on growth levels in recent years. Consumption is
also expected to rise, but by only l.60Ä, while sheep numbers are forecast to grow by
l.2oÄ.ln the longer term, production is forecast to increase by 1.5oÄ annually in the
period 1990-94 with consumption growth slowing to 0.8oÄ annually. Growth in sheep
numbers may fall to lVo or less annually as the effects of lower prices and the stabilizer
mechanism continue to be felt throughout the sector.
Pigmeat
112. The EC remains the world's second largest producer of pigmeat after China.
Community production in 1990 is forecast to be slightly up on that for 1989.
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On the Community market, the incidence of classical swine fever in Belgium signifi-
cantly reduced supplies during the first half of the year. This, coupled with slightly
reduced pig numbers since 1989, resulted in exceptionally high pigmeat prices until the
end of July, climbing towards ECU 160/100 kg. The joint effect of this price level and
falling feedstuff prices led to very high profitability with the pigmeat feedingstuff index
reaching arowd 122.
World pigmeat production
Due to the reappearance on the Community market of Belgian produce at the end of
August, and the increase in imports of pigmeat from East G-rmany following the
abolition of levies between that country and the Community on I August, Community
prices declined to more typical levels of around ECU 140/100 kg from September and
fell further to around ECU 120/100 kg in November.
Market conditions did not justify the granting of private storage aid other than for
limited periods (15 March to 11 April and 6 to 17 August) when action was taken to
help counter the economic effects of classical swine fever in Belgium. There was no need
to levy additional amounts on imports. In response to lower than normal market prices
and profit margins following ä period of significant reductions in export refunds during
the 1989 calendar year, refund rates for fresh and frozen pigmeat were generally
increased from what were very low levels to more typical levelJ ai the beginning of th-e
year.
The first half of 1990 saw a substantial increase in Japanese pigmeat imports, the bulk
of this increase taking place during the first four months of the year. However, the main
beneficiary was Taiwan, which has now displaced Denmark as the main Japanese
supplier.
Since 1 January 1990, levies on imports of some pigmeat products from developing
countries, as well as from Hungary and Poland have been reduced by 50% undei thö
generalized system of preferences. These imports are subject to quota.
( 1 0 0 0 t )





































Sources: OECD: DG VI.
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Poultrymeat
I 13 . During the last five years, world production of poultrymeat has increased steadily
atanaverageof 4.5oÄeachyear.  IntheUSA (25%of worldproduct ion), theratehas
been even higher (7 Yo\. Potitrymeat is the meat Americans now prefer and in the last
three years per capita consumption has exceeded that of beef and veal. In the other









































Sources: OECD: DG VI.
The world market expanded slightly in 1990 in particular as a result of growing demand
from the Far East and the Soviet Union. These two regions now account for 55 % of
world imports (1985 : 38Yo), whilst the importance of the Near and Middle East
declined from 40 to 2LYo over the same period. This trend, which has been accentuated
since August 1990 by the crisis in the Gulf, has enabled the USA to further extend its
lead over the Community, Brazil and Hungary in export markets.
On the Community market, overall production of poultrymeat increased in 1990 by
1.3%. The chicken market (which accounts for 70oÄ of total production) has returned
to a position of healthy balance, whilst the turkey (17 %) and duck (3 %) sectors
underwent difficult periods in the spring/summer of 1990, particularly as a result of
excessive growth in Community supplies at end l989/beginning 1990. Whilst the turkey
market seems to be finding its feet again as year end approaches, the situation in the
duck industry could well deteriorate further in some Member States, as a result of
low-price imports and the drop in feather prices.
114. There is no internal market support for poultrymeat. The regulations governing
trade with non-member countries have been adapted to the world market situation and
export refunds have declined, although destinations are still differentiated. Since I
January 1990 major concessions have been granted by the Community under the
generalized system of preferences to developing countries, as well as certain Eastern
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European countries such as Hungary and Poland. These concessions consist of a 507o
reduction in the import levies on certain quantities of geese and duck, as is the case for
ACP countries.
In June 1990 the Council adopted a regulation on marketing standards for poultry with
the twin aims of helping to improve product quality and facilitating Community trade.
This regulation will apply with effect from I July 1991.
* t *
II5. Total per capita meat consumption has increased substantially in the last 20
years. Although there was a slowdown recently, per capita meat consumption may still
increase to a level of about 96 kg of gross consumption by 1997 . ^t the present level of
income, the sensitivity of meat consumption to price changes is rather low. However,
other factors have emerged as important determinants of meat consumption: taste,
health, overall quality, ease of preparation. These aspects will determine the quantity of
meat consumed, in view of the competition from cheese and fish.
The four major meats (beef, pigmeat, poultry, sheepmeat) account for about 90 % of the
total meat consumption in the EC. Beef per capita consumption has varied a great deal
in the past, hovering around 23 kg per year. In 1997 per capita consumption ofaround
23 kg for a total of 7.6 million tonnes is expected. It is possible, however, that, when the
effects of recent depressing factors have dissipated (BSE, Gulf crisis), the demand for
beef will recover and, perhaps, increase again. Beef production in 1997 is estimated at
8.0 million tonnes, as a result of progressively falling cow numbers, due to milk quotas,
increasing milk yields, and the overcompensating increase of beef yield. In the very near
future, milk quotas and an expected milk yield increase in the former German
Democratic Republic may cause heavy slaughterings of cows, resulting in increased beef
production.
Market shares have moved, so far, in favour of pigmeat and poultry, under the
influence of factors such as price differentials among meats, health concerns, and ease of
preparation. Per capita consumption of pigmeat will reach 42.5 kg in 1997, for a total
consumption level of l4.l million tonnes, while production will reach 14.4 million
tonnes. Sheepmeat has a small share of the market; its consumption is linked to
tradition, and has exhibited slower rates of increase up to now. It is estimated that per
capita consumption will be above 4 kg in 1997 , resulting in a global consumption figure
of 1.4 million tonnes, while production is expected to reach 1.2 million tonnes. Finally,
poultry consumption will reach 6.4 million tonnes (or 19.5 kg per head) in 1997, with
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116. After declining in 1989, world production of eggs again increased in 1990
(by 0.5 oÄ).In some of the large producer countries/regions, especially the USA and the
Community, production has slowed down or even declined.
World trade has been falling for several years following the setting up of production
units in North Africa and the Middle East. The main importers are currently Japan and
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on the Community market, following the fall in production in 1989 (-4yo),1990 saw
an upturn in layer numbers. Given the limited possibilities on the world market,
Community supplies have been slightly in excess of demand since the spring. As feed
prices continue to fall, the situation does not, however, give rise foi concern and,
production looks set to rise somewhat in 1991.
Market organization is the same as for poultrymeat and the same types of measures are
in force. As regards trade, the internal and world market situation meant that refunds
had to be maintained. The Council adopted at the same time as the regulation on
poultry standards a new Regulation on marketing standards for eggs to bring them
more in line with current market requirements and consumer expectations. This
Regulation came into force on I October 1990, but the previous standards remain
applicable until the Commission has implemented the detailed rules of application.
Potatoes
I 17. The total potato harvest in 1989 (39 040 000 tonnes) was 700 000 tonnes less than
the 1988 harvest.
The total area under potato production was I 388 000 ha. This represents a drop of
3.37o compared to the area sown in 1988. Production fell sharply in The Netherlands
and Belgium.
The total production of potatoes in the EEC in 1989 was as follows:
New potatoes: 2892000 tonnes;
Seed potatoes: I 845 000 tonnes;
Starch potatoes : 5 927 000 tonnes;
Ware potatoes; 27 600 000 tonnes;
Other: 776000 tonnes.
As regards ware potatoes price trends during this marketing year were as follows:
(i) An unprecedented gap opened up between the prices paid for large potatoes (more
than 50 mm) and those paid for small tubers (40-50 mm). This was due to the fact
that the proportion of large tubers in the 1989 harvest was much lower than in
previous years.
(ii) Large tuber prices were frequently twice as high as small tuber prices.
(iii) The level of large potato prices in l9S9/90 fluctuated between 150% and 2500Ä of
the level duiing the preceding marketing year.
(iv) Small tuber prices (between 40 and 50 mm) remained much higher than those in the
preceding marketing year, except during February when prices were at a somewhat
lower level.
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Community production of new potatoes in 1989 (2892000 tonnes) was slightly down
on the previous year. Spain, Germany and Italy are the major producing countries. At
335 734 tonnes, Community imports of new potatoes from Mediterranean third
countries were considerably higher than in previous years. Cyprus was the largest
supplier (117000 tonnes) followed by Egypt (70000 tonnes) and Morocco (59000
tonnes).
Honey
118. There is no common market organization for this product, in which the
Community as a whole is only about 40oÄ self-sufficient. Production in the 1989-90
season according to latest estimates was about 95 000 tonnes, and consumption about
235 000 tonnes (0.7 kg/head).
Imports (140 000 tonnes) come mainly from Latin America, China, Eastern Europe, and
Australia. The only general import charge is a customs duty of 27Yo, redtc'ed to 25yo
under the Generalized Scheme of Preferences. and to zero for both ACP States and
LDCs.
As regards bee health, the ECU 0.5 million per year earmarked from the 1986 and 1987
budgets for the fight against the bee disease Varroasis was doubled to ECU I million in
the 1989 budget, for expenditure in 1990-91 largely to help beekeepers' organizations to
improve their diagnostic and information activities. This was justified by the seriousness
of the situation and by the recognition that the Varroa mite was in fact responsible for
spreading and aggravating the effects ofother bee diseases. Since 1988 a small group of
söientistJ and veterinary experts has assisted the Commission in ensuring that this aid is
applied as effectively as possible, and has also been active in furthering international
cooperation in this field, as well as coordinating the application of research findings to
work in the beekeeping community. The decision as to whether to continue support
measures in the bee health field has been postponed for a year to allow more complete
conclusions to be drawn up.
V119. The addition of the three words'and rural development'to the description of the
responsibilities of the Commissioner for Agriculture did not occur by chance or as the
result of some whim. It was largely the formal recognition of something that had been
accepted for some time-that rural development was not only inseparably linked to
agriculture but also that it was impossible without a thriving agriculture. To have any
chance of success, rural development has to draw on the resources of local communities
and on the skills and enterprise of those involved in agriculture.
It has long been recognized that rural development also depends on a multi-sectoral
approach in which agriculture is not the sole component.
In its communication on the future of rural society, the Commission, in making rural
development one of its priorities, reaffirmed this belief and set out guidelines for the
development of a vibrant rural society.
Recent events have only served to confirm the need for such an approach.
120. The rapidly changing world in which farming finds itself---changes that are likely
to be accelerated by the Uruguay Round negotiations---<all for increased flexibility.
Changes will affect not only the Community's 10 million farmers but will also impinge
on the wider rural economy. This makes imperative a broader approach to the issue.
It is riow widely accepted that an approach based solely on price and quantity will no
longer provide a fair standard of living for farmers. This is particularly the case with
small farms and especially those in less favoured areas.
There is equally a well-developed awareness of the damage caused by intensive farming
and by the abandonment of land. This calls for a more effective and more sympathetic
management of the Community's precious natural resources. Environmental concern is
one aspect of this broader approach but encouragement of improved quality can also
produce considerable benefits for rural society.
Greater cohesion in rural areas will also be increasingly essential as completion of the
single market draws nearer.
121. Against this wider background encompassing the whole of rural society, the
Community, in its long march along the road of rural development, has taken some
significant steps. These include:
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(i) the reform of the structural Funds, with comprehensive plans for the development
of many rural regions. These are being put into place over the period 1989-93;
(ii) a far-reaching adaptation of the basic agricultural structure regulations;
(iii) decisions to modulate market mechanisms in favour of less favoured producers.
The paragraphs which follow also describe in more detail some of the steps recently
taken and which demonstrate the Commission's firm determination to press ahead with
this far reaching, but human scaled, programme.
Data for the period up to 1988 clearly demonstrate that the preponderant trend
observed in rural areas for well over a decade has continued unabated. There was no
slackening in the rate of decline either in the number of holdings, in the size of the work
force or in the depopulation of isolated areas.
Between 1979 and 1988, the work force measured in annual labour units fell by 23%
from almost 12 million to just over 9 million and the results of the agricultural censuses
for 1980 and 1987 show that the number of agricultural holdings larger than I hectare
declined in seven years by just over 8 7o.
122. The table below which gives, in percentage terms, the rates of change in the
agricultural work force for the period 1973188, shows that in those countries where the
percentage of those employed in agriculture is still high, such as Spain and Ireland, the
rate of decline in the number of those so employed is relatively steep. This is not the
case in Greece, however, where the rate is amongst the lowest and below the
Community average of -2oÄ.In the United Kingdom where the situation as regards
agricultural structures is reasonably healthy compared with other Member States, the
work force fell fairly substantially (-1.6%) whereas in the Netherlands the rate of
decline (-1.2%) was less marked although this apparent improvement needs to be
verified in the forthcomine censuses.
Reduction in the agricultural work force
(Annual rate of change in o/o)
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Data on the number of holdings show
contrary to what might be expected, the
with the number or the size of farms.
a steady decline in most Member States, but
rate of fall would not appear to be connected
On the contrary, Figure 18 would seem to
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Figure 19
that it is more pronounced in those Member States where the size of farms is above
average and where structures are well developed. The steep fall in the number of
holdings in Denmark is particularly noticeable in this regard, whereas in those Member
States with a relatively large number of holdings of only average size (e.g. Greece,
Spain, Ireland, Portugal), the gradient is much flatter.
Spain and Portugal even show an increase - a phenomenon which could perhaps be
explained by the inclusion in 1987 of holdings which previously were less than I
hectare.
Denmark, Belgium, Germany, France and Luxembourg all experienced relatively steep
declines. Numbers remained fairly stable in The Netherlands and particularly so in the
United Kingdom.
In an attempt to identify which categories of holdings benefited most from the effects of
restructuring caused by these developments, holdings were graded based on their
economic results.
o - a '
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123. A quick review of the results of the 1980 and 1987 censuses reveals that the
relative weight of each category did not change substantially. However, in most
Member States, the higher categories, by and large, increased in importance at the
expense of the average or below-average categories. This general observation should
perhaps be qualified in that in the United Kingdom, for example, only the two
categories at the extremes (holdings from 0 to 4 ESU and of more than 200 ESLD
increased in importance. In The Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark and Luxembourg, the
higher categories (from 40 ESU) increased substantially whereas in France and
Germany, lower categories benefited.
Because little change was recorded in structural development it is difficult to draw many
conclusions as regards ltaly, Ireland, Greece, Spain and Portugal.
Generally speaking, at first sight, it would appear that the effect of restructuring caused
by reductions in both the number of holdings and in the size of the work force has not
been particularly felt in one category rather than another. This goes along with the
results of other studies which show that changes in agricultural structures, influenced by
factors other than economic. can lead to the maintenance and in some cases the
reconstruction of even the most modest holdings. The increasing importance of
'part-time' employment on smaller holdings makes an influential contribution in this
regard.
These brief, general remarks about the changes in agricultural structures together with
those already made in Chapter III on the disparities between agricultural incomes
emphasize the need to continue to follow a policy at Community level which encourages
both the adaptation of agricultural structures and rural development.
Horizontal measures
124. In the vital field of rural development, measures include those which through
investment aids aim to encourage both the modernization and adaptation of agricultural
holdings together with the entry of young persons into farming. The field covered by
these initiatives has been included to take in those farmers half of whose income comes
from such activities as tourism, handicrafts, forestry or environmental protection.
Through this new emphasis the Community should be able, by investment aids targeted
at individuals, to further its rural development policy carried out by means of regional
progralnmes and by specific initiatives aimed at non-agricultural activity.
By implementing the provisions of Regulation No 797/85 it was possible in 1988 and
1989 to approve annually 70 000 plans for improvement. At the same time, each year
saw 25 000 young farmers benefiting from the aids specifically created for them.
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Whilst still relatively modest, particularly when compared with the farm structures
situation in the entire Community of twelve, these achievements have got the policy of
adapting farm holdings off to a promising start.
125. Parallel with the measures first described, those zones defined as less favoured
have benefited from compensatory payments. These have been made to about I 200 000
holdings at an average payment (based on provisional calculations) of ECU 834.
Still within the broad field of rural development policy were the off-setting measures
taken in the April price package decisions and described more fully in Chapter II of this
report. Briefly, these took the form either of special premiums payable to small
producers, for those prepared to diversify into alternative crops such as millet, canary
seed and buckwheat or of exemption from co-responsibility levies or additional financial
aid.
126. With the aim of improving the conditions in which the marketing and processing
of agricultural products takes place, Regulation No 866190 was adopted replacing
Regulation No 355/77 with effect from I January 1990. This development was extended
to forestry products by Regulation No 867/90. As a result, Member States are now in a
position to submit to the Commission their sectoral plans which after approval must
include projects for the adaptation and modernization of marketing channels and of the
processing of agricultural products. Furthermore, it has been made clear that Commun-
ity support for these measures will give priority to those which encourage new uses for
agricultural products, and which encourage quality products, including those described
as'organic'. With the added intention of according some preference to those less
developed zones of the Community the rate of contribution financed by the EAGGF
will be differentiated as follows:
(D 50"Ä of eligible costs in those zones falling within Objective 1, and
(iD 30Yo in all other zones.
In 1990, Member States submitted most of their prograrnmes.
Information initiatives
127. The Commission has also in 1990 taken action in two specific areas related to
improving information flows in rural areas. The first is the introduction in those areas
eligible under Objectives 1 and 5b of an initiative known as Leader (links between
actions for the development of the rural economy) which is designed to serve as a model
for all rural areas and has as its aims the improvement of development potential by
encouraging local initiative to promote the acquisition of know-how on local rural
development and to disseminate this know-how.
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The second, Miriam (model scheme for information on rural development initiatives
and agricultural markets), is the subject of a proposal for a Council Decision and is
primarily aimed at spreading information on such areas as Community measures which
encourage adaptation and rural development, market information and information on
quality standards.
Specific measures
128. The basket of measures known as structural stabilizers to which the Commission
attaches great importance was put in place only recently. Nevertheless, there is little
doubt that their overall application so far in Member States has been generally
disappointing. Measures have tended to be applied thinly and unevenly as between
Member States or in some cases not at all.







These measures generally act upon agricultural markets by making an impact on supply
whilst at the same time attenuating the negative effects of market reform on income via
premiums paid in the framework of the scheme.
Whilst it is the case that overall application has been disappointing, it is on the other
hand diffrcult to quantify whatever success there has been, as precise objectives for the
measures have never been cleady defined. Furthermore, the major targets of the
measures do vary fairly widely whilst at the same time being complementary amongst
themselves and with the Community's general market policy.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to find much encouragement from the data available. For
example, in the case of set-aside having been applied for two full marketing years, the
following table shows that 800 000 hectares have been withdrawn from production. This
represents only 2.4oÄ of the Community's total cereals area and an even smaller
percentage (1.2%) of production-or 2 million tonnes out of a total of around
160 million tonnes.
129. The Commission has recently proposed to the Council measures designed to
stimulate the use of set-aside acreage for ecological purposes and for forestry.
Additionally, and in the context of set-aside, the Council adopted Regulation (EEC)
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No 2176/90 in July. This allows Member States to provide aid for the use of cereals for
non-food purposes. Eligibility is subject to a number of conditions which seek both to
encourage set-aside of arable land and to avoid an increase in cereals production.
The effectiveness of extensification is even more diflicult to evaluate with any degree of
objectivity, as Member States have only very recently started to show any interest in its
Set-aside of arable land 1989/90
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application. However, with the intention of making the extensification scheme simpler
and more flexible, the Commission has recently proposed to the Council the linking of
two closely related measures, namely the 'production methods' or 'qualitative' option,
and the measure in favour of more environmentally friendly agriculture under Article 19
of Regulation (EEC) No 797185.
Early retirement schemes for farmers are optional and so far only one Member State
(Germany) has taken up the option. It is being applied without assistance from
Community funds and only a small number of farmers have so far benefited from the
scheme.
The income aids scheme only came into effect very recently-at the end of 1989-and as
a result has, so far, been extremely limited in its application. It is only applied at present
in The Netherlands and France.
From this brief description it is not difficult to conclude that a great deal needs to be
done to improve the implementation of structural stabilizers, to avoid discrepancies
between Member States and thus encourage farmers to adapt to rapidly changing
conditions.
Regional measures
130, The policy followed for the farm sector as a result of the reform of the structural
Funds has been described in Chapter IL As 1990 was the year in which regional
programmes only started to be implemented it is not possible at this date to give any
firm indication as to the results. However, it is possible to show the distribution of
credits to the different structural Funds for the period 1989 to 1992. The table below
gives this distribution.
Yearly allocation by fund and objective
(million ECU)





























































131. In February 1990, the Council decided to adopt the programme for research and
technical development in the areas of agricultural competition and the management of
agricultural resources. This programme will run for five years from 26 February 1990
and covers an estimated cost of ECU 55 million.
This programme, carried out under contract, is divided into four main sections:
(i) reconversion, diversification (including extensification), cost reduction and protec-
tion of the countryside;
(ii) product quality, new uses for agricultural products, animal and plant health
aspects;
(iii) socio-economic aspects and specific invitations aimed at all regions where develop-
ment has lagged behind;
(iv) methods of diffusing information on agricultural research.
Furthermore, the current agricultural research programme is to be both intensified and
included as part of the third prograrnme (1990-94). In this respect a specific programme
in the agricultural and agro-industrial research area has been provided for at an
estimated cost of ECU 333 million.
Environment
132. A programme designed to assist those farmers who introduce or maintain
practices sympathetic to the environment was introduced in June 1987. Since that date
the Commission has recognized the eligibility of over 30 schemes, in the UK, Germany,
The Netherlands and Denmark. A number of other schemes are under consideration.
The aid granted to those areas judged suitable as regards the environment was increased
to ECU 150 per hectare.
Forestry
133. Application of the Community's forestry action prograrnme was reinforced in
1990. Horizontal measures covered by Articles 20 and 20(a) of Regulation (EEC)
No 797/85 were taken in the UK and Ireland. Denmark, Greece, the Netherlands and
Portugal also presented proposals in this area.
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Regulations (EEC) Nos 866/90 and 867190 proved attractive in a number of Member
States as regards the processing and marketing of cork (Regulation (EEC) No 866/90)
and of forestry products (Regulation (EEC) No 867/90).
The Permanent Committee on Forestry met a number of times during the year and
through its subgroups supervised the regulations on forestry protection.
As regards regional forestry measures the Commission adopted in July the first
operational forestry programme in Ireland. In a number of other cases, operational
programmes for zones covered by Objectives I and 5b have been submitted to the
Commission.

Vl Financing of the CAP 1990
134. In 1988, the first year of application of budgetary discipline for the EAGGF
Guarantee Section, the guideline was fixed at F:CU 27 500 million. For subsequent
years, the annual rate of increase of the guideline and, consequently, the annual rate of
increasing EAGGF Guarantee expenditure, has been limited to 74oÄ of the annual
gross domestic product growth rate in the Community for the period concerned. This
means that the guideline has been fixed as follows:
1989: ECU 28624 million,
1990: ECU 30630 million,
1991 : ECU 32 5ll million.
The guideline covers all agricultural market expenditure (Titles I and 2 of the budget)
and the share of the expenditure resulting from the set-aside of arable land (Article 390
of the budget) falling under the EAGGF Guarantee Section. Although they are part of
the expenditure financed by the EAGGF Guarantee Section, the expenditure covered by
the Fisheries Guarantee Fund (Chapter 40) and the repayment to the Member States of
expenditure for the depreciation of stocks of agricultural products and the special
disposal of butter from public stocks (Chapter 81), are not included in the guideline.
135. To complement these restrictions on expenditure, two special measures have been
introduced:
(a) The systematic depreciation of the book value of stocks.
In the case of new stocks, this depreciation is financed under Titles I and 2 of the
budget and, in the case of stocks built up in the past, under Chapter 81 of the
budget. The appropriations allocated to the latter remain outside the scope of the
agricultural guideline and amounted to ECU 1 200 million in 1988 and
ECU I 400 million for the 1989 and 1990 financial years. Part of these amounts also
covers the repayment to the Member States of expenditure resulting from the special
disposal of butter in 1987 and 1988, for which they had made advance payments.
This policy of stock depreciation, combined with the effects of stabilizers and the
relatively favourable situation on world markets, has led to the burden of the past
being lightened more quickly. This has made it possible for the Commission, in its
preliminary draft budget for 199I, to propose an appropriation of only
ECU 810 million earmarked solely for the repayment of expenditure for the specific
disposal of butter from public stocks.
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(b) Financing the impact of US dollar movements on agricultural expenditure.
The substantial effect of changes in the value of the US dollar on EAGGF
Guarantee expenditure cannot be overlooked. Most production aid and all export
refunds are fixed on the basis of the difference between Community prices in ecus
and world market prices which are usually in US dollars. Therefore, in order to
minimize the disadvantages resulting from significant and unexpected movements
in the US dollar/ecu exchange rate as compared with the rate used when the budget
is prepared, a monetary reserve of ECU I 000 million is entered every year in the
budget (Chapter 102) in the form of a provisional appropriation. At the end of the
financial year, depending on whether these exchange-rate changes have led to
additional budget costs or savings, the budgetary authority makes transfers from
the reserve to the corresponding EAGGF Guarantee headings, or in the other
direction, up to a limit of ECU I 000 million, but only where further costs or
savings exceed a threshold set at ECU 400 million.
Thus the savings made during the 1989 financial year as a result of the increase in
the value of the US dollar against the rate used for the 1989 budget were estimated
at ECU I 219 million. Consequently, the part of the savings exceeding the
threshold of ECU 400 million, i.e. ECU 819 million, was transferred to the
monetary reserve.
Parallel with these measures, in order to monitor correct implementation of the
agricultural budget and underpin compliance with the guideline, an early-warning
system has been set up. By monitoring expenditure chapter by chapter every
month, the guideline should not be threatened. The Commission draws up a
monthly report on these budgetary control measures and presents it to Parliament
and the Council, which can then take the necessary action to ensure compliance
with the guideline.
The EAGGF and its f inancial resources
136. The EAGGF has two sections: the Guarantee Section, which finances the
common organization of agricultural markets, and the Guidance Section, which covers
Community expenditure on agricultural structures. The Guarantee Section also contrib-
utes to the financing of the Fisheries Guarantee Fund (Chapter 40), as well as to certain
measures taken within the context of the reform of the CAP: set-aside of agricultural
land (Article 390), depreciation of agricultural stocks, costs incurred by Member States
on the specific disposal of butter from public stocks (Chapter 81).
The EAGGF is an integral part of the Community budget and its appropriations are
therefore fixed according to budgetary procedures as with other Community expendi-
ture.
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Community market policy also generates revenue, namely:
(a) levies: these are variable charges on imports from third countries of agricultural
products covered by a common organization of the markets and are designed to
compensate for the difference between world market prices and agreed price levels
within the Community;
(b) payments collected under the common organization of the market in sugar and
isoglucose: the production levy, the elimination levy, the additional elimination
levy and (for sugar only) the storage levy. These levies ensure that support
measures for the sugar market are financed by growers and manufacturers.
Such revenue forms part of the Community's own resources.
137. Under the market organizations for milk and milk products and for cereals,
producers make a financial contribution called the'co-responsibility levy'and, if milk
production quotas or the maximum guaranteed quantity for cereals are exceeded an
'additional levy' is paid. Such revenue does not form part of the Community's own
resources and is considered to be the result of measures to stabilize the agricultural
markets.
The receipts are paid into the budget chapter under which the expenditure is incurred.
They are used to cover surplus disposal costs and, in the milk products sector, to
finance specific measures. In the 1989 financial year this financial contribution by
producers came to ECU 890 million for milk (as compared with ECU 536 million the
previous year) and ECU 799 million for cereals (as compared with ECU 678 million the
previous year). At 3l August 1990 the corresponding figures were ECU 414 million
(milk) and ECU 642 million (cereals).
Initial budget for 1990
million ECU
EAGGF Guarantee Section (Titles I and 2)
Set-aside of arable land (Article 390)-part-financed by the Guarantee Section
Fisheries Guarantee Fund (Chapter 40)
RgnaVment to the Member States of expenditure incurred for the depreciation of stocks
of agricultural products and the specifrc disposal of butter fiom public stocks
(Chapter 8l)
Total for the Guarantee Section





(t) Including an appropriation- of ECU 2l nillior mtercd in Chaptq 100 which is of a pudy provisional naturc md is intmded to finan€
measues for the fight against fraud in the field covered bv ihe EAGGF Guarantde Seötibn.
O This figure may be incrorcd by üp to ECU 1000 million'from the monetary reserye in Chapter 102 (ree above).
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The initial Community budget was amended during the year by supplementary and
amending budgets Nos l/90 and 2190 which did not directly affect agriculture.
The breakdown of 1990 budget appropriations by sector and economic nature of the
measures is given in Tables 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 (statistical annex).
Receipts for the Community's own resources
under the common agricultural policy
(r) Including the elimination levy amounting to ECU 68.3 million in 1986, ECU 87 million in 1987, ECU 94.1 nillion in 1988, ECU
.' 
89.3 miläon in 1989, ECU 89.0 million'in 1990 and 92.0 million in 1991, and the additional elimination levy amouting to ECU
234.2nillion in 19E7, ECU 110.8 million in 1988, ECU 175.5 million in 1989, ECU 183.5 million in 190 and ECU 19.2 nillion in
199t.(2) 1990 budset.(3i teet pretäninary draft budget.
The EAGGF Guarantee Section
138. Essentially the EAGGF Guarantee Section finances expenditure on the common
organization of the agricultural markets: refunds on exports to third countries and the
cost of measures to stabilize agricultural markets. Depending on the product, such
measures may take the form of production aid or premiums, price compensatory
measures, compensation for the withdrawal of products from the market or storage aid.
However, over the past few years and in particular as a result of the reorganization of
the CAP, the EAGGF Guarantee Section has been used increasingly to finance
measures more related to agricultural structures, rural development, charitable meas-
ures, etc. than with the common organization of the markets proper. For example: the
distribution of agricultural products to deprived persons in the Community, measures to
combat fraud and to promote quality and information on rural development, not to
mention the set-aside of arable land and the granting of grubbing-up premiums for the
abandonment of certain areas under vines.
Until 1986 the financial year coincided with the calendar year. Under the arrangements
introduced in 1987, however, a new date was set for the closure of the EAGGF
(million ECU )
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Total 2 287 .0 3 097.8 2 895.3 2 664.3 2 537 .0 2 430.7
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Guarantee Section accounts for the 1987, (1) lgSS (2) and subsequent financial years, (3)
producing a timeJag between the financial year and the calendar year and making it
diffrcult to compare 1987 and 1988 with other financial years.
Changes to the rules governing the EAGGF Guarantee Section
139. In the first half of 1990, the rules governing the EAGGF Guarantee Section were
changed or amended, (a) most notably by Regulation (EEC) No 618/90 of 14 March
1990 laying down rules for drawing up the annual inventory of agricultural products in
public storage. (5) As a result of the European Court of Auditors' special report on
public storage, (6) it was necessary to tighten up the financial rules in this regard. For
this reason Council Regulation (EEc) No 3757/89 (7) lays down the obligation to
estabüsh during each financial year an inventory for each product which is the subject
of Community intervention in the form of public storage. Regulation (EEC) No 618/90
lays down the rules for this annual inventory, taking into account the special
requirements of each product involved.
A further example is Regulation (EEC) No 775190 of 29 March 1990 (8) amending
Regulation (EEC) No 2776/88 on data to be sent by the Member States with a view to
the booking of expenditure financed under the Guarantee Section of the European
Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGD. e)
This Regulation alters the time by which accounting data, and any information
explaining payment trends which clearly diverge from the forecastso have to be sent.
Finally, since trends in the rice sector indicated that the intervention agencies were likely
to buy in certain amounts of this product, a depreciation coefficient for buying-in had
to be fixed, and this was done in Regulation (EEC) No 890/90 of 6 April l9eO.1to)
(t) 1987 financial year: expenditure is for a l0-month period from I January 1987 to the end of
October/beginning of November 1987.('?) 1988 financial year: expenditure is for an 1l |-month period from the beginning of November 1987 to 15
October 1988.
C) 1989 and subsequent financial years: expenditure is for a l2-month period from 16 October to 15 October of
the following year.
(a) See also'Enquiries and irregularities-stepping up the fight against fraud'below.
c) oJ L 67, rs.3.r990.(6) oJ c 274, 24.10.1988.(7) oJ L365, 1s.12.1989.
o oJ L83, 30.3.1990.() oJ L249, 8.9.1988.(to) oJ L 92, 7 .4.t990.
(i)
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Public stocks
140. As shown in Table 3.4.5 (statistical annex), the book value of public stocks
decreased very considerably during the 1989 financial year, confirming the trend
observed last year. It fell from ECU 3 303 million on 3l December 1988 to ECU 1 032
million on 3l December 1989 - a fall of ECU 2271 million (69%). These figures must
be compared with the book value of stocks on 31 December 1987, which reached
ECU 9 368 million.
This positive development resulted from a more dynamic disposal policy and from the
depreciation measures taken in 1988 and 1989. For the latter financial year, depreciation
measures were applied in the following sectors: cereals, milk products, tobacco,
beef/veal, oils and fats, and alcohol.
As regards the quantities in stock, between 1988 and 1989 there was:
a fall, to a lesser or greater extent depending on the sector involved, for cereals in
general (with the exception of rye and especially maize), oils and fats, milk products
and beef;
an increase for alcohol and tobacco.
However, as is shown by the analysis of the agricultural markets in Chapter IV, the
favourable trend up to the end of last year was not maintained in 1990. In some sectors
there was in fact an increase in the quantities in stock, in particular of:
(i) milk products as a result of the fall in consumption and international market
trends:
(ii) beef as a result of an increase in buying-in due to a fall in consumption, largely due
to the cattle epidemic in the United Kingdom, and a small increase in
production;
(iii) cereals (more than any other sector), in particular bread-making common wheat,
massive amounts being bought in during the second half of the 1989/90 marketing
year. Rice stocks also made their appearance.
Clearance of accounts
141. The clearance of the EAGGF Guarantee Section accounts represents the
definitive recognition of expenditure incurred by Member States under the common
agricultural policy, after verification of the annual claims and after on-the-spot checks
in respect of the various files.
(ii)
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In 1990 the Commission
same time checks began
financial year.
Details of the clearance
Financial Report on the
cleared the 1988 accounts
at the disbursing agencies
covering ECLJ 27 700 million. At the
on expenditure claimed for the 1989
procedure are published every year by the Commission in its
EAGGF Guarantee Section.
Enquiries and irregularities - stepping
up the fight against fraud
142. In 1990 the Commission continudd and intensified its activities in the fight against
fraud, in particular in the agricultural sector. The set of measures adopted by the
Council and the Commission to combat fraud and irregularities committed to the
detriment of the EAGGF more effectively follow three complementary approaches:
(i) An increase in the technical and personnel resources of the national control
authorities by means of a Community financial contribution provided for in
various Regulations (Council Regulation (EEC) No 4045/89 of 21 December
1989, (t) and Regulation (EEC) No 1863/90 laying down detailed rules for its
application, (2) a proposal for a Regulation dated 25 April 1990 (3) on monitoring
by the national control authorities, computerization of expenditure control in
Portugal, and the participation of the Member States' customs and investigation
services in the Scent system).
(ii) An increase in the quantitative and qualitative level of controls by the implemen-
tation from 1 July 1990 of Regulation (EEC) No 4045/89 providing for an increase
of approximately 40oÄ, in three stages, of the retrospective checks made on the
commercial documents of those receiving or making payments to or from the
EAGGF, with a stepping up of checks on those areas and products representing a
high fraud risk.
Furthermore, Council Regulation (EEC) No 386/90 (o) of t2 February 1990
provides for a minimum number of physical checks, harmonized in all Member
States, to be carried out at the time of export of agricultural products receiving
refunds. In addition, numerous regulations governing the various aid schemes have
been adapted in order to more closely define the checks to be carried out, case by
case, by the Member States, and the administrative penalties incurred in the event
of non-compliance with the rules by beneficiaries.
(t) oJ L 388, 30.t2.1989.
(2) oJ L r70, 3.7.1990.
(3) oJ c 126, 22.5.1990.
(o) oJ L 42, t6.2.1990.
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Finally, on ll May 1990 the Commission adopted and proposed to the Council a
Regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 283172, (t) providing for more detailed
information to be provided on cases of fraud or irregularity detected by the
Member States' authorities.
(iii) Revision, simplification and coordination of agricultural legislation. In order to
prevent fraud being provoked by rules which are too complicated or diffrcult to
apply, the Commission undertook to review agricultural legislation and for this
purpose on 28 March 1990 commissioned a highJevel group of experts (Lachaux
group) to review this legislation and propose any simplifications necessary.
Parallel to this on 30 April 1990 it adopted new internal rules of procedure
applicable to all new agricultural regulations affecting the EAGGF, placing the
emphasis on the a priori examination of planned measures from the point of view
of the control methods to be implemented and the measures' practical applica-
bility.
At the same time the 'Annex II' document which served as proof of release for
consumption in third countries for agricultural products receiving export refunds,
and which proved to be easily susceptible to fraud, was abolished by Regulation
(EEC) No 354/90 of 9 February 1990. (2)
The Commission also introduced a measure aimed at reducing the number of
subheadings in the nomenclature used for the payment of refunds, which produced
its first results, in the beef sector (reduction of one third) and in the fruit and
vegetable sector.
It also began using remote sensing to monitor area-related aid. In 1990 a census of
the areas given over to durum wheat was carried out in selected parts of Italy and
Greece in order to verify the corresponding national data. In l99l direct control
down to farmer level will be tested in defined locations for all crops receiving
area-related aid. These checks will be based on remote sensing.
Expenditure on agricultural rnarkets in 1990
143. The provisional outturn of the 1990 budget shows a surplus of appropriations of
the order of ECU 1403 million. On the basis of the information supplied by the
Member States, aggregate expenditure is estimated to be ECU 25 049 million as against
the budget estimate of ECU 26 452 million.
In spite of the unfavourable trend in the ecu/US dollar exchange rate which has proved
to be lower than that used to draw up the budget, this situation results from a major
(t)  oJ c 138, 7.7.199A.
(2) oJ L 38, 10.2.1990.
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underconsumption of appropriations in some sectors such as sugar, oils and fats, vine
products, fruit and vegetables, sheepmeat and goatmeat. By contrast, in other sectors
such as milk products, tobacco and protein crops, there is an overconsumption of
appropriations. In order to prevent the trends in the various sectors leading to
insufficient appropriations, in spite of the efforts at restraint and the various economy
measures, the budgetary authority made transfers within the financial framework of the
EAGGF Guarantee Section in order to increase the appropriations of those chapters
whose financial needs were greater than forecast.
Finally, in accordance with Article l0 of the Regulation of 2l April 1970, (r) on
5 September 1990 the Commission adopted, for transmission to the Council and the
European Parliament, the lgth Financial Report on the administration of the EAGGF
Guarantee Section (1989 financial year).
The EAGGF Guidance Section
144. Financing by the EAGGF Guidance Section has been changed considerably by
the reform of the structural Funds which entered into force on I January 1989. In th!
past it acted on the basis of regulations or directives in respect of each of the measures
financed and, from the point of view of management, two types of scheme were
distinguished:
(D 'direct measures', for which the Commission granted Guidance Section aid directly
to the applicant in respect of a specific investment project. The decision to grant aid
thus forged a direct link between the Community and the beneficiary, the aid being
paid to the beneficiary and not the Member State;
(iD 'indirect measures', for which the Section reimbursed to the Member States part of
the eligible expenditure effected in accordance with Community rules and, where
appropriate, with national implementing provisions.
With the reform of the structural Funds, direct measures were replaced by operational
programmes subject to the cornmon detailed rules laid down in Regulation (EEC)
No 4253/88. (2) Such programmes are also the preferred instrument for regional schemes
of the type commonly implemented as indirect measures in the past. These changes
should contribute towards some administrative de,centralization and make applications
more flexible.
145. Of course, the reform will not only improve structural intervention methods. It
also redefines the objectives, which are now grouped as follows:
(t) oJ L 94, 28.4.1970.
(') OJ L 374, 31.12.1988, p. 1.
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Objective I : to promote the development of regions lagging behind: the EAGGF
Guidance Section supports this regional objective by means of general activities
(see Objective 5a below) and specific programmes. Community financing rates in
these regions are higher than normal;
Objective 5a: general measures on agricultural structures applied in all regions;
Objective 5b: specific programmes to promote the development of certain rural
areas not covered by Objective l.
The EAGGF Guidance Section is not involved with Objectives 2 (regions affected by
industrial decline), 3 or 4 (objectives linked to employment).The necessary adjustments
to the rules (including amendments to Regulation (EEC) No 797/85 (t) and the
replacement of Regulation (EEC) No 355/77 (2) have been made by Regulation (EEC)
No 3808/89 (3) and Regulations (EEC) Nos 866/90 (a) and 867190, (5) to ensure that the
measures covered by Objective 5a are brought into effect as from 1990. For the indirect
measures provided for in Regulation (EEC) No 797/85 the financing procedures will
remain broadlv the same.
Financing
146. EAGGF Guidance Section expenditure broken down by Member State for
1985-89 and by Objective for 1987-89 was as follows:
EAGGF Guidance Section exlDenditure (commitment appropriations) (million ECU)
(t) 1985 : EUR/10.
o 1986-89 : EUR/12.(3) Not including commitments for Regulation No 1852178 (fisheries).







































































Total (3) 898.293 972.534 938.938 1 180.000 | 46r.99r
( t )  OJ L 93,  30.3.1985.  p 1.
(2) OJ L 51, 23.2.1977, p. 1.
(3) OJ L 371,20.12.1989, p. 1.
(o) OJ L 91, 6.4.1990, p. l .
(5) OJ L 91, 6.4.1990, p. 7.
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(million ECU)
Objective 1987 1988 1989
Objective 1 (regions lagging behind)
Objective 5a (agricultural structures)










Total 938.938 l 180.000 r 46r.991
(r) Estimates based on rcgional statistics of actual exlrcnditwe.(z) Expenditue under previous measures which cannöt be allocated to my of the objrctives defined by the new rules.
The 1989 budget outturn for the EAGGF Guidance Section was very high, at 99.80Ä in
commitment appropriations and 98.5% in payment appropriations, the available
appropriations in 1989 being ECU | 465.3 million for commitment and ECU I 369.4
million for payment.
The appropriations in the 1990 budget amount to ECU I 700 million for commitment(including ECU 33.9 million for investment projects for marketing and processing
fishery products entered in the budget with the other fisheries appropriations),
equivalent to 15.20Ä of the structural Funds, and ECU 1 651.5 million for payment.
However, these amounts were reviewed in the light of the community support
frameworks for Objectives I and 5b. As a result of a transfer of appropriations within
the total amount allocated to the structural Funds, the EAGGF Guidance budget has
been increased to ECU I 821 million (of which ECU 48.9 million is for projects in the
fisheries sector).
The draft budget for 1991 totals ECU 2424 nillion (including F;CU 46 million for
projects in the fisheries sector) for commitment and ECU 2 022 milllon for payment.
The commitment appropriations represent lSYo of the total figure for the structural
Funds.
The budgetary situation for the set-aside scheme (half of which is financed by the
Guidance Section and half by the Guarantee Section) is as follows: the overall budget
will increase from ECU 140 million in 1990 to ECU 200 million in 1991. The budget for
agricultural income aid will also increase. from ECU 155 million in 1990 to ECU 200
million in 1991.

Vll - External relat ions
147- The relentless internationalization of agriculture together with the Europöan
Community's unique role as the world's largest importer and-second largest exportär of
agricultural products mean that developments in the external relations field have an
ever-increasing effect on the European farm sector. Two major events dominated the
external relations field in so far as Community agriculture was concerned in 1990.
However, since their full effects were not apparent by the end of the year and, in any
event, are likely to be felt for some considerable time to come, they both contributed,
together with other factors, towards an atmosphere of uncertainty and anxiety u-orrg.i
those involved in agriculture.
They were, first, the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations and, second, the
historic developments in Eastern and Central Europe, particularly the unification of
Germany. In the latter case, of course, following unificition on 3 October, this is no
longer an external relations matter.
Activities within GATT
148- The Uruguay Round launched in Punta del Este in September 1986 was due to
end in Brussels in December 1990. The year's activities in GATT have as a result been
primarily taken up with the final phase of these negotiations
(a) Fulfilling the commitments entered into by all contracting parties first at Punta del
Este in 1986 to achieve greater market orientation in agriculture, and later at the
mid-term review in 1989 to make substantial reductions in support and protection,
the European Community, at the beginning of November, made its negotiating
offer. Its proposal includes the following major elements:
(i) to reduce internal support for all the major products, as measured by the
aggregate measure of support, by 30% over the period 19g6-96;
(ii) to convert variable levies and other non-tariff measures into tariffs composed
of a fixed element and a corrective factor and to reduce this external
protection in line with that of internal support;
(iii) to rebalance support and protection so as to correct the disturbances caused
by current imbalances.
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The Community, in its proposal, also emphasized that the proposed reductions in
support would automatically result in lower export refunds and reaflirmed the
great importance it attaches to its relations with, and commitments to, developing
countries.
In a separate initiative the Commission undertook to present proposals before the
end of the year to help cushion the effects of the cuts in support arising from the
Uruguay Round and from other changes to the CAP.
(b) Two special groups-one set up in 1988 and the other in 1989-both published
their reports in 1990.
The first, created at the request of the United States to examine the Community's
arrangements for oilseeds, made two important points:
(i) that the Community's oilseeds regime was not in conformity with the
requirements of the GATT in that the subsidies paid could be partially
retained by processors and that the aid was only available on Community
products;
(iD second, that the subsidy completely protected Community products and
operators from international price movements and as a result negated the tariff
concession.
Consequently, the panel recommended that the Community be asked to bring its
legislation on the matter into conformity with the GATT within a reasonable
period. The Community, whilst indicating its reserve over some of the legal aspects
of the case, nevertheless announced its intention to conform with the recorlmen-
dations and to make any necessary changes to its legislation when implementing the
results of the Uruguay Round.
The second, a panel set up at the request of the Cornmunity to examine the legality
of the measures taken by the United States in the sugar sector, particularly those
stemming from the temporary waiver granted by the GATT in 1955, published its
report on 22 Jantary 1990.
The Community, whilst not wishing to block the adoption of the report, made clear
its reservations over some of its conclusions. In effect, the panel's conclusions
appeared to accept that concessions could be rendered ineffective by means of
intirnal legislation-an interpretation which throws considerable doubt on the
value of undertakings on tariffs. On the other hand, the way in which the US
applied the derogation granted in 1955 was held to be incompatible with the
general rules of the GATT.
Relat ions wi th  industr ia l ized countr ies
149. Led by President Delors for the Commission and Secretary of State Baker for the
US, a full EC (Commission)/US ministerial meeting took place on 23 April 1990 in
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Washington. Such occasions put EC/US relations concerning agricultural affairs into a
wider context, and provide an opportunity for the Commission to maintain its dialogue
with the US Administration on agricultural matters at the highest level. During his visit
to the US, the Commissioner responsible for agriculture and rural development also met
his counterpart, the US Secretary of Agriculture, and Congressional eaders in order to
exchange views on issues relating to agricultural and trade policies.
The failure to resolve the so-called hormones dispute continues to give rise for concern.
Since January 1989, the US has applied unilateral measures against some USD 100
million worth of imports from the Community as retaliation agiinst the Community's
introduction of a ban on the use of hormones for fattening purposes in miat
production. The special task force set up following ministerial-level discussions in
February 1989 to explore ways of scaling down the trade damage caused by this dispute
has met with only limited results to date.
150. EC agricultural trade with the US has also been disrupted since February 1990
when US officials found traces of a fungicide, procymidone, in certain samples of ritte
imported from the Community. The particular fungicide is widely used 
-both 
in the
Community and around the world on a number of crops and poses no threat to human
health in the concentrations found. Nevertheless, as it ii not registered in the US and as
there is no maximum residue level or tolerance fixed in ÜS legislation, imported
products found to contain any trace of the chemical are blocked from entry. The
manufacturer of the chemical requested the fixing of a tolerance, and submitted the
necessary supporting documentation in May. Subsequently, the US agreed to expedite
its scientific review and explore ways to help mitigate the trade impacts. To this end, EC
toxicology experts replied to questions posed by US oflicial scientists. However, by
October 1990, a decision had still not been taken to alleviate this trade problem.
The beef dispute with Canada remains unresolved. Canada neither accepts the findings
of a GATT panel in September 1987 which condemned its imposition ol a countervail-
ing duty on imports of Community beef nor has it been wiiting to reach a bilateral
settlement. Consultations on this and other agricultural concerns, including agricultural
policy, the implementation of the so-called Liquor Boards Agreement, wine and spirit
appellations and other issues of mutual concern, continue within the framewori of
EC I Canada ministerial meetings.
151. Agricultural relations with Japan remain difficult. In 1990 no progress was made
on the Community's long-standing requests concerning the elimination of quantitative
restrictions on its starch and preserved cream exports, the implementation of November
1987 commitments based on Article XXIV.6 of the GATT following the accession of
Spain and Portugal to the EC, the reduction of import duties on some processed
agricultural products as well as the adoption of plant health laws in iine with
international practices.
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In 1990, meetings took place with Korea aimed at obtaining improved access for some
EC products. These meätings were concerned primarily with alcoholic beverages, pork
meai, counterfeiting practicis, phytosanitary and veterinary legislation, as well as the
elimination of quantitative restrictions on some agricultural and food products.
Bilateral relations between the Community and New Zealand were dominated by talks
about the Community's import regime for sheepmeat and the world market for dairy
products.
Lines of communication with Australia were kept open with visits by Australian
ministers to the Commission and meetings between highJevel offrcials. Views and
perspectives on the Uruguay Round, developments in Central and Eastern Europe and
itre wortd market for beef and dairy products were reviewed on these occasions.
Relations with Central and Eastern Europe
152. The Community continued its assistance launched in 1989 to Central and Eastern
European countries in order to support their efforts towards economic restructuring.
The öeneralized Scheme of Preferences was extended to Poland and Hungary and tariff
quotas were introduced for certain agricultural products of particular interest to these
Countries. The nonJevy quotas for sheepmeat within the framework of voluntary
restraint agreements were increased for Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria,
Yugoslavia and the German Democratic Republic. Community assistance to Poland in
the framework of the Phare operations included a plant protection programme which
provided 6 500 tonnes of plant protection products together with technical assistance in
inir n"tA for a total amount of ECU 50 million, a programme for the delivery of animal
feed for a total value of ECU 20 million, and a programme providing a foreign
exchange credit line of ECU 30 million to assist private farmers requiring imported
inputs änd equipment. In addition, the Commission, in close cooperation with lhe
World Bank änd the Polish Government, carried out an in-depth study of Polish
agriculture to help define an agricultural strategy for Poland, which could serve as a
fäme of reference for further support. For Hungary an assistance programme totalling
ECU 20 million for the development of private agriculture is planned. It is intended that
the assistance within the framework of Phare be offered also to other Eastern and
Central European countries.
Deliveries of food aid continued during the first months of 1990. An additional amount
of 300 000 tonnes of breadmaking wheat was delivered to Poland. However, due to
lower consumption than initially expected and a good harvest this year, no further food
aid has been necessary.
The food aid supplied to Poland is sold on the Polish market at prevailing market prices
and the return fiöm the sales is collected (counterpart funds) and reallocated mainly as
loans for private investments in farming and the agro-processing industry.
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The Community also provided 250 000 tonnes of feed grain,20 000 tonnes of beef, 5 000
tonnes of butter and 5 000 tonnes of olive oil as food aid to Romania. The entire cost of
this operation (ECU 41 million) has been paid out of EAGGF funds. For the time
being, however, further support is halted in the light of political events in Romania
which have not created conditions suitable for coordinated assistance.
Relations with EFTA countries
153. Following Austria's application for accession made on 14 July 1989, the
Commission services have undertaken the work necessary for drawing up a report to the
Council-as required by the Treaties-on the possible effects of such accession.
The agricultural content of this report will consist mainly of a comparison between the
various instruments relating to the common agricultural policy and to that of Austrian
agricultural policy and to determine whether the extension of Community provisions to
Austria might present problems.
It is the Community's view that agriculture is a key factor in the overall balance of any
agreement relating to a European economic area. However, given the sector's special-
ized character it is considered advisable to deal with it separately in any negotiations.
Indeed, the free circulation of agricultural products within the Community is only made
possible through the application of the CAP. It would thus appear unrealistic to extend
the same degree of liberty to a number of countries which have different policies in this
area. Nevertheless, this should not prevent trading conditions being eased and improved
as far as possible. In this particular regard, the Commission has made proposalJ in the
veterinary and plant health areas on price compensation systems (levies/refunds),
customs duties, quantitative restrictions and licences.
Relat ions with developing countr ies
154. During 1990, the Council approved the protocol renewing for a further period of
four years (1991-94) the cooperation agreement between Thailand and the Cornmunity
regarding the production of and trade in manioc. Apart from a provision regarding
flexibility, the agreement keeps quantities at current levels (21 million tonnes) ]or thä
extended period.
FAO and food aid
155. Exploratory discussions between the Commission and the FAO on improving the
legal status of the Community in that body continued in 1990. This mattär was also
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discussed in various Community and FAO forums with a view to according the
Community a status corresponding to its competences.
The Community continued to operate its own food aid programme during 1990. On
19 March 1990, the Commission took a decision fixing the total quantities of food aid
for 1990 and established a list of products. It included 1 360 000 tonnes of cereals (this
includes the Community's contribution to the 1986 Food Aid Convention), 94 100
tonnes of milk powder, 18 000 tonnes of butteroil, 50 000 tonnes of vegetable oil and
15 000 tonnes of sugar and other products (beans, pulses, dried fish, in addition to
produce purchased locally). This represents a total value of ECU 40 million-or a 33oÄ
increase over the 1989 figure.
Vll l  Agriculture in East Germany
156. On 3 October 1990 the territory of the former German Democratic Republic was
integrated into a unified Germany and became part of the European Economic
Comrnunity.
The aim of this special section added to the Report on the agricultural situation in the
Community is to give some key figures on agriculture in East Germany (the former
German Democratic Republic).
In future reports, as a result of the unification of Germany, this information will be
gradually incorporated into the data on the European community as a whole.
157. The utilized agricultural area of ,r" *rrn"* of the former German Democratic
Republic is 6 171 000 hectares, 4 576 000 of which , or 74o/o, are arable land. Soil quality
is very variable but some of the best German land is to be found in East Germany;
about 20oÄ of the soil is extremely poor (sandy and light) and is in principle scarcely
suitable for agricultural production.
The agricultural work force is quite large, more than l0oÄ of the total work force, but
the major agricultural units also carry out a great deal of work which is not directly
connected with production, such as building, repair, welfare and cultural services. Only
abot:i' 600Ä of the agricultural labour force is directly engaged in production. This low
percentage represents an average of 8.2 persons per 100 hectares of land.
Investment amounts to 7 to 80Ä of national investment, and agriculture's contribution
to the gross national product is about 10%. These latter two indicators are, however,
distorted by the authorities' arbitrary fixing of price levels.
158. The main feature of agriculture in the territory of the former German Democratic
Republic is its organization.5.S5 million hectares, or 95oÄ of the total agricultural area,
are managed by only 4 751 holdings (465 of these holdings are the direct property of the
State and 3 855 are cooperatives). (t) Also, most of the holdings specialiie either in
livestock or in crop production. These two features are the direct result of a philosophy
(t) htf*-"*" valid for 1988.
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moving towards the introduction of industrial production methods'. The consequence
of this is that the average size of crop farms is about 4 500 hectares whilst that of dairy
farms is of the order of 740 cows.
In many cases, farm machinery is not suitable for large units, particularly in livestock
production. The separation of crop and livestock production is not very effrcient
because of both logistical and environmental problems.
The performance of the processing industry for agricultural products is on the whole
very poor. This sector, which employs about 240 000 persons, basically revolves around
the central'Kombinate', whose facilities are, however, quite scattered. Since l98l
investment has shown a negative rate of growth and machinery is, as a result, totally
obsolete. This also has an adverse effect on the quality of products. In technical and
economic terms, the processing industry is generally regarded as far less competitive
than primary agricultural production. The inadequacy of processing capacity is
regarded as the main stumbling block for the development of agricultural production in
the five new Lönder. One negative consequence of this situation can be seen in the very
serious marketing problems which agriculture in the former German Democratic
Republic has been faced with since I July 1990.
159. The German unification process resulted in the de facto creation of a customs
union as from I July 1990.
From I August, through specific legislation, the free circulation of agricultural products
was established between the two parts of Germany but was accompanied by safeguard
clauses designed to avoid serious economic difficulties for Member States.
With unification on 3 October an interim period was introduced during which all CAP
measures will be progressively applied across the whole of Germany.
In the case of market regulations, internal support and the major measures such as
intervention and production aids are being generally applied. The external aspects of the
CAP with its refund and levy systems have been applied in their entirety.
160. However, the application of Community legislation has required some adapta-
tion:
(i) adaptation of the measures for stabilizing expenditure to take account of East
German production;
(ii) the discounting of this production against the MGQ but the full application of
penalties triggered by overshooting;
(iii) changes to the sugar and milk quotas;
(iv) measures to assist the restructuring of these sectors and to compensate for other
specific effects.
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An additional ECU 3 billion for the period l99l-97 was granted for structural policies,
and various regional measures, particularly through investment aid, are yet to be taken
to help farmers adapt to the new situation.
In the field of harmonization of legislation, derogations have been provided for which
should end wherever possible by the end of 1992.
Finally, without calling into question the principle of Community preference a number
of obligations entered into by the former German Democratic Republic with Eastern
bloc countries were taken into consideration.
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Non-socialist holdings in agriculture
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Source: Statistical yearbook of !-hg -GDR, 1989; DDR 1gg0 - Zahlen und Fakten, Statistisches Bundesamt.
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Source: DDR 1990 - Zahlen und Fakten, Statistisches Bundesamt.
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Trade
Imports of agricultural products 1984-88
t984 1985 1986 1987 1988
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Exports of agricultural products in 1988
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12 490 t
Source.' Institut für Agrarökonomie der Akademie der Landwirtschaftswissenschaften der DDR.
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Trade between FRG and former GDR
Trade structu re
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Self-sufficiency















Source; Institut für Agrarökonomie der Akademie der Landwirtschaftswissenschaften der DDR.
Degree of self-sufficiency of some food products (1988)
Meat and meat products
Butter (100 oÄ fat)
Milk (2.5% fat)
Eggs and egg products
Animal fats
Potato starch and potato products
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Source: Institut für Agrarökonomie der Akademie der Landwirtschaftswissenschaften der DDR.
lX - Agricultural development
Statist ical i  nformation
NB For practical reasons the following pages employ the Continental representation of numbers, i.e. one thousand two hundred
and thhty-four point five is represented as 1234,5 rather than the more conventional 1,234.5.

Foreword
C-odification of the tables
The choices made for the revision of the tables are reflected in a new codification,
established on the basis of the same principle for all the tables. Each of them has been
given a code with fow digits, the first of which designates the sub|rct to which the table




4. Tables on agricultural markets.
The second and third digits refer to specific aspects of the field conoerned and their
significance varies from one field to another.
For the tables concerning the agricultural markets (Tables 4) a standard codification for
all the products has been used for these two diglts:
(i) the second digit of the code designates the agricultural product concerned,
(ii) the third digit refers to the nature of the statistic presented:
-.-.0.- livestock numbers,





-.-.5.- prices (produoer prices, market prices, @nfllmer prices),
-.-.6.- market management,
-.-.9.- various.
For certain sectols, all the possibilities are used (e.g. cereals). For other products only
sonrc are used (e.g. potatoes), either because the data needed are not available or )
because the features of these sectors in the Community do not justify such an exhaustive
presentation in a general document such as this, which, for considerations of spurce, can
provide only the most important inforrration.
T 14 FOREWORD
Remark
Up to December 1987 this report used the SITC Rev. 2, which was worked out using
the 6-digit Nimexe, while from January 1988 it uses the SITC Rev. 3, which has been
drawn up using the 8-digit subheadings of the Combined Nomenclature.
In particular, it should be noted that considerable divergences have arisen at subheading
" level between the Combined Nomenclature and the formerly used Nimexe, leading to a
break in the goods-related time series between 1987 and 1988.
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4.6.1.1 Area under vines, yield and production of wine and must
4.6.3.1 Trade in wine and share in world trade
4.6.4.1 Supply balance - wine
4.6.5.1 Producer prices for table wines
4.7
4.7.1.1 Area, yield and production of potatoes
4.7 .1.2 Area, yield and production of early potatoes
4.7 .4.1 Supply balance - potatoes
4.8 Tobacco
4.8.1.1 Area, yield and production of leaf tobacco, by groups of varieties
4.8.2.1 World production of raw tobacco and production in principal exporting countries
4.8.3.1 EC share of world trade in raw tobacco
4.8.3.2 Italy's and Greece's exports of raw tobacco
4.8.3.3 Imports and exports of raw tobacco

































4 . 9 . t . 1
4 .10
Seeds
Seed production and related aid
Hops
4.10.1.1 Area, yield and production of hops
4.10.4.1 Market balance - hops
4.10.5.1 Market price for hops
4.ll Fibre flax, cotton and silkworms
4.11.1.1 Area, production and yield of cotton (unginned and ginned)
4.11.1.2 Area, yield and production of fibre flax
4.1 1.1.3 Output of silkwonn cocoons and number of boxes of silkwonn eggs used
4.11.3.1 Imports of flax straw into Belgium
4.11.3.2 Intra-EC trade and external trade in cotton fibre
4.11.5.1 Producer prices for flax seed
4.11.5.2 Flax tow prices







4.13 Feedingstuffs - Fodder
4.13.7.3 Industrial production of compound feedingstuffs, by species and by Member State
4.13.7.5 Use of cereals by the compound feedingstuffs industry
4.13.7.7 Production of dehydrated fodder (excluding potatoes)
4.13.7.8 Community supplies of dehydrated and dried fodder
4.13.7.9 Area, yield and production of dry pulses, feed peas and field beans
4.13.7.12 Cif offer price (Rotterdam) for soya cake
4.14 Meat in general
4.l4.lJ Gross internal production and consumption of meat
4.14.3.1 Net balance of external trade in meat and self-sufliciency
4.14.9.2 Animal disease: number of animals slaughtered
4.15 Beef/veal
4. 15.0.1 Cattle numbers
4.15.1.1 Slaughterings of adult bovine animals and calves
4.15.1.2 Net production of beef/veal
4.15.2.1 World production and production of principal beef/veal producing/exporting countries
4.15.3.1 Beef lveal - EC trade by species
4.15.3.2 Beef/veal - trade with non-member countries
4.15.4.1 Supply bala beef/veal
4.15.5.1 Market prices for beef/veal
4 . 1 6 Pigmeat
4.16.0.1 Pig numbers
4.16.1.1 Number of pigs slaughtered
4.16.1.2 Net pigmeat production
4.16.2.1 World production and gross domestic production of principal pigrr.eat-producing or exporting
countries
4.16.4.I Supply balance - pigmeat
4.16.5.1 Market prices for pigrneat
4.17 Sheepneat sill goatuert
4.17.0.1 Sheep and goat numbers
4.17.1.1 Sheep and goats slaughtered
4.17.1.2 Gross internal sheepmeat and goatmeat production
4.17.3.1 Sheepmeat and goatmeat - EC trade, by species
4.17.3.2 Sheepmeat and goatmeat - trade with non-member countries
4.17.3.3 Imports of sheepmeat
4.17.4.1 Supply balance - sheepmeat and goatrneat
4.17.5.1 Market prices for sheepmeat
4.18 Poulfiyneat
4.18.0.1 Number of utility chicks of table strains hatched
4.18.1.1 Gross internal production of poultrymeat
4.18.3.1 Trade in poultrymeat with non-member countries
4.18.4.1 Supply balance - poultrymeat
4.18.5.1 Market prices for chickens
4 . 1 9 Eggs
4.19.0.1 Laying hens, numbers
4.19.0.2 Number of utility chicks hatched from laying hens
4.19.1.1 Usable production of eggs in shell (total eggs)
4.19.3.1 Trade in eggs with non-member countries
4.19.4.1 Supply bala eggs (total eggs)













































4.20 MiIk and milk products
4.20.0.1 Dairy herds and yields
4.20.1.1 Production of milk from dairy herds and delivery of milk to dairies
4.20.1.2 Deliveries of cows' milk to dairies, as a proportion of production
4.20.1.3 Sales of fresh dairy products
4.20.I.4 Production in dairies of butter and cheese
4.20.I.5 Production in dairies of whole-milk and skimmed-milk powder
4.20.1.6 Production in dairies of concentrated milk and casein
4.20.2.1 World exports and producti butter
- cheese
, c&s€io
4.20.2.2 World exports and production - whole-milk powder and skimmed-milk powder
- concentrated milk
4.20.3.1 world trade in certain milk products - EC share
4.20.4.2 Detailed supply balance - skimmed-milk powder
4.20.4.3 Detailed supply balance - butter
4.20.6.1 Intervention measures for butter and skimmed-milk powder
4.20.6.2 Application of the quota system
4.20.6.3 community butter and skimmed-milk powder stocks
4-20.6-4 Quantities of skimmed milk and skimmed-milk powder intended for animal feed and
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4.22 Wood
4.22.3.1 Internal and external trade in wood and wood products
tr : New table
Rernark: The following tables of The Agricultural Situotion in the Commtmity - 1989 Report have not been
repeated : 3.4.6, 3.4.7 , 3.5.6.3, 3.5.6.4, 3.5.6.5, 3.5.6.10, 4.t3.7 .t0
T II2 KEY TO SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

















a 0979, 1980, l98l)
a Q984, 1985, 1986)
Marketing year, starting in 1980 and ending in l98l
Percentage












ECU European currency unit
EUA European unit of account
























KEY TO SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS T II3
ha Hectare
UAA Utilized agricultural area
LU Livestock unit
ESU European size unit
FU Fodder unit
AWIJ Annual work unit
TF Type of farming
Geographical abbreviations
EC European Comrnunities
EUR 9 Total of the Member States of the EC (1980)
EUR l0 Total of the Member States of the EC (1981)
EUR 12 All EC Member States (1986)
BLEU/UEBL Belgo-Luxembourg EconomicUnion
DOM French overseas departrnents
ACP African, Caribbean and Pacific countries party to the Lom6 Convention
PTOM Countries and overseas territories of Member States of the EC
Sources
Eurostat Statistical Office of the European Communities
SITC Standardinternationaltradeclassification(Eurostat)
Nimexe Nomenclature of produce for the Community's external trade statistics and trade between its
Member States (Eurostat)
ESA European system of integrated economic a@ounts (Eurostat)
FADN Farm accountancy data network (Commission of the European Communities, Directorate-General
for Agriculture)
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
LINRWA United Nations Relief and Works Agency
IMF Intemational Monetarv Fund
GATT General Agreernent on Tu.iff and Trade
Fefac Euopean Federation of Manufacturers of Compound Feedingstuffs
Fediol Federation of Seed Crushers and Oil processors in the EEC
AIMA Intervention Agency for the Agricultural Markets (Italy)
USDA United States Department of Agriculture
TII4 CURRENCY UNITS USED
Currency units used this reportin
l. Europcan Monetary Systen (EMS) - ecu
The EMS came into force on 13 March 1979 (Regulations (EEC) No 3180/78 and No 3l8l/78 of l8 December
1978). With this system, the ecu was introduced as the sole unit of account for the Community. The definition of the
ecu ii identical to that of the EUA (European unit of account, defined by Regulation (EEC) No 250175 of 2l Apnl
1975) except for a review clause allowing ofchanges in its composition. The ecu is a currency unit ofthe'basket'
type-madJup of specified amounts of the currencies of the Member States determined mainly on the basis of the-
size of the economy of each State. Neither the drachma nor the escudo are included in the calculation of the value of
the ecu. The c€ntral rates used in the system are rates fixed by the central banks around which the market rates of
the EMS currencies may fluctuate within margins not exceeding 2,25% (6% for the peseta and pound sterling) at
any given time.
2. The ecu in the common agricultuel policy
- Before 9 April 1979, the unit of account used in the agricultural sector was the unit of account (u.a.) as defined
by Regulation (EEC) No 129162and the representative rates (green rates) were fixed by the Council.
- On 9 April, the ecu was also introduced into the CAP (Regulation (EEC) No 652/79) and its use was
subsequäfly renewed by Regulations (EEC) No 1264179, No l01l/80, No 1523/80 and No 876/81. The-
agricuitural prices and the common amounts are expressed in ecus. The conversion rates (representative rates) of
the common amounts are expressed in ecus. The conversion rates (representative rates) of the common prices
into national currencies are, as before, fixed by the Council.
- At tho time of changeover from the u.a. to the ecu, on 9 April 1979, the common agricultural prices and
amounts expressed in u.a. and converted into ecus were adjusted by a coellicient of 1,208953. Conversely, the
green rates were adjusted by a reciprocal coefficient ol 11L,208953, leaving actual price levels unchanged. For
example, 100 u.a. x 3,40 : DM 340 becomes ECU 121 x 2,81 = DM 340.
- For the recording of world market prices, offer prices are converted at the market rates.
According to context, different crurency units have been used in this publication. The statistical series in terms of value
are also calculated:
- at constant exchange rates, i.e. at the exchange rates obtaining during a specific period (e.g. 1980). These rates are
used to eliminate the influences ofexchange-rate changes on a time series;
- at current exchange rates (notably for external trade).
To assist the user of this publication wishing to convert units of account into national currencies and conversely, Tables
1.0.1, 1.0.2 and 1.0.3 give the rates to be used. Fuller information is given in specialized publications ofthe Commission
of the European Communities.
OBSERVATIONS ON STATISTICAL METHOD TII5
Observations on statistical method
A - Statistics on external trade - explanatory note
C-ouncil Regulation (EEC) No 1736/75, of24 June 1975, on the external trade statistics ofthe Community and statistics
of trade between Mernber States, includes provisions to ensure that data are not recorded twice:
(i) when goods from a non-member country are first brought into a Member State, that Member State must record the
import according to the origin of the goods;
(ü) if the goods are then subject to a legal operation (for example clearance for consumption) and subsequently
imported into another Member State, the latter must record the goods according to the I\iember State frorrwhicl
they were received.
However, to satisfy national requirements, the Member States may, if they wish, operate in parallel with the above
Y*". th9 affangements they applied previously; this means that a Member State's nätional data may be substantiallydifferent from the data supplied by Community sources.
For the calculation of the intra-Community trade of the Community as a whole in the supply balances, there were two
possibilities : the sum of the Member States' intra-Community exports (calculation on the bäiis of goods leaving) or the
sum of the Member States' intra-Community imports (calculation on the basis of entries). Euröstat has chösen the
second alternative. Also, exports to non-member countries in the supply balances of the Community as a whole are
calculated by deducting intra-Community trade from Member States' total exports.
As a result, there may be discrepancies between the extemal trade data given in the supply balances and those given in
the specific external trade tables.
Users must also allow for a break in the series of Community external trade statistics in 1977, the date on which
Regulation (EEC) No 1736175 entercÄ into force.
A last point is that, while the data relating to the external trade of the Community of Twelve from reference year 1985
us€ the same source for all the Member Staües (Community statistics), those which refer to a previous period may have
been obtained from the Community statistics for the Community of Ten and from other sources for the new Mernber
States.
B - Annual rate of change (o/o TAY)
1. The-annual-rate of change (symbol : % TAV) is used throughout this rqrort for the calculation over periods of time
of chan8es, in a given aggregate. It measures the compound annual average increase or reduction, as a^ percentage, of
the variable concerned from a base year (T in the iollowing equations).
2. The annual rate ofchange is calculated as follows:
roo x Anti-rog 
I 
t"* ( \ * * l - r oo - -%rAvI I
statistic for year T + N
statistic for year T
Where the annual rate ofchange is calculated over only two successive years, N = I and the fonnula becomes:
roox 
I
statistic for year T + I I|  -  1 0 0 _  %  T A V
Istatistic for year T
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CLASSIFICATION OF EUROSTAT PUBLICATIONS TIIT
Most of the statistics in the tables have been provided by the Statistical Office of the European Communities(Eurostat). For longer and more detailed series, the user should refer to the following Eurostat publications:
Classification of Eurostat publications
Theme
l. General statistics (midnight blue)
2. Economy and finance (violet)
3. Population and social conditions (yellow)
4. Energy and industry (blue)
5. Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green)
6. Foreign trade (red)





C Accounts, surveys and statistics




1.0.1 Indicative currency parities (t)
1989
Central rates
ECU I  :  . . .NC
1988




USD I : ... NC (3)
Average market rate















































































USD 1,14962 1.17485 r.3074s 1,33614
(t) Simple arithmetic means (rounded). NC : national currency.
(2) Offer prices on the world market are calculated by means of market rates approximately corresponding to these figures.
(3) Figures calculated from ecu values.
1.0.2 Conversion rates (r)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Annual average of daily rates.



















BFR 1000 : ECU
DKR 1000 : ECU
DM 1000 : ECU
DRl000  :  ECU
PTA 1000 : ECU
F F l 0 0 0  : E C U
IRL 1000 : ECU
L I T l 0 0 0  : E C U
LFR 1000 : ECU
H F L 1 0 0 0  : E C U
E S C l 0 0 0  : E C U































































1 ,1  0 ,1
0,3 -  1,2
2,4 0,2





1 ,1  0 ,1
2,5 - 0,2
8,5 -  1,9
3,9 -  1,3
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T I2O BASIC DATA
2.0.1 Basic data - key figures for agriculture in the EL
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) GDP price deflator.
(2) BLEU/UEBL.
(3) 1988.
Features Year EUR 12 Belgique/B€lgiö Danmark
I 2 3 4 5
Total area (km2)
Population (l 000 inhabitants)
GDP/inhabitants (purchasing power standard - PPS)
Inflation (t)
Unemployment rate (oÄ of civilian working population)

























Utilized agricultural area (1 000 ha) |
Employment in the agriculture, forestry, hunting and frshing sector I
- number (l 000 persons) I
- share in employed civilian working population (%) |
I
Number of holdings (l 000 holdings)
UAA per holding (ha)
Final production of agriculture (Mio ECU)
Share of agriculture in the GDP (GVA/GDP) (%)
Share of agriculture in total gross fixed capital formation (%)
Share of imports of food and agricultural products in import of
all products (%)
Share of exports of food and agricultural products in exports of
all products (%)
External trade balance in food and agricultural products (Mio ECU)
Share of household consumption expenditure devoted to food,


















































BASIC DATA T I2I
BR Deutschland Ellada Espafia France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal United Kingdom




























































-  35 691


















































































































l 8  l l 0
1,4
1,2
I  l , l
6,5
- 5 2 0 0
17,9
T 122 THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY
3.1.1 Shares of individual products in final agricultural production (1989)
Source: Eurostat - Agricultural accounts and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) These are products listed in Annex II of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72.
(2) Dried pulses, citrus fruit.
(3) 1986.
(4) 1988.
EUR I2I Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR
Deutschland
I 2 3 4 5
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( % )
Ellada Espafla (3) France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal United Kingdom





























































































































































































































































3  5 1 3
100,0
19 184
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3.1.2 Individual Member States' shares in final agricultural production (1989)

























Other fruit and vegetables (2)
Subtotal
Subtotal





Source.' Eurostat - Agricultural accounts and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) These are products listed in Annex II of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72.
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6,3
3r7











































































































































I 1 , 8  ( 4 )
25,9 (4)
10,9 (4)
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T/30 THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY
3.1.5 Final agricultural production, crop production and livestock production (3)
1989 % TAV ( ' )
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175 7r0 0,8 (6) 1,0 (t)
265455 6 l l9
s5 r47 6 851
59 810 28894
| 429 429 7 gg3
3 2t7 062 22 380
324957 46 264
3 358 4321
ss 46 (2) 36 708
8 147 188
36 603 15 676
609 185 3 s l3
t2911 19 184
2,2  1 ,1
1 ,2  2 ,1
0,8 0,2




1,3 (u) 2,4 (',)

















82 704 1,7 (6) 1,8 (7)
90257 2 081
18  321  2276
20617 9960
986264 5 51s
| 857 946 13 502
175 660 25009
409 526
33 674 (2) 22293
| 541 36
t4244 6 100
281 643 I 624




2,2 (6) 7,9 (',)
3,1 -  10,8
3 ,1  3 ,1
2,5 3,9
2,0 (6) - 4,4 (',\
6 ,1  8 ,1
5,6 7,5
- 0,8 - 22,2
0,3 0,4

















M3 166 2 478
1 335 039 9 702
150 666 21 450
2949 3 795
21 260 (2) 14075
6 606 152
22359 9 576
315 175 I  817
7 887 rl7l9
2,1 0,7
-  0 ,1  1 ,4
- 0,7 0,3
- 0,1 (u) 0,7 (')
0,1 3,0
-  0 ,3  1 ,1
0,7 1,7
0,2 (6) 1,0 (t)
-  1 ,3  0 ,1
0,0 0,1
5 ,1  8 ,3
- 0,5 0,3
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3 .1 .5  (  con t . )
1989 % TAV (')
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50 486 7 188
I  189 1  531
6 393 (z) 4232
3 804 88
8 805 3 77t
73737 425
2 812 4 178
- 0,9 1,0
-  l ,g  0 ,1
-  1,9 0,9
1,4 (u) 3,9 (7)
0,5 2,3
-  1 ,7  1 ,5
-  2,0 1,2




*  1 ,9  1 ,3
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1989 % TAV (')
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18 748 - 1,0 (6) 2,4 (r)
61  516  I  418
15 961 I  983
10 010 4 836
49 653 278
3367t4 2450
20 953 2 983
t75 225
3 286 (2) 2 r7s
659 15
6 550 2 805
80 520 464
1 054 1 566
6,0 2,0
1,7 0,0
- 0.8 - 4,0




0,4 (6) 3,7 (7)
1,7 -  2,5
2,2 - 0,6
10,0 32,9





















235752 |  7r5
22573 3214
1 1 8  1 5 1
4 389 (2) 2905







- 0.3 1o; 1,6 (7)
-  1 ,8  -  1 ,6
4,2 5,6
4,2 - 3,9
1,7 (6) 4,0 (7)
-  1,6 -  0,3
L,9 2,2
5,5 1,9
1,8 -  5,5
3 .1 .5  (  con t . )
,So/.ce. Eurostot - Agricultural @uts and EC Comision, Dir@torabcfießl fo! ASriolturc.
(I) The chmge are calolat€d on the beis of sies at coßbnt l9t5 prices for the 1980 b 1988 period, For the Mmbct Stats, the changEr de colculatcd otr the bosis
of figurcs in natiotral cürrcncy and for EUR 12 otr the basi6 of ligurcs @nvert€d into @s.
(2) Itr thoudd million lirc.
(3) At onmt pri6.
(1) EUR l l .
C) l9E6 - 1986/1982 or l9t6/1985.
(6) r9r8/r984.
o 1988/198?.
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3.1 .6 Final agricultural production, consumption of inputs and
volume
gross value-added (at market prices): changes by
( 1 9 8 5 : 1 0 0 )
1984 1986 1987 1988 1989
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3.1.7 Finel production index prices:
- value/volume (nominal)
- value/volume, deflated by GDP dellator (real) (reEs: rn)
1984 1986 1987 1988 1989
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3.1.8 Consumption of index inputs:
- value/volume (nominal)
- value/volume, deflated by GDP deflator (real)
( 1985 : 100)
1984 1986 1987 1988 1989
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(1985 :  100)
1984 1986 1987 1988 1989









































































3.1.9 The 'cost-price squeeze' (r): the ratio of producer prices to input prices
,so!rce. Burostat ed EC cmision, Dirdorab-Gfidal fot Agticultw.
(I) The '@sFpde sqlJ@' is calculated by dividing chmges in the dellated indq pri6 of the valE of final agricultural producti@ by chaagci in lhe dcfl.tcd index
pri@s of thc valw of itrpuß.
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3.1.10 Gross fixed capital formation and gross value-added in agriculture at factor cost (r)
Source: Eurostat - Agricultural accounts and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(') At current prices: the series is based on figures exclusive of vAT.
(1985 :  100)
1984 1986 t987 1988 1989
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3.1.12 Net value-added rt factor cost per mrnpower employment unit, in real terms: index numbers (l)
lD1985(- 100)
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SMc€.'EüGtlt.
(r) Thc tet valu{dded at f&tor @st is colculatd ot er6t pri6 in @tiof,al cmcies, dcflated by the hdq pri@s of the GDp of @h Mmber sbE. The
dplolmdt unit is thc nuber of udts mployed itr the agriculture, fo6try, hunting and fiihing stoß in oi Mmber Sarc.
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3.2.I The farm accountancy data network - Explanatory note
The farm accountancy data network (FAD}9 collects accountancy data from a sample of agricultural holdings in the
Corrmunity. The FADN field of survey relat€s to 'commercial' farms, i.e. farms which market the bulk of their production and
which exceed a minimum level of economic activitv defined in terms of economic size (see the definition of the European size unit
below).
In the most recent accounting years there were almost 57 000 holdings (Community of Twelve) reprcsentative of commercial
farms in the FADN sample.
The terms used in the tables relate to the followine definitions
BASIC FADN TERMS
Accounting year
The accounting year is a l2-month period starting between I January and I July, the exact date varying from one Member State
to another.
Economic size and European size mit (ESU)
The European size unit (ESU) is a unit of measurement of the economic size of the agricultural holding. A farm has an economic
size of I ESU if its total standard gross margin is ECU I 200 of 1984 SGM. The standard gross margin for each enterprise
corresponds to the average value, over a three-year period and in a given region, of production minus certain variable costs. In
the Comunity typology for agricultural holdings (Decision85l377lEEC\ there are nine classes of economic size, the limits of
which are: 2, 4, 6,8, 12, 16,40 and 100 ESU.
Type of farming (TF)
The type of farrning (fF) of a holding is determined by the relative share in the holding's total standard gross margin of each of
the enterprises of the holding. A description is given in Table 3.2.2. The results given in the following tables relate to nine groups
aggregated from the 17 principal types of farming in the Community farm typology (Decision 851377 IEEC).
FADN divßion
The FADN results may be established at the level of the Comrnunity, th€ Member States and the FADN divisions. The divisions
are geographical units corresponding either to the entire country (8, DK, lRL, L, NL), to the regions of Level I or II of the
nomenclature of territorial statistical units (NUTS) (D, E, F, I) or to specifrc regional breakdowns (GR, P, UK).
Weighting and number of holdings rcprcsented
The holdings in the FADN sample are selected in such a way as to be r€pres€ntative, for each division, of the holdings belonging
to each cell formed by the combination of TF and economic size class. The populations to be represented are derived from the
Community farm structure surveys.
The results presented are weighrcd averages. Each holding in the FADN sample is attributed a weight proportional to the
number of holdings belonging to the same type of farming and the same economic size class in the division.
The number of holdings represented is the sum of the weights of the holdings in the sample. Some cells (division - TF -
economic size class) may have no holdings in the sample, either because very high selection rates would be necessary or because
there are technical dilficulties in selecting holdings.
STRUCTURAL DATA
UAA: utilized agricultural area (in hectares).
T 146 FADN
3.2.1 ( continued )
Annual work unit (AWU)
This represents thc agricultural work done by one full-tine worker in one year. Part-time and seasonal work are fractions of an
AWU.
AVERAGE RESULTS PER HOLDING
Total output
This is the value of total production during thc accounting year. Included are off-farm sales, home-grown feed and seed,
farmhouse consumption and benefits in kind, as well as changes in the value of livestock and stocks of crop products.
Intermediate consumption
This corresponds to all tle fixed and variable costs that are necessary for agricultural activity and includcs home-grown feed and
seed but excludes financial charges, labou costs, rent and depreciation.
Depreciatian
This is the annual provision desigaed to replace the fxed components of working capital at the end of their life (buildings,
machinery, equipment, €tc.). It is calculated on the basis of replac€ment valu€.
Fam net vahrc-added (FNVA)
Total output less intermediate consumption and depreciation, adjusted to takc account of taxes, grants and subsidies linked to
production.
Farnily farm income
This corresponds to farm net value-added, less other real costs in th€ accounting year: interest and financial charges, wages and
social security costs paid and rent.
FARM INCOME
Fann net value-added per agricultural work unit (FNVAIAWU)
This is an indicator of the economic performance of the holding. It rcnum€rates family and hired labour, own and borrowed
capital and the management of the holding.
Fanily farm income per tnit of unpaid labour
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Number of holdings Size of holdings
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Average results per holding in I 000 ECU (current)
Total output Intermediate
consumption




Family farm income per
unit unpaid labour
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3.2.3 (cont.)
Sowce: EC Commission, Di@bnh-General for Agricultue, FADN-Weighting by fam stdurc sudey 1987, clasif@tiotr I Deisiotr 85/377/EEC, shnd4rd
gross dargins r l9t4 (.
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3.3.2 Producer prices for agricultural products in the Community (excluding VAT) EUR TO
Nominal index
1985 :  100 % TAV
Real index
1985 : 100 % TAV
19891987 1988
le88 I 1989
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1 0 1 , 5
149,1
l l l , 8
0,7 -  0,4 l2, l
0,4 1,2 7,7









2,8 - 0,4 7,7
3.3.6 Agricultural wages, input prices (t) and producer prices (excl. VAT) (1985:  100)
So!rce.. Eurostat ('Purchas pri@ of inputs' and 'ProdNer pri6 for agridltusl products' ue hamonized iadios, whffi 'Fam wag6' 'tmin hct@946ü3
mtional indi@s).
(r) The EC iadex of fam inpur pri@s is a Laspeyc indq, whercd the dellat€d pri€ sri6 (se Table 3.1.t) is a P8ehe itrd4. The disrepecics betwm the frgws
in the two tabl6 de mainly a matt€r of the diffding index fomulae.
(') lndi@s of the pri@r of goodr md senies of ürcnt agdcultural conrumptiotr.
e) Amual indi6 inclüde fruit md vcgetables.
(a) Spaitr dd Portugal aot includ€d.
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3.3.9 Rents for agricultural land
















- Arable land (a)
France












































-  1 ,8
-  5,3







-  1 ,0
- 4r0




-  1 ,2
0r5


















(t) Converted at current exchange rates.
(2) In national currencies, deflated (GDP deflator).
(3) Biannual surveys in 1975, 1977,1979,1981, 1983, 1985, 1987 and 1989. Eurostat estimate for the intermediate vears.(a) Most of this land is irrigated.
(5) 1988.
(6) 1964 survey, updating using a national accounts indicator (Insee).
(?) 19891te80.
(e) Prices for all kinds of land.





















Wine must, beverages, services
All products
Products used for animal feed, excluding wine:
- Not processed on the holding
- Processed on the holding
Wine
All products not used for human or animal consumption:
- Not processed on the holding
- Processed on the holding
All plant products except wine
Wine
All livestock products
Products sold through a producers'group:
- fruit, vegetables and wine
- pigs, eggs and poultry
Live cattle, sheep, pigs
Other livestock including poultry and fish, carcasses, raw wool, horsehair, bristles, feathers, hides and skins,
non-edible horticultural produce
Other agricultural products excluding live animals
Cereals, paddy rice, fresh and dried vegetables, potatoes, fresh and dried fruit, oilseeds for edible oil, olive







Most products and services
Most products
Flowers
Dried fruit, honey, table wines
All other agricultural products
Products generally used for human and animal consumption (including seeds, seedlings and animals)




7 ,0  (3 )  l l ,0













































3.3.11 Value-added tax (VAT) rates: producer prices (t)
at I Januarv 1990
,Sorrcei Eutostot.
(r) The frgurcs e for .gicultN itr th. strict r6q crcludhg forcsky. Th€ m6t impotut products m giM only as ermpl6.
p; The flat-nrc rche-o applioble to rgricültw arc all designcd to offst on r gptrqal sale-rclabd b6ir the VAT paid od pürchas of agricultwl inpub.
e) With effet frm l,?.1984, agdcultu.l prodffi subjd bthe ordimry VAT sysm have beo dtitled, by way of in@e lß cmp@stiotr, to deduct 5olo frod
vAT p.yable (in addition to the dcdutible vAT).
(.) Winegrown ovoed by the flat-ßb ehere .dd h at the Dte of 14 7o b their itrvoiG but ßbin @ly 8%, the o.di@ry fl4t-rate, to off*t the tax thcy have paid
@ their inpüß. As a 6ult of the dima[tl@6t of the morchry @mpeßatory moüß they have been 6titlcd, sin€ I .7. 1984, to I 5 % t€düotion on the 8@e
baic s prcd|IM subj@l to the fl.t-rab sysM. Thus, sine 1.7,1984, thcy have h.d to pay the H authoritid only I % @mpdcd with 6% prcviously.
(t) Rete appliB to the VAT-itrcl$ive pri@.
(6) VAT olflowm rcld by auction is invoiced at 1970. Grcweß @vercd by the flat-rate ehm @ive ody the nomal flat-BG of 6%, the m.iling 13% being
payoble to thc @tml h aüthotity by the pürcher.
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3.3.12 Value-added tax (VAT) rates: input prices













(2) Reimbursement at a subsequent stage.
Purchase and tenancy of land
Animal feedingstuffs, seeds, fertilizers, agricultural services, coal (solid fuel)
Construction and maintenance of farm buildings
Electricity, farm equipment, pesticides
Road diesel fuel, petrol, liquefied petroleum gas for non-agricultural purposes
Diesel fuel for agricultural purposes, light fuel oil, natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas
Purchase of land and buildings
All products
Purchase and tenancy of farmland
Inputs of agricultural origin (animal feedingstuffs, seeds and propagating material, breeding stock)
Inputs of industrial origin (fertilizers, pesticides, fuel and power, buildings and machinery, building materials and
accessories), non-agricultural services
Purchase and tenancy of land
Seed animal feedingstuffs, breeding stock, fertilizers, pesticides.
Most farm equipment, maintenance and repair of machinery, installations and buildings, electricity, lubricants and liquid
gas
Motor fuels
Inputs of agricultural origin: medicines
Inputs of industrial origin
Most services
Purchase and tenancy of agricultural land
Non-processed agricultural products (including breeding stock), work under contract
Fertilizers, animal feedingstuffs, pesticides
Motor fuel (50 % deductible), certain building work and services provided by persons eligible for the special deduction,
purchase and maintenance of farm equipment, construction and maintenance of farm buildings
Animal feedingstuffs, fertilizers (put up in quantities of l0 kg or more), cereals, beet, hay, cake, etc., seeds and propagating
material of products used for food, veterinary products for oral administration
Electricity
Most services, machinery repairs
Fertilizers (quantities less than l0 kg), pesticides, disinfectants and detergents, veterinary products for injection and veterinary
equipment, farm equipment including tractors, building materials, second-hand goods, petrol and lubricants, motor vehicle
and motorcycles, other services (transport, storage, hiring of equipment)
Solid fuels, diesel fuel for heating, diesel fuel for tractors, gas for heating and lighting
Agricultural loans, rural leases, veterinary services
Animal feedingstuffs of vegetable origin, fertilizers
Agricultural work under contract
Animal feedingstuffs of animal origin, seeds, breeding stock, pesticides
Fuels and lubricants, pharmaceuticals
Equipment and machinery, gas and electricity, building materials, most services
Animal feedingstuffs, fertilizers, seeds, breeding stock, electricity, water, some services (cultivation and harvesting, veterinary
services)
Agricultural equipment, pesticides, construction and maintenance of farm buildings, some services (transport), power and
other fuels
Veterinary services telecommunications, indemnity insurance, purchase, renting and tenancy of immovable property (except
sale by builder)
Seeds, fertilizers, fuel for hothouses, animal feedingstuffs, breeding stock, some services, pesticides, pharmaceuticals, work
under contract, equipment
Motor fuels and other fuels (except petrol and electricity), structural work, maintenance and repair of farm buildings,
machinery, tractors and equipment, small items of equipment and accessories, transport services, petrol, electricity
Fertilizers and crop protection products, animal feedingstuffs and seeds, live animals, machinery, equipment and tractors,
veterinary services
Electricity, fuels and gas
Maintenance and repair of machinery
Interest relief grants on purchase and renting of land, insurance, financial costs
Most products generally used for human consumption and animal consumption, including seeds, propagating material and
animals reared for the purpose. Construction of farm buildings and most civil engineering work (excluding repair and
maintenance). Power fuels and other fuels (except road diesel fuel and petrol), electricity and water
Road diesel fuel, lubricants, petrol, fertilizers, chemicals, purchase and maintenance of agricultural machinery, other goods
and services not specified
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T 184 FINANCIAL ASPECTS
3.4.1 EAGGF expenditure
Sowce. EC Comisiion, Dimbmbc@eral for Agrioltüre.
(r) Financial Report of the Buopcatr cofimünities (VolMe v of the smue and expoditue @unt).
e) Not includitrg the appropriations etrtcEd for the monetery r*re (ECU I biliotr).
(') 1990 budget.
(1) 1991 prclimin$y diaft budget.
(5) Including the comon organizatiotr of the lMkct in lishüy prodwts (Chapbr '10)
Ci Io"taui rn" eACcF cuiduo* s@tio!'s shd€ of set-aside but not itrcluding payosb in rcspect of Regutation (EEC) No lE52/78 (Fishqis)'
(t) Expetrdiaw chargcd againrt the 198? budget (l Jdnüry 198?/end of Octobcr/beginni4 of Novmber 1987).
(s) Exp€nditurc chdged agsißt the 1988 büdget (begisdng of Novdbet 1987 ll5 Octobq 1988).
Unit l 987 1988 1989 r99o (3) l99l (4)




- Titles I and 2 (5)
- Set-aside of arable land
(Article 390)










































2  1 l 1 , 0






















Net cost of the CAP
- as oÄ of GDP
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T/88 FINANCIAL ASPECTS
1989 - Mio ECU (t) (7)
Appropriations Export
refunds











I 2 : 3 * 8 J 4 5 6 7




Oils and fats, of which:
- rapeseed, sunflower
Protein products, of which:
- peas, broad beans and field beans
- dried fodder
Textile plants, of which:









Milk and milk products, (4) (5)









































































- r ? {
66,2
106,9















7 7 l , l
(l 080,5)
(354,9)






24 084,0 9 708,1 2 803,6 795,5 9 802,6 974,2
B - Accession compensatory
amounts in trade 41,5 41,5
C - Monetary compensatory
amounts
- in intra-Community trade




D - Depreciation of intervention stocks I M2,9 | 442,9
T o t a l A + B + C + D 25 840,0 9 714,0 4 246,5 795,s l0 109,8 974,2
% 100 37.6 16,4 3.1 39,1 3,8
E - Other (3) 32,9
T o t a l A + B + C + D + E 25 872,9
3.4.4 Breakdown of appropriatiom by sector according to the economic nature of the measures -
financial year 1989 (t) - financial year l9![ (2)
Sorrcei EC Comission, DiMtoßte-Cc[qal for Agricultw.
(l) The expcnditw iteN arc takm frcm Mmbq Sbbs' rctums mode ündcr the adve@ paymetrts stßm ud e chüged to a givm fimacial yor und*
Article 9? of the Fhmcial Regulstioa.
(r) Budget adopt€d otr 13.12.1989 (OJ L24,29.1.19m).
f) CbÄne o1 munts + inErest following rcfom of fitadcing ar&gemmts + free dirtribution of intwotiotr prcduts + st-side of mble lsnd (50 of Ih
3900) + MCA$ gratrted oa imports,
(.) I[cluding the finilcial conhibution from ercal &d milt produ@ß.
(r) Including food aid Efundr.
(6) Not inclüdirg dep@iation covercd by Chepte. 8t.
(7) Exp€trditw chargpd oSahst thc 1989 budgEt.
FINANCIAL ASPECTS T 189
1990 - Mio ECU 1z;
Breakdown of economic nature of the measures
Interventions
1 5 :


















































































































































14 375,9 3 847 (6)
27 716
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3.5.1.1 Employment in agriculture
Statistical sources and applications
There are several sources of Community statistics enabling employment in agriculture lo be measured from
various viewpoints, including ernployment statistics proper (sample survey of the labour force, annual
employment estimates) and agricultural statistics lstructural surveys of agricultural holdings). Methods andconcepts vary from one source to another, and the purpose of this introdriction is to help the user to choose,among the statistics given in the subsequent tables, those which will provide him with tlte information heseeks.
EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURE AND IN THE OTHER SECTORS
One. approach to the problem.of employment in agriculture consists in considering it as part of overall
employment and comparing it with employment in the other economic sectors. The relevant information comesfrom employment statistics; 
_in these figures, the persons employed are assigned to that economic sector inwhich they mainly work' and the charaiteristics of employment är" -""ru..J according to identical conceptsfrom one s@tor to another.
Changes over time in numbers employed in the various sectors, and, in particular, in agriculture, are measured
on the basis of annual employment estimates (Tables 3.5.1.2 and :.s.1.3). For detailed information on thestructure of employment in agriculture compared with that of other sectors (breakdown by sex, by occupational
sratus, by working time, or by age), reference must be made to the sample survey of manio*"r, *hi"h irwiAesa 'photograph' of employment in any given year (Table 3.5.1.4.).
EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS
only the statistics which have just been presented allow a proper comparison of employment in agriculture with
employment in the other sectors. However, they do not coveiall p"..in. employedin ägricultureian importanifeature of farming is that so many farmers and farm workers work only pärt-ti-" and often also have otherjobs' In the employment statistics, such persons are not classified as working in agriculture.
A.full measure of employment in, agriculture is provided by the surveys on the structure of agriculturalholdings; it should be noted that the information irom this source enables employment in agriculture to beanalysed as such but that, as it is established according to specific definitions, it cannot be compared with
employment data for other sectors.
These-surveys cover all persons employed on holdings, whether fanning is their main activity or not; they alsorecord working hours and any other remunerated work outside farm-ing. They thus enabie employrrent onagricultural holdings to be measured fulln and part-time and combined J*r"r 
"Lptoy-"nt 
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3.5.1.3 Employment in agriculture and in the other sectors
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Source: Sample survey of manpower, 1988.
STRUCTURES T 199
Ellada Espafia France Ireland Italia Luxem-
bourg
Nederland Portugal UnitedKingdom
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3.5.1.5 Employment in agriculture: persons working on agricultural holdings (t)
Source: Eurostat - Surveys of the structure of agricultural holdings * national data.
(t) Without irregularly employed non-family members.
(2) Including spouses.






I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total number of persons working on
agricultural holdings (r)
Total number of AWU (equivalent full-time workers)


















































- other family members




- other family members (2)
- regularly employed non-family members



















































































































































x 1 0 0 0
AWU
x 1 0 0 0
AWU
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3 1 , 0
29,9
7,9
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3 1 , 3
l l ,4
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment


























































Working hours : 100% (2)
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment






















































Working hours from 50 to 100% (2)
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment

























































Working hours of < 50% (2)
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment





















































3.5.1.6 Employment in egriculture: working hours end combined other employment of farmert (r)
,So!rce. Burostat - Suilcys of the structw of agricultual holding!.
(r) Fadm who arc at thc soe time fam heads. The fam6 ir the pcßotr for vhom md on who* hehar the holditrS is fmed; the f.m head is the Fson Gponsible for
the onmt, day-tod.y Magmot of the holdi4. In EUR 10, 97% of agricultural holdhgs aft fsmed by famas-who ee at the su. time fam herds'
(r) Fmcr workiag theii fam for cpotively tmX, SO ro lm%, atrd 163 than 50% of the rnnu.l worlilg hoüs of a firll-timc works'
STRUCTURES T/103
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3.5.2.1 Land use in 1989
Source: Eurostat.
( ' )  1988.
e) re87.
(3) 1985.
EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Deutsch-
land Ellada


































Utilized agricultural area (UAA):
- area
- share of total area
127 48s (')











- share of total UAA
Permanent meadows and grasslands:
- atea
- share of total UAA
Permanent crops:
- atea
- share of total UAA
Gardens:
- area





395 ( ' )
0,3 (t)







2 s77 ( ')
9r,7 (t)
11  ( ' )
0,4 (t)
0 ( ' )
0,0 (t)
7 265













(areas in I 000 ha)
Espafra France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal United
Kingdom

















































8 1 , 1  ( t )








l 8  031 ( ' )
73,9 (t)
















lg , l  ( t )
4 666
81 ,9
2  ( ' )
0,0 (t)
0  ( ' )
0,0 (t)





19,3 ( t )
8e ( ' )













5 ( ' )
0,2 (r)
2 906 (')
64,1 ( t )
761
16,9 ( t )
865 ( ')





t l  197
63,4 (3)
s9 (')
0,3 ( t )
16  ( ' )
0,1 ( t )
T/I06 STRUCTURES





































I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 0 l l t2 l 3
Cereals (total, excl. rice)






























Flowers and ornamental plants
Green fodder
Fallow land and green fertilizer
34 726 27,3 |
t2 673 10,0 |




I  837 1,4 |4 792 3,8 |I 804 1,4 |
2 t42 1,7 |4 239 3,3 |
393 0,3 |219 0,2 |










l l 8  0 , 1
527 (2) 0,4 e)
329 0,2
I  l0  0 ,1
785 0,6
4 090 3,2
60 o o,o c)








































































655 (4) l l ,4 (4) l
252 4,4 |







| 023 (2) 17,8 (2)
17 (o) 0,3 (n)
7 (o\ 0,1 (4)
33 (n) 0,6 (4)
6 (n) 0,1 (o)
9 (3) 0,2 (')
53 (2) 0,9 o
40 (4) 0,7 (o)
13  O 0 ,2(4)
30 (n) 0,5 (4)
l7o (4) 3,0(n)
I 0,0



















7 807 28,8 |
2229 8,2 |
109 0,4 |
556 2 ,1  |
4 257 15,7 |
221 0,8 |
80 0,3 |
l9 l  0 ,7  |
1097 4,0 |7 0 , 0  1
940 (4) 3,5 (o)l
2087 (4) ',7 (o)l
137 |






3 1  0 , 1
4748(4) 17,5 ( t)






137 (4) 0,5 (n)
53 (4) 0,2 (o)
585 (4) 2,2 (o)
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1 5  0 , 1
1 7  0 , 1











































































69 (o) 1,5 (o)






864 (n) l9,l (4)
19 (o) 0,4 (o)
I I (4) 0,2(4)
I I (n) 0,2(o)
3 (o) o,l (o)
3  0 ,1
33 (4) 0,7 (o\
28 (o) 0,7 (o)
5 (o) o,l (o)
42(o) 0,9 (o)
2t0 (4) 6,0 (o)
























3.5.2.3 Utilized agriculfural area, woods and forests
Source: Eurostat.
( ' )  1988 or 1988/1984.
(2) 1988/1e87.
(3) 1987 or 1987/1983.
(4) 1987/1986.
Arable land Permanent meadow and pasture
I 000 ha % of the UAA
of the countrv I 000 ha
% of the UAA
of the countrv
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- 0,4 (t)
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-  0,9 ( t )
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-  0 ,1
0 ,1
| 067















81,9  ( t )
28 ,1  ( t )
54,5 (t)
53,5 ( t )
16,8 ( t )
62,5 (3)
STRUCTURES T/109
Permanent crops Total UAA Woods and forests
I 000 ha % of the UAA
of the country I 000 ha
% of the UAA
of EUR 12 (t) I 000 ha
% of the UAA
of the country
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18 ,1  ( t )
4,0
0,0 (r)
19,3 ( t )
1 , 1
1 ,8  ( ' )
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-  0 '5 ( t )
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3.5.2.4 Area used for the principal agricultural products
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Harvested area.
(2) 1988 or 1988/1984.
(3) 1988/1987.
(4) 1986 or 1986/1982.
(5) 1986/198s.
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T l l22 STRUCTURES





I 000 Yo of total % TAV
r980 1985 1987 1980 1987
1987 |  1987
le80 |  1985
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9






























6929 x 100 X X







l8, l  15,2 14,3
24,3 20,8 19,3












91,2 82,2 78,8 100 100 2,1 -  2,1










l l,8 l4,l 14,8




l0. l  17.2
- 26,2 - 8,7




116,3 91,3 86,0 100 100 4,2 - 3,0



















1,0 -  1,2
2,5 4,5
797,4 703,9 670,7 100 r00 2,4 - 2,4

























l3 . l  -  9 .1
751,8 706,3 703,5 100 100 9,4 - 0,2






849,5 (2) : 821,1
274,2 (2) : 292,0
183,1 (2) :  189,5
















| 524,0 (2) : I 539,9 100 100 0,2 (')













2 l , l  l9 , l
30,4 32,8






1 135,0  974,5  911,8 r00 100 3,1 -  3,3
STRUCTURES T IT23
Average size UAA
ha I 000 ha oÄ of total % TAV




















X 7 , 1
7 , 1























































150,0 I  l3, l  102
u1s 349,6 317
| 248,7 I 133,3 I 092























I 086,0 932,3 964
2 635,2 2291,6 2163
5 342,9 5 190,7 5 ll7





















| 342,0 | 213,9 I 196

























2 007 ,0 (2) : | 947
| 894,7 (2) : 2 010
2 522,9 (2) : 2 607
4070,2(2)  :  4Ml
12 881 ,4 (2) :  13 676
8,6 (') 7,9

























620,0 471,2 432| 215,0 995,2 795
3 550,0 2936,9 2 562
l0 960,0 l0 l3g,t g 632
12 500.0 14 t03.7 14 613










25,4 30,7 28 845,0 2g 446,2 2g 024 100 100 0,4 0,8
T II24 STRUCTURES





I 000 o/o of total % TAV
1980 r985 1987 1980 1987
le87 |  le87
le80 |  res5
2 3 4 5 6 ,| 8 9

















- 1,0 - 2,6
-  l , l  -  0,4
- 0,1 - 0,4
- 0,2 - 0,3
223,3 220,1 216,9 100 100 - 0,4 - 0,7






I  501,1 (3) 1272,8 I  340,1
377,4 (3) 3lg, l  333,0
183,8 (3) 168,1 171,3
91,4 (3) 92,7 91,6





1 ,7  (3 )  1 ,9
-  l , t  (5)  2,6
- 1,2 (s) 2,3
- 0,7 (t) 1,0
o,o (5) - 0,6
- 0,1 (5) - 2,5
2 t92,0 (3) I 891,8 | 974,0 100 r00 - l,o (5) 2,2









1 ,8  1 ,3  1 ,2
0.8 1.0 1.0





- 3,5 -  6,5
- 3,1 0,0
- 4,7 0,0
- 5,6 -  3,9
3,2 0,0
4,7 4,0 3.8 100 100 - 3,0 - 2,5
Nederland 1 - 5
















- 2,7 - 2,9
- 3,4 - 4,6
0,6 0,2
4,6 6,3
129,0 120,9 117,3 100 100 -  1 , 4  -  1 , 5






272,4 (4) : 278,4
43,9 (4) : 57,8
18,3 (4) :  27 ,5
8,7 (4) : 12,9















349,5 (4) : 384,0 100 100 1 , 4 X










8 1 . 3  8 l . l  8 1 . 0
I 1 , 8  1 3 , 5
12,5 12,4





- 1,0 - 0,8
-  1 ,3  -  1 ,4
-  0,1 -  0,1
249,2 242,5 242,9 100 100 - 0,4 0,1
Source: Eurostat: harmonized national data * surveys of the structure of agricultural holdings.
(t) Holdings of I ha UAA or more.
(2) 1982 survey. TAV 1987/1982.
(i) 1977 instead of 1980 (not yet available).
(4) 1979/80 survey.
1987




ha I 000 ha oÄ of total % TAV


























- 0,9 - 2,4
- 0,9 - 0,4
- 0,1 - 0,3
-  0,4 -  1,5











3 512,8 (3) 2970,2 3 045
2 572,6 (3) 2197,5 2 277
2 485,3 (3) 2287,3 2 339
2 738,9 (3) 2784,5 2715






- 1,4 ( t )  1,3
- 1,2 (s) 2,0
- 0,6 (5) l, l
-  0,1 (5) 1,3
- 0,4 (5) - 2,2













l0, l  7,7 7
61,8 46,7 44
51,7 66,6 70





- 2,6 - 2,4
-  3,3 1,7
- 5,1 - 4,7
- 4,7 - 2,9
4,4 2,5
















4,1  3 ,8
9,5 7,8
26,7 2l , l
+4,8 47,7
t4.9 19.6
-  l , l  -  0 ,3
- 2,8 - 3,3
- 3,3 - 4,5
0,9 0,6
4,0 5,2











581,6 (4) : 626
300,7 (4) : 397
247,6 (4) : 372
261,5 (4) : 383































13 999,2 13 993,6 13 863
0,5 0,5





- 0,6 - 0,3
- 1,2 - 0,9
-  1 ,3  -  1 ,4
* 0,1 -  0,1
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3.5.6.1 Agricultural products sold through cooperatives (19s8)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( ' )  1987.
o 1e85.
(3) 1989.
(a) Cows', ewes' and goats' milk.
(5) Finished animals; young cattle not included 680Ä; store animals not included 42oÄ.
(6) Processed into sugar.
(7) Excl. potatoes (seed potatoes, 65oÄ; early potatoes and ware potatoes, 25%\.
e) 15 oÄ maize not included in the percentage.







Ellada Espafia( r ) France
lreland(') Italiac) Luxem-bourg Neder-land Portugal UnitedKingdom


























































































3.5.6.2 Products sold under contracts concluded in advance (19SS)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Including producers' group.
(2) 1979.




(7) Cows', ewes' and goats' milk.




















































































3.5.6.6 Results of Directive 72l268lF,n0 on mountain and hill farming and farming in certain
less-favoured areas
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( ' )  1987.















1987 1988 t982 1988













8928 8 641 8 309
216006 220 018 235392
202979 203 979
52 8s0 109 054 116 315
130 970 130322 t62405
87 764 100254 95 839
93790 130275 92569
3 036 3 126
53 673
93 544 r33844
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3.5.6.8 Projets financed by the EAGGF Guidance Section classified by DC region @eg. 355F7, (f97t{g)






















































































































































































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
srRUcruRES T ll3l
(in 1000 ECU)
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Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
STRUCTURES T IT33
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Sourc€r. GATT statistlcs ed Eütost{t.
/Vrj Whff @mperitrg stttistial si6 fot &edc qprcd i! valre t ms, it is importaf,t to member th.t, b@us of crchaage rate mov@4t!, the w of onc
omcy unit rathq thü dother may alk the appftnt Md. For Mple, betwm 1985 otd 1986, thc ratio ol thc USD to th. ECU chsngpd by 22Ao/o, aad,
brtw@ 1986 and 1987, by a furthe 14,8 %.
c) sITc 0, t, 21, 22,232 (231 fm 1988), U, 26r b 265 + 268, 29, 4.
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3.6.8 Community imports, by product
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(o) In million ECU; including horticultural products.
(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
(u) In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
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- Other (including sorghum)
Husked rice
Sugar (2)
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7 163 7 838 7 332
2226 | 775 2103
627 809 431
5 6 7 3 4 / ,
428 452 734
105 150 137
3262 3 601 3257
458 978 626
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- Other (including sorghum)
Husked rice
Sugar (2)
























- cones and powders












27 102 26963 34 868
15 107 14 400 18 040
l 506 I 850 3 212
370 449 147
8467 8 307 l l  393
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3.6.9 Community exports, by product
source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.(n) In million ECU; including horticultural products.
(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).(6) In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivativei included).
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- Other (including sorghum)
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3.6.15 Intra-Community trade, by product, incoming merchandise
source: Eurostat and EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(a) Million ECU; including horticultural products.
(s) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
(u) In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albtmin and its derivatives included).
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3.6.16 Intra-Community trade, by product, outgoing merchandise
Source.' Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(a) Million ECU; including horticultural products.
(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
(6) In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
EUR 12
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3.7.1 Share of cons[mer exlrcnditure on food, beverages rnd tobacco in the finel consutrption
of households
Source: Eurostat - SEC.
(t) Within the economic territory, and based on current prices.
(2) Calculated from data in national currencies converted into ecus at current rates.
(3) 1987 or 1987/1984.
(4) 1986 and 1986/1983.
(5) 1985.
oÄ of total expenditure on final consumption
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g, l  7,3 6,8
416,0 470,4 478,8
100,0 100,0 100,0




































-  l l , 0  - 4 9 , 3
3,4 6,8
4,2 1,8
Source: FAO - Production Directory * Monthly Bulletin: Economics and Statistics. Eurostat for Community figures.
(r) Common and durum wheat.
(2) Excl. rice.











Sources: FAO but Eurostat for Community figures.
(t) Excl. intra-EC trade.
(2) Excl. rice * malt in barley equivalent.
83,9 100,0 96,9 100,0 105,5 100,0
2,7 3,2 2,3 2,4 2,2 2,1
80,7 100,0 84,6 100,0 84,6 100,0
3,8 4,7 3,9 4,6 4,3 5,1
l&,6 100,0 181,4 100,0 190,1 100,0
6,5 3,9 6,2 3,4 6,4 3,4
82,3 100,0 98,1 100,0 106,5 100,0
12,6 15,3 15,7 16,0 16,0 15,0
83,7 100,0 86,7 100,0 87,1 100,0
9,3 I  l , l  9,0 10,4 9,2 10,6
166,1 100,0 184,8 100,0 193,5 100,0





















4.1.4.1 Supply balances - durum wheat
(1 July-3O June) - cornmon wheat EUR 12



















- human consumption (grain)





















































































- human consumption (grain)















20 764 2t 069
2 385 2 246
| 478 2184
819 769
27 627 27 535













































source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on intra-import basis.
T 1166 CEREALS
4.1.4.2 Supply balances - barley
(l July-30 June) - rye EUR 12



















- human consumption (grain)










































-  1 ,3
- 2,4

































- human consumption (grain)























































-  l , l
-  1 ,4
















Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on intra-import basis.
CEREALS T 1167
4.1.4.3 Supply balancs - mrize
(l July-30 June) - oats and mixed summer cereals ELJR f2
source: Eurostat and Ec commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on intra-import basis.
1 0 0 0 r % TAV

















- human consumption (grain)















20 427 21 598
219 232
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4.1.4.4 Supply balances - other cereals
(1 July-3O June) - total cereals (excl. rice) EUR 12
Source.' Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Including'triticale'.
(2) Calculated on intra-import basis.
CEREALS T 1169
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4.1.5.4 Consumer price indices - bread and cereals
(in nominal and real terms)
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Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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4.I.6.2 Market prices for cereals as a percentage of the intervention price (t)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Average prices at certain representative marketing centres adjusted to the standard quality.
(2) Figures based on intervention price for common wheat of breadmaking quality reduced by 5"Ä.
(3) Feed grains.
(n) Rye of breadmaking quality.
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T l l74 CEREALS
4.1.6.3 Intervention stocks in the EC at the end of the marketing year
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( r000t )
Products 1985/86 1986187 1987/88 1988/89 r989/90
I 2 3 4 5 6
Common wheat
- common wheat of
breadmaking quality
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4.2.4.1 Supply balanc rice (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Broken rice included.
(2) Calculated on intra-import basis.
EUR 12
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4.3.3.1 World supply balance and international hade in sugar







I 2 3 4 5 6
(l) Supply balance








of which : as oÄ of consumption
(II) International trade
Imports/world
of which : EUR 12
%
Exports/world
of which : EUR 12
4r s72 32610 28470
9877t 104626 109072
28 363 29 34r 28 147
- 7,8 - I2,7
1,9 4,2
l , l  4 , 1
168 706 166 577 165 689 - 0,4 0,5
29 255 29 974 28 663
r00 497 108 133 108 018











26 565 26764 27 5r8




27 750 27 142 27 905
4280 4918 5008







Sources : (l) FO Licht - Eürop@n sügr Joümal (for the supply balane). (II) Iatmational sugtr organiation (for inbrutiooal trade).
T II82 SUGAR
4.3.4.1 Sugar supply balance
(October/September)
EUR 12








I 2 3 4 5 6
Total production
of which: C sugar production for export
14096 13  915 14272

















1769 I 904 1928
3 s57 3716 3290
(s18) (2 2ee) (l 700)
10 907 l0 885 11 085
l l  1 2  t 2
r70 186 155
10726 10 687 10 918
33,2 32,8 33,5
129,2 127,8 128,8
-  1,8 2,6
X X
3,7  1 ,3
2,2 -  I  1,5
140,0 - 26,1






Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Excl. C sugar.
(2) Excl. sugar traded for processing.
(3) Ratio of human consumption to resident population at I January'
(a) Ratio of total production to domestic use.
4.3.5.1 Average world sugar prices (t)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Arithmetic mean of spot prices (June/July).
(2) White sugar, loaded fob designated European ports, in new bags.
(3) Raw sugar, 96", cif - United Kingdom, ex. hold.
(a) Raw sugar, 96', loaded fob Caribbe Contract No I l.
(5) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.






I 2 3 4 5 6
Paris Exchange (2)
London Exchange (3)








4.3.5.2 Consumer prices for sugar (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Belgique/Belgiö: Sucre raflin6/Geraffrneerde suiker
Danmark: Melis (Stodt)
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OTLSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS Tll87
4.4.4.1 Supplies of rape and colza (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June)
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TA\













- from Community seed
- from imported seed















































































Source.' Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
T/188 OILSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS
4.4.4.2 Supplies of sunflower (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June) (t)
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAY













- from Community seed
















































































Source : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) The marketing year runs from August to July.
OILSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS T/189
4.4.4.3 Supplies of soya (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June)
EUR T2
1 0 0 0 t % TAV












- from Community seed
















































































Source.' Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.

OILSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS Tll9l
4.4.4.4 Supplies of olive oil EUR 12








































































Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Ratio of human consumption to resident population at I January.
(2) Ratio of total production to domestic use.
T ll92 oILSEEDS, orLS AND FATS
4.4.5.1 Prices fixed (1) and market prices on the Bari market for: - virgn olive oil
- lmpante grade olive oil 3'
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture, and Bari Chamber of Commerce.
(t) Calculated prices allow for monthly increments.
(2) For 5" of acidity.
XI XII I I I













































































4.4.5.2 Wholesale prices: - on the
- on the
Bari market for relined olive oil
Milan market for refined olive oil, edible seed oils
Bari - refined olive oil
Milan - refined olive oil
Milan - edible seed oils
Ratio: olive-oil (Bari)/edible seed oils (Milan)
N8.' The ratio olive-oil/seed oils is based on wholesale prices and excludes the consumption aid effective from I April 1979.

















































OTLSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS TlI93
(ECU|I00 ks)
I I I IV V VI VII VIII IX X a
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T I2OO FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
4.5.3.1 Intrs-EC trede and external trade in fresh fruit and vegetables EUR 12
(l Un t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Based on goods entering.
(2) Citrus fruit not included.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T I2OI
4.5.4.1 Supply balance - fresh fruit (t)
Market balance - fresh apples
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Including fruit preserves and juices,
(2) According to the market balance.
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t OA TAV
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T I2O2 FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
4.5.4.2 Market balance - fresh pears
. fresh peaches
Source: Eurostat.
(t) According to the market balance.
EUR 12
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T I2O3
4.5.4.3 Market balance - table grapes
Supply balance - fresh vegetables (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Including vegetable preserves and juices.
EUR 12

































































































































-  1 ,7
0,9
T I2O4 FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
4.5.4.4 Market balance - cauliflowers
- fresh tomatoes
Source: Eurostat.
(t) According to the market balance.
EUR 12
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T I2O5
4.5.4.5 Supply balance - citrus fruit (t)
Market balance - oranges (t) EUR 12







































































































































FRUrr AND VEGETABLES T 1207
4.5.4.6 Market balance - processed tomatoes
- processed peaches
Source: Eurostat.
(t) According to the market balance.
EUR 12
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4.7 .4.1 Supply balance - potatoes EUR 12
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2 400,0 2 620,0 2 870,0
Source.' European Commission for Agriculture, Tobacco Quarterly.
4.8.3.1 EC share of world trade (t) in raw tobacco
Source.' Eurostat and World Tobacco Situation (USDA).
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4.8.3.2 ltaly's and Greece's exports of raw tobacco
Source.' Eurostat.
From Italy From Greece
1987 1988 1989 oÄ t989 t987 1988 1989 % 1989


















































































































































































4.8.3.3 Imports and exports of raw tobacco EUR 12
( r m t )
1987 I 988 r989
lntra Extra Total Intra Extra Total Intra Extra Total
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 0
A. Imports
Flue cured Virginia
Light air cured Burley
Light air cured Maryland
Fire cured Kentucky











































































































136,5 456,5 593,5 128,1 427,4 555,7 L44,7 435,4 580,1
B. Exports
Flue cured Virginia
Light air cured Burley
Light air cured Maryland
Fire cured Kentucky
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131 ,0 157,7 289,9 I  l 0 , l r49,9 261,2 1,22,9 186,1 309,9
Source: Eurostat.
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27 262 29 162 55 178 8,4 9,0 15,8
Source ; EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
T 1228 SEEDS
4.9.1.1 Seed production and related aid (1989)
Product
100 kg
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4.10.5.1 Market price for hops
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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381 394 373
20 35t 22 745 22 122
I 193 | 256 I 301
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4.11.1.3 Output of silkwonn cocoons and number of boxes of silkworm eggs used














160 528 130 343 43766 6,7 - 66,4
50 660 25 110 32 534
3 699 2 382 I 310






















- 14,2 - 42,9
- 13,6 - 13,9












65 605 54718 56 610 5,9 3,5
43 990 39 822 40 056
21 615 14896 14674
- 13,3 0,6
- l l ,7 - 1,5
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.







































































































































































































































T 1236 FrBRE FLAX. corroN AND srLKwoRMS
4.11.3.2 Intra-EC trade and exteroal trade in cotton fibre(r) ELJR 12
( I U n t )
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Cotton, other than rendered absorbent or bleached.
(2) Based on entries.
FIBRE FLAX, COTTON AND SILKWORMS T 1237
4.11.5.1 Producer prices for flax seed
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.













1 6 8 , 1 6
218,07
- 7,6 - r2,2
- 6,2 - L0,2
4.11.5.2 Flax tow prices






2 3 4 5 6
Belgique/Belgiö - water-retted
Scutched flax:
- average - low
- normal
- good
I 468,6 r 320,4 r 184,2
I 688,9 | 432,7 | 497,4
1903 .1  1627 . t  1754 .7
-  3 ,5  -  11 ,3
- 5,4 4,5
-  5,1 7,8
T 1238 FIBRE FLAX. CoTToN AND SILKwoRMS
4.11.5.3 Ginned cotton, world prices (t)
1t; 'Mid. l-3132' in force the first day of each month.
(ECUlt00 ks)
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990


















































































a 173,9 r02,6 130,6 109,9 133.5
% TAV in relation
to preceding year - 23,0 -  41 ,0 27,3 -  15 .8 2L,5
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T 1240 FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FODDER
4.13.7.5 Use of cereals by the compound feedingstuffs industry
Source: Fefac.
(l) Greece and Luxembourg not included.
% of production of
compound feedingstuffs
1 0 0 0 t % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9






















|  456 I  114 815
I 700** | 314 | 375
4 r02 3 255 3 045
7 7 t5  7100 6920
6 890 s250 5215
936 720 500
6 000 s 460 5 555
2 470 2 060 2 070
1 160 832 695
4 188 4 r75 3 865
- 12,5 - 26,8




- L2,3 - 30,6
4,6 1,7
8,7 0,5
-  15,3 -  16,5
0,2 7,4
FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FODDER Tl24l
4.13.7.7 Production of dehydrated fodder (excl. potatoes)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( t)  EUR 10.























9 t 7 1 3
: 337 474

















4.13.7.8 Community supplies of dehydrated and dried fodder
Source.' Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( ' )  EUR 10.
EUR 12











1 582 (') 2923 3 202
74 64 66
28 77 58
| 628 2910 3 210
22,7 9,5
-  7,0 3,1
65,8 - 24,7
33,7 10,3
T 1242 FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FODDER
4.13.7.9 Area, yietd and production of dry pulses, feed peas and field beans
Area
I 000 ha % TAV
1985 1988 1989
le88 | lese
le85 |  le88
I 2 3 4 5 6 7








































































































168 l l4  111
3 1 3 7













Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FODDER T1243
Yield Production
100 kg/ha OÄ TAV 1 0 0 0 t % TAV
1985 1988 1989
re88 I le8e





l 098 t2l l t 5t4l 3 l 6 l 7

























4  1 3  l l
508 508 467
102 327 240
3 9 8 1 0
64 61 62
l r08 2 608 2 891
7 1 3 7
237 150 149
70 165 105






1 ,6  I ,6
33,0 10,9
22,9 - 46,2






















-  1,3 0,9










950 2 458 2775
7 3 2


































-  4 ,5  -  11 ,5
9,6 5,5
x 25,0
4,7 -  15,5
1 3 4
2 1 0 1 3
55 217 152
3 9 7 7
60 54 54
158  150  116
0 1 0 5
235 139 120
10 57 29














FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FODDER T1245
4.13.7.I2 Cif offer price (Rotterdam) for soya cake
(ECUlt00 kg)
l98 l r982 r983 1984 1985 1986 r987 1988 1989

























































































































Average 12 months 23,92 23,39 27,63 25,56 22,06 20,16 18,94 23,86 23,39
% TAV
compared with
previous year 21,5 -  1 ,9 18,2 -  7,5 - 13,7 - 8,6 -  6 ,1 + 26,0 - 2,0
Source: Eurostat.
T 1246 MEAT rN GENERAL
Relative share 7o I  000t % TAV
























12825 13 316 13022
8 066 7 618 7 341
5784 5997 6126




- 5,4 - 3,6
3,7 2,2
2,8 3,8




28395 28719 28 330
1 857 I  837 1787
1,1  -  1 ,4
-  l , l  -  2 ,7



































1,4 -  0,2
-  3,3 -  1,7
100 100 100 9r,6 92,6 92,3 l , l  -  0 ,3
4.14.1.1 Gross internal production and consumption of meat (r)
Source.' EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Carcass weight for meat.
EUR 12
MEAT rN GENERAL T 1247
4.14.3.1 Net balance of external trade (t) in meat (2) and self-sufliciency
Source.' EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Exports minus imports.




(%)1 0 0 0 t
1987 1988 1989 r987 1988 1989















- 252 - 24t - 251




















422 443 649 101,9 101,0 100,5


















LSD ( ' )
Capricox (t)






































































4.14.9.2 Animal disease: number of animals slaughtered (1989)
Source.' Animal disease notification system (ADNS).
(t) Animal disease notification system since I September 1990.
EUR 12
T 1248 BEEF/vEAL
4.15.0.1 Cattle numbers (December of previous year)
I 000 head % of EUR 12 o/o TAY
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4.15.1.2 Net production of beef/veal (adult bovine animals and calves) (t)
NB: These figures do not correspond to gross domestic production; for this see Table 4.14.1.1.
Source .' Eurostat.
(t) Total slaughterings of animals including those of foreign origin.
(2) Carcass weight.
l 0 0 0 t c ) % TAV





















6823 667r x 2,2
2s4 268 263
233 215 203
| 433 I 528 I 513
78 75 73
: 428 436






1 016 947 979
0,9 L,9
1,2 5,6



















































































7 378 7 683 7 46r 0,8 2,9
289 309 298
23s 2r7 204
I 503 1 608 r 576
90 82 8l
: 445 449
| 797 t 826 r 673
34r 4s9 430
I r2t | 164 | 147
8 8 7
436 506 486
: l l0 129
r02r 949 981
1,1  3 ,6
1,2 6,0
1,3 2,0










4.15.2.1 World production and production of principal beef/veal producing/exporting counhies(r)
Source.' FAO and other international orsanizations.
(t) Net production.
% I 000t % TAV















































































































50 400 50 300
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l0 880 t0 577
8  013  8  156
2 581 2 550
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4.15.4.1 Supply balanc Beef/veal EUR 12
l 000 t (3) o/o TAV



























































Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Total trade, with the exception of live animals.
C) All trade, including live animals (figures based on imports).
(3) Carcass weight.
BEEF/VEAL T 1255
4.15.5.1 Market prices (t) for beef/veal






















l40,g3g 147,733 152,527 4,8 3,2










































204,27 4 2l2,2gg l gg,l 50
235,649 263,739 295,564
206,705 269,793 246,409















Source .' EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(l) Representative markets.
(2) Live weight, 6 'all classes'.
(3) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
(4) Weighted Q ECVI100 kg.
T 1256 PIGMEAT
4.16.0.1 Pig numbers (December of previous year)
Source: Eurostat.
( ' )  EUR l r .
I 000 head % of EUR 12 % TAY



































l 6  6 1 3


















































-  1 , 1
- 2,7
-  1 ,3
7r8
- 3,2
4.16.1.1 Number of pigs slaughtered (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Animals of domestic and foreign origin.
(2) EUR 10.




























t29 4t7 (2) 163 490 t59 324 g,l - 2,5 81,5 (2)  81,3 81,9 - 0,1 0,7
8263 9 r49 9370
15203 16 196 16 007
38732 38 931 36419
2227 2365 2348
: 22710 22 514
19 531 21 437 2t 153
2 tr9 2235 2 t47
n239 rr737 rr972
126 129 t22
16 718 20 r25 19 640
:  2 6 8 8  3 1 1 8
152ff i  15787 14 5r5
3,5 2,4
2,1 -  1,2
0,2 - 6,5
2,0 - 0,7






























x  _ 1 , 0
0,5 0,5
PIGMEAT T 1257
4.16.1.2 Net pigmeat production (r)



















1,0 524 (2) t3 269 13 024 8,0 -  1,8
667 808 832
I 086 I 168 I 165
3 l5 l  3250 3094
t42 160 l5 l
:  1702 1674
| 570 I 780 1 781
132 138 140
I t2l I  154 I 186





1,0 -  4,8
4,1 -  5,6
x  _ 1 , 6
4,3 0,1




1,4 -  7,5
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Animals of domestic and foreign origin.
(2) EUR 10.
4.16.2.1 World production and gross donestic production of principal pigpeat-producing or exporting
countries
% 1 0 0 0 t OÄ TAV






















29,3 3l, l  31,7





1 ,3  1 ,6  1 ,6
1 ,5  1 ,5  1 ,6
1 ,5  1 ,3  1 ,3
1 ,6  1 ,4  1 ,3
1 ,7  1 ,7  1 ,6
1 ,4  1 ,3  1 ,3
59 3t7 62633 64354
t2l tO 12 518 12679
17 378 t9 492 20384
6716 6487 7 054
5 853 6 200 6 300
| 486 1 714 | 567
r s32 I 581 1 578
| 332 l 440 | 465




I  011 1072 1027
823 835 851
2,7





















l 000 t (r) Oh TAV




I 2 3 4 5 6
Gross internal production
Imports - Live animals








Gross consumption in kglheadlyear
Self-sufficiency (%)




l0 490 13 316 13 0M
7  - 8  - 2 2
t34 63 lr2
386 519 486
l 852 2 180 2412












7,9 -  1,3
1 ,8  -  1 ,5
0,4 - 0,7
4.16.5.1 Market prices for pigmeat (t)












































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Representative markets.
(2) Slaughter weight - Class I.
(3) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
(a) Weighted g ECUI100 kg.
SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT T 1259
4.17.0.1 Sheep and goat numbers (preceding December)
I 000 head % of EUR 12 o/o TAV










































































-  1 ,9
ll,7
0,5







































































































T 1260 SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT
4.17.1.1 Sheep and goats slaughtered
Source.' Eurostat.
( ' )  EUR 10.
























49 835 (t) 74073 77 077 l , l  ( t )  4 , 1 15,4  ( t )  13 ,9 l4,l -  0,4 ( t )  1,4
369 324 347
29 49 54
r 322 r 466 | 549
11 509 11794 12049
: 21 030 19 957
10 189 9714 9 492
2 08r  2139 2776
8 107 8 433 9 t26
464 sl7 592
:  1 5 0 2  1 5 1 9





x  _ 5 , 1




x  1 , 1
2.8 14.7
22,3 27 ,0 27,5
27,9 22,7 24,0
20,6 19,8 20,2










-  1,3 2,0
0,0 0,0
x 0,0
-  1,0 0,6
- 0,6 - 3,5
0,0 1,2
1,4 0,0
x  _ 2 , 0
- 0,9 - 0,5
4.17.1.2 Gross internal sheepmeat and goatmeat production
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T 1262 SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT
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SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT T1263
4.17.3.3 hnports of sheepmeat (r)
EUR 12




















20t 170 r89 152 t9r9t4
7 6t3 674t 9097
15 075 L5 562 17 431
14200 11 538 r25t5
3 490 2 867 3 972
7 203 7 629 7 858
5 898 4 654 4700
1 r78 2579 4372
293 2248 2408
552 537 5r4
229s 3 689 3265
6,0 1,5









60,7 - l l,5
258 967 247 196 258 046 4,5 4,4
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture and Eurostat - Comext.
(t) Incl. live animals.
O Excl. trade between the Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic.(3) Tonnes carcass weight.
4.17.4.1 Supply balance - sheepmeat and goatmeat
source: Eurostat and EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Carcass weight.
(2) Carcass weight - All trade with the exception of live animals.
(3) All trade in carcass weight, with the exception of live animals (figures based on imports).
EUR 12






I 2 3 4 5 6
Gross internal production
Imports - live animals (r)














1 002 | 042 I 095


















0 ,9  -  1 ,1
T 1264 SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT
4.17.5.1 Market prices for sheepmeat (t)









































































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Belgique/Belgiö : Average price :
l) moutons extra (carcass weight 30 kg) - schapen extra (30 kg per stuk).
2) agneaux extra (carcass weight 16 kg) - lammeren extra (16 kg per stuk).
Danmark: country @: lambs lst quality.
Deutschland: country Q : lambs carcasses of 'L'-Mastlämmer quality.
Ellada: country 6: 76% amnos galaktos,
24oÄ amnos.
Espafra:
France: country @ for'carcasses d'agneaux de boucherie'.
Ireland: country @: 70oÄ prime quality.
30 7o second quality.
Italia: average price:
l) agnelloni ( + 20 kg carcass weight) : 360/o (country @).
2) agnelli ( * l0 kg carcass weight) : 640/o (markets: Cagliari, Roma, Napoli, Firenze - L'Aquila).
Nederland : country Q'Yette Lammeren'.
Portugal:
United Kingdom: Q market prices for sheep qualifying for guaranteed prices (pence/kg net on the hoof).
(2) Slaughter weight.
(3) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currency.
POULTRYMEAT T 1265
4.18.0.1 Number of utility chicks of table strains hatched
I 000 head % TAV


















282s020 3014897 3133 185 3156483 3,9 0,7
85 818 91 869 97 760 101 590**
82893 g7 560** gg 943* 96604*
212 223 2t8 993 228 103 23t 076*
67 687 68 700 72548* 77 169*
469 001 498 383 516 t97 521 769
622333 658344 678359 687 783
32t92 38326 40435 37 208**
330 040 373922 396 308 406 t07*
297 339 300 876 307 418 303 358**
95 897 I 18 109 tr4 t4t 104 869









2,2 -  1,3
-  3,4 -  g, l
5,8 - 0,5
Source: Eurostat.
4. 18. 1. 1 Gross internal production of poultrymeat
I  000t OÄ TAV


















5M3 5784 5997 6127 3,7 212
t34 r4t 152 t54
116 l l3 r r7 128
377 390 4tr 425
t45 t49 149 151
754 786 819 825
| 328 I 408 | 449 | 5s7
59 67 76 74
r 001 1046 1072 I 100
442 484 492 497
t57 t7t 175 183
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l 000 t (') % TAV





l 2 3 4 5 6 I
Gross internal production
Imports - live birds














s 44r 5 780










8 1  :
6 000 6 130






























ECU/Kg ('z) % TAV (3)






































































4.18.5.1 Market prices for chickens (r)
Sosrce.' EC Comisiiotr, Di@toratc-G@qal for Agricultw,
(t) B€lgiqu/Bolgiö : Poulets Ä 7O%, prü de gros I la vdb. KuiLeN 70 o/o, gr@thandelsverkoopprijs. A pdir de jüilct 1982 prü fru@ frdtiörc. Vilefjuli 1982
prijs ftu@ g@r.
DarMk : Kylingd, ?0%, 6lagt6i. til det ilhrndel.
BR Dcutschlild ; Schlehtqei - AbgobepEis fEi Empfetrger, 10Vo gpftorq.
Ellada : Chotrdriki timi 70% (prix d€ grot.
Espaia : PMio de meßrdo.
Frm@ : Pari!-Rugir: poulets, clse A (moy6s), 83 %, prix dc gros d la vdb.
Ircland : Chicko, ?0%, wholes.lc pri@.
Itslia : Milam: p@i d'a.quilto oll'itrgross, 83%.
Nederland : LEI: Kuitds 70% - Groothedelsverkoopprijc.
Portugsl :Prc9oäprodutio.
Utrit€d Kirgdom : Irndon: Chickens, t3%, eholesale pdce,
('z) Slaught r wight.
e) Crlcüloted otr the bdis of pries itr n&tional otmci6.
EGGS T 1269
4.19.0.1 Laying hens, numbers
Source: Eurostat.
( ' )  EUR 10.
I 000 head OÄ TAV



















292 766 (t) 290 47r (t) 283 944 (t) 288 812 (') 2,2  ( t )  t ,7
10719 10 652 t0 177 9 9s0
4224 3 828 3991 4095**
49700 47 t00 45 800 44400
16784** 17 177 17 154 lg77g**
: : : :
68 600 64 421 55 886 64900
3 281 3 462 3 388 2981**
48 035 51 950 52730 54 101**
91  91  91  9 l
39291 39756 38246 37 061
: : : :













4.L9.0.2 Number of utility chicks hatched from laying hens
I 000 head % TAV


















220 478 234022 220 642 228 162 5r7 3,4
8 391 g 172 7 679** g 374*
3 843 4091 4t t4 3 555*
33 638 33 850 32143 33 160*
392t 2781 3037* 2 808*
35 026 37 954 36 302 40 722
38 3r7 40 776 42273 42 635
1749 1598 t42 t  1382*
27 903 31733 25219 23854*
28237 3t 372 30 043 36 541
4152  4777  5276  4  130














4.19.1.1 Usable production of eggs in shell (total eggs)
I 000t OA TAV


















4847 4 884 4939 4765 l , l  3 , 5
184 t82 175 171
81 77 79 82
743 721 715 706
123 r28 131 134
675 671 677 628
909 891 938 912
37 39 38 36
s72 631 654 656
656 654 656 643
85 88 90 93
772 802 786 704
- 3,8 2,3
3,8 2,9
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4.19.4.1 Supply balance - eggs (total eggs)
Source: Eurostat.
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAY
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1 8  l 8
1 8  1 8
4 524 4 348
13,9 13,3
101,6  101,9
1 ,1  -  3 ,4
X X
-  11 ,9  8 ,1
17,2 10,3
1 ,7  -  2 ,1
0,7 - 3,6







4.19.5.1 Market prices for eggs (t)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Eggs: Class IV - weight 55-60 gr. :
Belgique/Belgiö : Kruishoutem: prix de gros ä I'achat, franco march6
groothandelsaankoopprijs, franco markt.



























































-  11 ,9
-  lg,g
X
I 1 , 8
-  0 ,1
14,4
13,7








T l2l4 MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS
4.20.0.1 Dairy herds and yields
Dairy cows (t)
I 000 head OA TAV
























l 902 r 841 I 837
6 398 5 424 s234
I 633 I 481 | 478
3 20t 3 057 2955
69 62 61
2 4t2 2 043 | 997
360 417 402
3 150 29rl 2867
- 2,8 - 2,0
-  4,8 -  1,9
-  2,9 -  1,3
2,0 - 5,4
l , l  -  0 ,2
- 5,4 - 3,5
- 3,2 - 0,2
-  1,5 -  3,3
-  3 ,5  -  1 ,6
- 5,4 - 2,3
2,0 - 3,6























4 348 4 542 4 622 1,81 ,5
3 913 4077 4205
5 685 6 124 6254
47t5 4 809 4925
2 947 2 866 2 876
3 290 3 ll7 3 128
4344 4905 4967
3 566 3 594 3 640
3 359 3 509 3 587
4362 4597 4672
5203 5 583 5669
3094 323s 3 930
5 tt7 5 189 5 195




-  1,8 0,4
4 ,1  1 ,3
0,3 r ,3
1,5 2,2






(2) Production of the year divided by the herd in May-June.
(3) During the month of September.
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T1275
4.20.1J Production of milk from dairy herds and delivery of milk to dairies
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Excl. milk for suckling.
(2) Incl. deliveries of cream (milk equivalent).
(3) Excl. deliveries to the Federal Republic of Germany.
Production of milk
from dairy cows (r)
1 0 0 0 t % TAV



















l l5  938 109 595 109 082 1,9 -  0,5
3796 3637 3632
5 099 4740 4747
25 674 23 978 24 240
663 679 679
6258 5 738 5747
27 790 26 606 25 984
5 823 s 323 5 380
10 573 10726 l0 600
301 285 285
12 550 rr 406 rr 32r
I  l l4  1349 I  580
L6 t t7 15 128 14 887
- L,4 -  0,1
- 2,4 0,1
-  2 ,3  l , l
0,9 0,0
- 2,9 0,2
- 1,4 - 2,3
-  2 ,9  1 ,1
-  0 ,1  -  1 ,2
- 1,8 0,0
-  3,1 -  0,7
6 ,6  l7 , l
-  2 ,1  -  1 ,6
Deliveries of milk
from dairy cows (2)
I 000t OÄ TAV


















T2 r05 642 99 082 98 575 - 2,1 -  0,5
3 t26 3 048 3 086
4899 4539 4547
23 637 2t 647 21931
46t 506 500
4761 4377 4486
25 412 24070 23714
5 682 5 r97 5257
8 532 8 554 8220
255 220 2r8
12233 1t024 t0 869
l 057 I 316 I 398
15 587 14 584 14349
- 0,8 1,2
- 2,5 0,2
-  2,9 1,3
3,2 -  1,2
- 2,8 2,5
-  1 ,8  -  1 , 5
-  2,9 1,2
0,1 - 3,9
- 4,9 - 0,9
- 3,4 - 1,4
7,6 6,2
-  2,2 -  1,6
T1276 MILK AND MILK PRoDUCTS
4.20.1.2 Deliveries of cows' milk to dairies, as a proportion of production (t)
Source; Eurostat.
(t) Incl. deliveries of cream (milk equivalent).
Deliveries of
cows'mi lk
1984 1985 r986 1987 1988 1989 p.























































































MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS T 1277
4.20.1.3 Sales of fresh dairy products (r)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Incl. cream.
I  000t OA TAV



















29 t04 30347 30800 l r 5I14
852 954 981
668 655 650
6100  6717  6799
2s7 399 410
3 047 3 r73 3 159
4 7 2 7  5 t 4 6  5 3 1 1
748 700 700
3273 3 177 3250
66 70 7l
| 242 I 160 1 140
718 826 839










-  2,3 1,7
4,8 1,5
- 0,2 1,6
T 1278 MrLK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.4 Production in dairies of butter and cheese
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Incl. butteroil manufactured from cream (butter equivalent).
(2) Processed cheese excluded.
Butter (r)
I  000t % TAV











































-  11 ,5  7 ,1
Cheese (2)
I 000t % TAV


















4285 4 563 4619 1,22 ,1
51 59  6r
256 260 277
9 1 3  1 0 0 8  1 0 5 0
t25 103 103
139 r37 l4r



















MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T 1279
4.20.I.5 Production in dairies of whole-milk and skimmed-milk powder (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Product weight.
(2) Whole-milk powder, partly-skimmed-milk powder and cream-milk powder included.(3) Skimmed-milk powder and buttermilk powder included.
Whole-milk powder (2)
1 0 0 0 t OÄ TAY













































I  000t % TAV

















1352l 988 I 458 - l2, l  7,9
l rs  73  90
2 5 7 1 4
5s2 408 451
0 0 0













-  I  1 , 1  2 ,1
- 14,7 40,0
X X
- 9,4 - 10,0
- 16,3 6,1
3 1 , 0  -  I 1 , 1
- 17,4 2,2
T I28O MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.6 Production in dairies of concentrated milk and casein (t)
Source: (a) Eurostat.
(b) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Product weight.
(2) Including that of 'chocolate crumb'.
Concentrated milk (a) (2)


















r 332 1 306I  5 1 r 4,1 2,0
11  19  26

































144** 186** 147** 8,9 - 21,0
15  2 l  19





11,9  9 ,5
6,0 - 16,0
la,1 -  31,1
10,1 - 18,2
6,9 - 15,2
- 12,6 - 50,0
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T I28I
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MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T 1283
4.20.3.1 world trade in certain milk products - Ec share EUR 12
( 1 0 0 0 t )
A. Exports r983 (5) 1984 (5) 1985 (5) r986 1987 1988 (4) 1989
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8






































































































































































- EEC 7l** 75* 89** 86** 99** 84** 8 l  * *
T1284 MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS
4.20.3.1 ( cont.)
B. Imports 1983 (5) r984 (5) 1985 (5) 1986 1987 1988 (4) 1989
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



































































- EEC t2 l 8 24 22 26 29 36
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture,
(t) Food aid included.
(2) Basis, GATT statistics.
(3) Basis, FAO statistics.
(4) GATT and FAO information, updated March 1989.
(5) EUR 10.
MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS Tl2g5
1983 1984 1985 1986 t987 1988 1989
















































































r92 3 1 3 307 266 388 616 410
Closing stock
- private
- public (intervention) 983 6t7
:
s20 772 473 l0 5
4.20.4.2 Detailed supply balarrce (a) - skimmed-mitk powder
source: (a) EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(b) Eurostat.
(t) Including buttermilk powder incorporated directly in animal feed, milk powder for babies.
EUR 12
( 1 0 ( M t )
T 1286 MrLK AND MILK PRODUCTS
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989**
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Opening stock










































2 7r7 3 086 3 095 3 429 3 360 2743 l 998
Consumption
- at normal prices (2)

























1  1 3 1
0
348

























355 379 387 331 621 645 395
Closing stock

















853 949 I t24 1 366 958 202 t24
4.20.4.3 Detailed supply balance (a) - butter (r)
Source: (a) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture (including butteroil, butter equivalent).
(b) Eurostat.
(r) Product weight. Includes butteroil made from cream (butter equivalent).
(2) Prices currently subsidized by EAGGF in Denmark, Ireland, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom.
(3\ 1977: Reg. No 2370177 (Christmas butter),
1978: Reg. No l90l /78,
1979: Reg. No 1269/79.
(a) Comprising (l 000 t):
- Welfare schemes
- Armed forces and non-profit organizations
- Butter concentrate
- Sales to food processors
(5) Of which 87 physically exported.
EUR 12






1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
6 5 6 4 0 1 6
4 4 4 5 4 4 5 9 4 2
15 26 34 43 16
228 267 258 328 274
MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS T l2g7
4.20.6.1 Intervention measures for butter and skimmed-milk powder (19S9)
source : EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.








































l l  100 l l  100
5 880 5 880
32 620 32 620
2 20r 2 201
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MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T 1289
4.20-6.3 Community butter and skimmed-mitk powder stocks (t) on I April
Sowce : EC Comisiot, Di@torat!.Gcrcrol for Agdcultürc.
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1 0 0 0 t Mio ECU(%) I 000t
Mio ECU
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( r7  %)
-  3773
- 4 8 5 3
- 6 1 4 6










Paper and paper board,
articles of paper pulp,
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Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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